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. ABSTRACT

,The ,goat of this project is-to'find ways.of enhancing

the df'ficiency of searching large machine-readable data bases.

This.includes improVing the recall andlpreciiiOn chiraqteristics

of retrievals initiated by user_requests.asIkel1 as helping the
user tO form concepts.' For the.lat°tet, ways are to he sought

- to transfer to the cOmputer some of the tasks t at-are normally

performed by,t,he user, i.e. to further automate I (information
retrieval); Such developments are motivated by the rapid growth
in the volume .of on-line IRactivities, nd the factthat the

( cost,of searches is ho longer limited by cpu search.costS,

Rather, it is litited by labor costsy(profiling, evaluating
oiltpUtti, 1;ookkeeping, etc..). and Ihi-costS,.(printing, mailing, etc.).
Fot a typical search, costing'between 100 and 300 dollars, usually°
less than $5.00 in cpu is consumed. Such co.s.te si.gest that .

large efficiency gains can be made by further automating IR
systemS\functiOns. Underlying these goals are two general issues.
The firstis the relationship between statistical string pro-
cessing and semantic word processing. The .second is the concept
of multi-step processing of a.seatch.request.

Statistical etring processing pertains to tho'sbe IR functions
, that can be performed without knoiaing the definitions of the

terms (character strings), i.e.,so#1ng terms and gimping
records on the hasis'of the terms they contain. This isthe
typical. method used in Boolean searches and simple term
clustering.

os

SeMantic word processing pertains,to those word relation-
ships that depend on term definitions- i.e. the meaning of the

..

term 'in the context of the data base-:; Multi-'step ?recessing
.

'df large files involves using more than one methodology in
distinct steps, to ptocess.a single search request. The steps
are arranged so that the first process is most appropriate for

ii 4
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use on a very large file. The second -step then operates on

a subfile identified by the kirst'step:and further refines

the output file, etc. In thiss'tudy,.the multi-step search

idea wa's tested at lengta, using Boolean search_as the. first

step and subject term .clu§tering as the second. The results

;,!ere encouragingi Moreover, it was found that the processing

may be further strengthened by, incorporating some semantic

sinformatj:On into statistical, suing processing, by the use of
,

a new method'of Automatic Term Clacsification (ATC The

comparismMechanism to .either

than match: the strings, 'cAto
,

terms that, lie within
-

s is new, andteorresponds\t4 the I*

ATC method allows the string
6

match the categories rather

limit the compares, to those

category. The latter proces

psychological process of focusing, attention on a liMited-,c
record, aspects.' Overall, the results suggdth

-
organization for the kR 'system of the fUture in which sOeral-
processink techniques'areuseel;ing adsingle retrieval,,and
in which the system will be ac active search partner perfOrwc,
ing like an ideal libratiari.

'Ca
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. ."The mynd requires,a representation of knowledge wherein interaspociated
ideAd'ar4 labeled according to thefir type. Such labeling seeiri.utterly
necesiary in order to disrect efiqc.rent searches through 9emoryor,

. information that :vets certain -4quirements..:0

:.

- 4
7

,

-ENHANCING THE RETRIEVAL EFFECtIVENESS.,

ti

4116.

OF ,LAIIGENFORkATIOli. SYSTEMS:-----7-77-'
4 .,

-

° t1/4

-1. -BACKGROUND.
----, ... .

.

.
.

'..Dtiring the past 20 years., the application of computer .'.

' technolagf to olving infbrilAtion retrieval(IR) pro6lems.hi-s
. ,

. --'become commonplace, These applications , are motivated by many
kdaCtors,,the mostprominent of which- are probably_ the advancescep.

;' in ele''CtrOniC. ateprOcesiliz and.tomputerkint setting 4:v.:. 4

'"teChnblogy, the information fixplosionland the recognition by' '
: i 1

agenbi;es,- primarily the National Science Foundation (NSF),
,

that_the.cost7benefit ratiog. favorini research on-IR technology,_ .
.,

--,, .

are enormous.

To date, the commercially viab.10...Ilcsyseas for large

-.biblographic-data bases have not been "thinking" systemi,
, in the sense that they identify records for*.retriekTal based

r" on the character' strings -fhat cOitain.- independent; 'of the
,,.candeptualdefirilNms of those stringe. 'For instance, one

.

i
: t'

may query'Booean systeraifor co-occurrences (occurrences :-
wtthin one record) of tkAtringsnotohen and "tc:im'atethoder:'

.

to Identify those records per'finent to' the concept:"the effect
. .

,

of ozone on the tomato-plant." In performing. th
.

search the
system doesqnot make use- of the definition, of ozone ae
mOiecUf three

a.

of oxygen atoms nor. does it,i$e the :

.. .

,

114

defilaition'of.tomato. Rather, the system merely searghes

Accurrenes'orthe.explicit character strings, "ozone" and'
- -'(imaton. 'The systems of most organitations, work this.way,-

.

sv^includipWthe IIT Research Institute's-Oomputer-Segrch Center,(1SC),
The NatiOnal Library,ofMedicine.(NLM), Lockheed. Information 4

Systems, Sbc Search Setvice and the University of.Geprgia

Information Dissetination Center. One exception is the Institute
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of Scientific Informati,on.,(ItI) system, which iddntifies

,related records via peferences cited' witliitveach document.2

That is, the ISI system.gffdciivelysiddSteps the .problems of
p

'handling and manipulating 'subject terms by ,finking each 4 '

record to hose' records that it-dites, II7tAhe fu urd, it - .

would be desirable toto-ordinatethisi(rapability Which is
. e" .

a natural witensior. of manuai.proCeAutds, with the suQeCt .

: .
tent oriented-capabilities,studied in'.thiS report-: .,.8,

.. ,
. / The4enormous Success of- -IR systems based.on.merely -

matchifig character 'stAngs motivates one to try to automate
Amp . / :, A

.1. more of th steps i thd:ItproCese, colicept4ally outlined
t
ot

,
.). ,

TahI61. The task f;pamPbSing
..
a Combination of charactercharacter ,.t .. .

, . i 1 '.
trill'g that Iwill represent :a giNfen.concept (profiling)f,and-

k wl' retrieve approprfate records with good petformanceis :difficult,
.\ 1 r

i
.- . f

i
0

It requires knowledge of the spatistics of the terms; the "

data base as.e114as knowledge about the desired concept. -
.. ,

, Accordingly,-the-profiling task is usually pierformed by . ,

,

.

information specialists, SearcA failures can occurfor. many,, .
. r . .. freasons., including: failure to translate, he conceit iftto the

..0, ..,
,specific terminpVgy of the 'system,rfOlure to identify closely

. - - t
,

-

related concepts 'and fagure to learn ciuring the couNbe of thi
search, tho,;e new concepts that ar,e related tqfphe old one hy.

.

.tY
de

.implications - rather .thn, overlap,
,

of char-t6i strings. .,.. .

. .

_
.

.

Clearly, some of the capabilities that one.would like to
automate 'in an IR system ake'those of:70eal.lib:rarian: the

$
0. 0ability to summarize the_gefteralxnaracteristics oi a retrieyalx

or a colle*Ion without nec,p.ssvrilhaving. to analyze all the 4

_,..--- , .

'-r-,1: implications of the text in the records, the ability to dis- .<,'
. . .

.-ambigtate different classep of term co-occ
-urrences (i.e. -i ,

distingui4 bet ween."the effect. of 4one on tomato plants" and' .'
..r. -"the generation of ozone by tomato plants"), thd ability, to, 1,,.. /--

,..,
.

suggest to the user certain aspects of the search that sroa, ,

'likely
' t

to be .of interest, etc. Becadse these apabilities
, .

,involve using terms as more than just charact r strings,tthay'
imply that the system will have to have available', to it, some ":o.,

It

2
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STEPS

The User

Conceptualizes document
characteristics

2. Expresses characteristics1
in-terts of Data Base .and
ill system/

3. Operates system and
receives output

4. ,Evaluates output and -,

4a. Is satisfied; or

4b. Modifies expreSsion, or

4c. Modifies concept, or

C

' 4d. Terminates unsatisfied-
.

,

MANUAL SEARCH OF CACon

Identifies known authors, corporate
authors, subject areas, related
concepts, time periods... .

IderitITUES-kEy-wordi-and'subject
index terms with the subject areas,
identifies relevant CA section,
numbers. Adjusts time period forA
publication lag...

Refers to CAS Subject Index., Formula
Index, Subject Guide and Author'
Index for abstract numbers. Proceed
to abstracts for references..:-.

Reads parts or all of abstracts and
,$,;t.,g...makes decisions as to completeness

and relevance/-

Decides that search has exhausted
CAS capabilities and/or has fulfilled

'search needs.

'

Includes,related terms, corrects
errors of translation..returns
Step 3:

Corrects error's of thought or incor-0
porates new ideas learned from search.
Returns to\ step 2.

Is frustrated,-runs out
money....

TABLE.1. Steps in Information Retrieval

of time or

CSC SEARCH OF CACon

Same

Same plus association of keywords
and keyword fragments in logic
statements, examination of keyword
and fragment frequencies...

Key input and operate computer
System. Output computer printed
citation cards, sometimes obtain
full abstracts for references

Sate

Same

Same

Same

,Same

14



degree of conceptual term definition. Language processing

using conceptual term representation is usually called,

semantic information processing.

Curiously, it has been found that attempts to incorporate

semantic information into an information retrieval search

mechanism have generally resulted in degradation of search

retrieval performance for, equal search cost, as compared

with statistical string processing.3'4 That is, for a given

dollar cost, a statistical string based search mechanism will

generally give better performance than a system using semantic.

information:

Many of the attempts to incorporate a degree of semantic

information into IR systems have been reviewed.by Montgomery',

and more recently by Damerau6. The general structure of these

____systems-is shown in Figure 1,- adapted from. Montgomery'.

Data Base of-
Records

User Queries

Utef

_ _ Formal--
Language
Rules

Formal-
Representation
of Data Basd
Record

Matching
Algorithm

Formal Formal
Language Representation
Rules Of User Querie

1011
Records-For
Which Match
Occurs.,

Figure 1. IR Systems Design Based OnCanonical Representation

User queries and data base records are each translated into

a formal representation that facilitates the recognition of ,

matches between them. The choices for the format representation

4
I 5
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vary widely, including contributions,from semantics and syntax,

of the data contents.. Some systems, such as those of Sager/ and

Kuno-Oettingers use a syntax-driven phrase structure grammar to

identify and rewrite records into canonical forms. These systems
are top-down in the sense that they used fixed rules to classify
input strings. Transformational grammars, have also been applied.'

Other systems use semantics-driven procedure's to replace records
with a represefitation in gemanticlorimitives. The systems of
Wilks" and Laffal" are.of this type. Yet Other systems com-
bine syntactic and semantic information to approach a more

complete representation of the data base. Von Glaserfield's12
system is, of this type. Finally, there are more comprehensive

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems, like those ofSimmons",
Schenk" and Winograd!', which tse"internal representations chat
approach the power of handling text in a cognitively meaningful

cp manner. Such systems,` of course, are much moire expensive to

operate. because of their high requirements for computer memory
space and processing time. However, their capabilities are,

impressive. AI Systems exist-today that can input up to about
one "Short paragraph of English text, in a very limited context
of discourse, can prodess it into an internal representation

and then can4answer questions about it, phrased in nearly free
English. The existence of such systems today motivates*thc
question of what their relationship will be to the 1;a system
of the future. That is, are the statistical string techniques
that are dominant today at commercial search services destined

to be replaced by semantic techniques in the future, or is a
sharing of roles more p_kely?

Because statistical processes have been most ,6mt-efficient,
research has recently been done on enhancing the -dfficieney of '

these processes. A logical extension of the Boolan search
procedure is to relate, the probability of conceptual similarity
between two records to the number of character s rings that they
hold in common. That is, records containing. the same strings
are more likely to concern the same concepts than-are records that
don't. Using this principle, it is possible to partition record

5
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collections into groups, or clusters, such that members within

a group share vocabulary overlap, and, probably, concepts.

Unfortunately, the cost of clustering iAcreases, rapidly as the

a file size increases, because it involves comparisons among all

records. For a collection of NF* records, most Clustering'

altOrithms consume an amount of computer processing time pro-

portional to between NF.1n(NE) and y

For instance) if a file-with 100 records is,clustered_using
10 cpu, then a file of 10,000 records would require between 400_,
cpu and 10 cpu. Since many bibliographic files are much
larger than 10,000 records, itis difficult to see how a clustering
,algorithm could be efficiently used on a large file during -a
single, on -line accession..

/

Using clustering on small sets, many investigators, prin-
cipally G. Salton" and K. Sparck-Jones", have studied new
designs- for IRrsystems. 4;71Salton generally.uses about 1:000,
records, and K. Sparck-Jones uses fewer. Via thin method,
r.ecords are clustered into groups before retrievals are_done.
Then, a user query may retrieve any of the already clustered
record groups. This process is "analagous to retrieving all
entries-under a subject category such as a Library of Congress
Catalog number. However, with clustering, the redords may be
conveniently rairked according to their probable relevance to the.
search query, One feature of these systems that has recently
been_ekploited is that user judgements on relevancy of output may
be readily incorporated,-by automatic means, back into the
retrieval me.chaniim so as to-re-prioritize the output. 18,19 That
is, if a given record is rated as relevant, the terms in that
'record can be more highly associated with relevance and the terms
not appearing can be mOre highly associated with non-relevance.
The opposite piocedure is applied for records' judged to be non-
relevant. The results of.these jud ements are then applied to
all candidate records, through th terms they contain. Such....0

procedures are capable of very high IR performance in situations
where many relevance judgements may be accumulated. In contrast,

*All symbOlS' used are defined in Appendix A.

6
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it seems that for the case of on -,line interactive retrieval,

it wbuld be more efficient to have the searcher make, the

judgements directly on the tea-Ms themsctves.. Then, the system

does not need a procedure to automatically weight the terms.

Instead, it is told that inforRation directly: Me key points
developed by these workers that are relevant to the work to

be discussed herein are:
.d*

1. Statistical methods exist for automatic partitioning

Ilh

of records into classes based on their term ov-erlap;

2. Clustering can either beuSer independent or user

dependent; and

Subject term clustering ifs usually limited in

application to small file's for reasons of processing
cost.

4. User relevance judgements made on one group, of

records can be automatically extrapglated to another

grovp' of records on the basis of their shared terms.

r



/PROGRAM CONCEPT. N

The central idea of this program, is that more than one
search'.methodology can be used during,thecourse of a single

/
/ retrieval. Perhaps it isl the case that IR systems incorpora-

'ting some degree of semantic information processing,are less
successful than purely statistical string processing programs

processingbecause th\ statistical 5 is the most.efficient single
way to con uct a retrieva. That is, perhaps the various

retrieval methodologies,ca be thought of as screens of varying
..

coarseness, with Boolean string matching being 'nearly, the
.\

..

moieerude, clustering, fo example, being less crude (because
it uses all of a record's terms, rather than only tie selected
ones as occurs for Boolean search);.and Semantic inf rmation
processing being much finell: If the screen analogy is,valid,

.%then the most Cost-effective way to perform a very 'precise
i

.

search- is not-Ito applyithe'finest screen to every record.
1

Rather, it into start with a coarse screen, and to use it to
separate out

/

all those Items that, at its level of-coarseness,
do `'not. apply, and then to'apply the more fine screens to the
remaining items. This implies that the many forms of canonical
representat ot previous alltided to, and,their corresponding .

match meth nisms, are all candidates for use7in'co-operati-'4e
systems more complex,than,that shown in Figure 1. That is, any,
combination of those systems could be arranged in a sequence of
steps.to process a single user query. Many combinations are
attractive. For this study, Boolean searching was chosdn AS
the first step of an infordati n'retrieva'1, and sibject term
clustering of the resultant ,set of '(Boolean. search selected)
recordS was chosen as the secon step.

There are several factors.t at motivate the coupling of a
Boolean first step with a clustering secondIstep., First,
Boolean techniques work: well. with inverted term files, so.that
they easily accomodate large files. Subject term crustering
techniques, however, are prohibitively ex pensive for large files.
Second, whereas Boolean techniques require user specified terms,

0
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cluster techhiques work on the contents of records, and so can

accomodate the many highly specific low frequency terms that

are so inaccessible to Boolean methods in pKoducing the pattern.

Also, because clustering operates on the record contents, and,

in effect, summarizes the retrieval a apatterx,,the pattern

can assist. user concept formation about the term co-ordination
.

that are represented in the retrieval. That is, IR is essen-.

. tially a closed problem because the user can always sidestep the

IR system and manually screen all the records for: the desired
properties. Hence, the measure of the effectiness of aty IR
system is the degree to which it reduces the number of user ."

judgementswhile preserving sufficient recall. By grO,zping

Boolean- retrieved records, clustering can reduce the number.of.user

decisions required to the number of'clustered groups. That
is., if all-records in a group are similar,then.onlidne or two
of them needto be examined so as to evaluate the relevance of

all the members of 'the-group. Second, the grouping provides a

mechanism for feeding.back to the user summary level information
about the characteristics of his retrieval set. For such a
mechanism to be useful' it should perform at a cost less than
"that,Uhich would be required for manual, evaluation of the
retrieved setsbx other available means.

Sbme might argUe that it 'would be more appropriate to coupl
a Boolean ,,first step with a syntax based second step. It was
decided to use clusteriag because content informatign, which is
accessible to clustering methods, seems to be a more coarse scr
than syntax information. After all, titles are an effective
retrieval field, and titles are usuallyvhrases, not sentences
It seems natural to first consider the terms that are present,
then their context, and, then their syntax.

a
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THE RETRIEVAL PEgF0kMANCi itOBLEM - TYPICAL" PARAMETERS

The retrieval performance problem involves, the difficulty
/ .

.

one has in achieving high recall with high precision in, for

instance, on-line bibliograPhic retrievals. This problem is

illustrated in Figure 2 for typical ,search parameters for an

%-

/

on-line retrieval frqm a large data base..' If terms of very

high 'specificity are used in the Boolean' retrieval search.
/

strategy (i.e. low frequency terms such ad the names of specific
. ,

plants (pine, carrot, etc.)), the number' of records. that satisfy
the/ search strategy (the retrieval set) ts'siiia/1, the precision,

,4

. is high (most rerieved records are relevant)'-but many relevant
//records are not/retrieved, because they did not cantaji.lithe

.

.

/ .

specific terms/chosen by the= searcher. .If,., alternatively,1*
terms of lop specificIty are used in the search'strategY (i.e./

; high trequenCy terms such as plants, botany, etc0,.the number
',of records that satisfy. the search strategy is large, the

precision i's low (many retrieved records are not relevant), but
most releVant records; are retrieved., Thus, thereis a tradeoff

',between /the number of relevant records missed and the user time
required to evaluatq possible non-relevant records. .F6r,dif-r .

,

ferent users, the tradeoff is usually satisfied by varying the
. -

size /of the retrieval set. In Figure' 2, a retrieval of about
100 records 'results in a precision of, about 30%. so that 30

,.
.

- r7ievant and 70 non-relevant records' are retrieved. Amore /,.

Complete search, yielding a retrieval of 1,000 records results
in. -a of- about 10%, s'o that about 100 relevant recOrds

/ and 900.not'rrelevant records are retrieved. N
.

4

Not all searches need he exhaustive, so not all users will.
-opt for the larger, more complete searches. At IITRI's CSC,
however, exhaustive searches are often, required, and so the fol-
lowing question arose. Suppose that the Boolean search parameters
"were arranged to yield an exhaustive retn,:eval? Is 'there any
aaditional computer processing that could be performed 'on the

tetrievalsetsodstofurthersep1arate the relevant from the
non-relevant records? That is, the Boolean search technique, even
when,used with general terms so a to high recall, is still

10
21.
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Recall

r.

Retrieval Set Size (Records)
4 a

Relevant Records Retrieved
Recall = TElevant Recoeds in the Data BaSe

Relevant Records Retrieved
Precision

.Total Records RetrievZld

I

f

Figure 2: Typical Recall - Precision Tradeoff as a FUnction of

Retrieval Set Size for Boolean, Search Strategies.
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a ery effective filter, reducing the set of candidate records _

fir retrieval from perhaps 2,000,000 to perhaps 2,000, as

i lustrafed in Figure 3: Now, the 2,000 item retrieval could,-

b- further-refined by additional Boolean restrictions. The

rbblem is that the formulation of those additional restric-
.

ions would be very time- consuming because they would. necessarily

involve low frequency terms, and hence, a long and complicated
Search strategy: Also, in order to formulate this long and.
refined search strategy, it is necessary to find out some of
the S/Rnary level characteristics' of the retrieved set, and
the only way to 'do that_now is td scan soma of those records or
try to guess the terms that are present and to enter them as
seat-6h terms. However, NO,ly should a user have to guess? Wouldn't
it be'better-for.the computer to sort the characteristics of the
relativ&ly small retrieval set and report. them back to the user?

Aqk-The manual scanning:Prb"cesssof refining the' Boolean logic is SO
slow that 'a user'_ is .often better off, when he requires. an ex-;
haustive search, to simply print the entire.high recall set and

. 0

manually reject the non - relevant, items. If the retrieval set
Of 2,000 records were pertitioned"into'20 clusters (of 100
records each), and if all of the relevant records Were to be
in one cluster, then identification,of that cluster4would yield
a high' recall search With high precision. The Boolean step
would becall-oriented .and the clustefing step would be4

.precision-oriented. The selection of the appropriate (high
,recallvith high precision) cluster could then be accompl4shed
by, perhaps, examining one or"two sample records from each
cluster; reducing the number of'relevancy'decisions from 21000

. to about 24. .

O
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2. A METHODS AND MATERIALS

DATA' BASES
om.

The' data bas used forNtrie experiments, were -Chemical

Abstracts'Services CACon; Voluthes 82 and 83 and Engineering

Index's COMPENDEX (Ei), Volumes 74 and 75. CACon addresses

wide range of chemistry related literature. it covers about

000,000 references,per year, and-during this time period,

groups them into 5 supersections-composed of 80 sections, 0'

as illustrated in 'Figure 4. Each of the 80 sections ise
further subdivided into subsections.. There is a total of

about'700, subsecttons, tndtlitdual records are assigned to

categories Vest. fit. Cross - indexing ters.indicatewhen,

other assigfimentSwere considered acceptable. COMPENDEX has

similar structure/in that each redrod is assigned to pate-:
gories (Card 7Aleit-Codes). However,.the.cOdes are applied

more in the spiiit of controlled indexing, and multiple code '

asaignments_to a given record i5 the rule, rather than the
exception. This is opposed to the fadt that a given record
in CACon isauivallyssigned to only one section-and usually

_-has no cross-indexing terms.

Each record CACOn contains the following fields; COD4N,.

,

title, indexing <including section and subsection assignment),

bibliographic reference and author. The clustering experimenps
used -the first three of these fields', in various combinations.

The COMPENDEX records contained the same fields as CACon, and;- ,

1

in addition, also cogtainedfull text abstracts. Clustering
.

.experiments gr COMPENDEX used the abstract field.

.
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1.

ABSTRACT SECTIONS

Bic, Chemistry Sections
1. Pharmacodynamics (CBAC)
2. '1=Ifortnone Pharmacology icsAc).

Biochemical Interactions (CBAG)
4 Toxicology (CBAC)..

AgroCheinicals (CBAC)..
11.--eileral Biochemistry

'EnzyineS .

Radiation Biochemistry
9. Biochemical Methods

16 Microbial Biochemistry..
11 Plant Biochemistry..
12. Noninammalian Biochemistry. =
13. Mammalian Biothernistry
14. Mammalian Pathological Biochemistry
15. ,Inununochernistry
16. Fermentations
17.' Foods. .
18. Animal Nutrition....
19. Fertilizers. Soils, and Plant Nutrition.. .
20 History, Education, and Docinneutaticifi

Organic Chemistry Sections /
21. General Organic Chemigtry
22. Physical Organic Chemistry. ...
23. Aliphatic Compounds.. ....
24-.-Alicyclic Compounds ..
25. Noncondensed Aromatic Compounds ..
26. Condensed Aromatic Compounds..
27 Heterocyclic Compounds (One Hetero Abut; )
28. Heterocyclic Compounds (More Than One Tletero

Atom)
29 Organometallic and Organometalloidal Compounds.
30. -Terpenoids....
31 Alkaloids
32 Steroids.
33 Carbohydrates
34 Synthesis of Amino Acids. Peptides, and Proteins . .

ti

ABSTRACT SECTIONS

,Macromolecidar Chemistry Sections (POST)

..-22369 35. Synthetic Nigh Polymers ..

23029 37. Plattics Fabrication and Uses. 11;337775217

22869 36. Plastics Manufacture and Processin 137613g,

23179 38. Elastomers, including Natural Rubber 1 :37783
23370 39' Textiles. 137842
23554 40. Dyes, Fluorescent Whitening Agents, and
24054 Photosensitizers 137917
24329 41. Leather and Related Materials
24384 42. Coatings, Inks, and Related Products

137938

3724534 43. Cellulose, Lignin, Paper, and Other Wood Products 11.:3711-947:%)
24764 44. Industrial Carbohydrates 138012
24984 45. Fats and Waxes..".. ,.

25044 46. ,SurfaCe-Active Agents and betergents 113:38(8()/r1;

C.)).61

,.
Applied Chemistry and Chemical Engineering-Sections

'3869 47. Apparatus and Plant Equipment' 138021

NO 94966
48. Unit Operations and Processes ,

138091
49. Industrial Inorganic Chemicals

26182
11338283446750. Propellants and Explosives

26327 51. Petroleum, Petroleum Derivatives,, and Related
Prodticts

52. Coal and Coal Derivailves
138353
138375

26367 53. Mineralogical pnd Geological Chemistry 138410
26376 54. Extractive Metallurgy
26695 55." Ferrous Metals and Alloys

1387130
138&51

26789 58. Nonferrous Metals and Alloys 1:390112
26838 57. Ceramics 139343
27098 58. Cement and Concrete Prt..Actse 139424
27034 59. Air Pollution and Industrial Hygiene 139469

60. Sewage and Wastes 139514
27128 61. Water 139574
27309 92. Essential Oils and Cosmetics 139607
27387 63. Pharmaceuticals '139627
27405 64. Pharmaceutical Analysis - - 139663
27423
27437
27456 f15. General Physical Che 'stry 139675

66. Surface Chemistry and olloids 139945
87. `'Catalysis and Reactipn inetics. i - 140020
88. Phise Equilibriums, Ch ical Equilibriums,

and Solutions./ 140,105
69. ThermOdynamics:Ther °chemistry, and TliCiinal,,Properties. 140288
70. Crystallization and r. staff Structure 14051
71. Electric Phcnome 140.589
72. Magnetic Phenomena- . 140878
73. Spectra by Absorption, Emission, Reflection, or

Magnetic Resonance, and Other Optical Properties 141022
74. Radiation Chemistry, Photochemistry, and

PhotographiC Processes 141444
75.; Nuclear Phenomena . 141550
76. Nuclear Technology 141086
/7. Electrochemistry . 142189
78. Inorganic Chemicals and Reactions 142386
79. Inorganic Analytical Chemistry . 142475
80. Organic .Analytical Chemistry.. .. . . 142667

7

Physical and Analytical hemistry Sections

Figure 4A. CACon Data Base Structure - Section's



Subsection Arrangement for CA23 - Aliphatic Compounds'

.0. 'Review

1. General

2. Hydrocarbons

3. Halides,

4. _ Amy, --aan oxides,.imines, qu4ternary

ammonium compounds

5. Hydroxyl amines, hydrazines, azines, triazines,

azides, aZo.and digzo compounds 't

6. Nitro and Nitroso Compounds

7. Alcohols and thio alcohols
8. Alcohol esters with inorganic acids including'

cyanates and isocyAhates

9. Ethers and thio ethers

10. Peroxides and hydroperoxides

11. Sulfoxides, sulfones and sulfonium compounds
12. SulfeniC,- sulfinic and sulfonic acids
13. Selenium and tellurium

. ,

14. Aldehydes and derivatives

15. Ketones and derivatives

16. Carbonylic acids and peroxycarbonylic acids and
their sulfur-containing analOgs aftd salts

17. Esters, lactones, anhydrides,,-acyl peroxidesrs
acyl halides

18. - Amides, lactams, amidines, imidic eskers,
(hydr)azides

19. .NitrileS, isonitriles and acylcyanides
-20. Ureas, carbonic acids, guanidines, and sulfur

containing analOgs

Figure 4B. CACon Data Base Structure 7 Subsections
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ORGAN VON INDEX

Civic - Environmental - Geological - Bioengineering
Planning, design, construction and maintenanceof-fixed structures and facilities; in-

,.
cluding public works, for communi deseloprinent, environmental control, housing,
industrial ac and--tra o anon.

roup Division S Annual
No. No. Subscription

400 CIVIL ENGINEERING,
GENERAL

401 - - Bridges and Tunnels $65'
Design, construction, maintenance and repair of
arch, bascule, cable-stayed. cantilever, compos-
ite. Mr, movable. plate gilder, pontoon, suspen-
sion, swing, trestle, truss and other types of
bridges of concrete, masonr,, steel and nther
materials for causeway. highway, military, pe-
destrian. pipeline, railroad and viaduct appli-
cations. bridge anchorages, decks. piers, super-
structures, and supports, construction of pedes-
trian. railroad, utility, vehicular, water supply
and other tunnels.

402 Buildings and Towers $100
Design, construction, service equipment, main-
tenance and repair of apartment, auditorium,
commercial. ecluCational, exhibition. factory,
tarm. garage, industrial, laboratory, medical,
office, public. recreational, religious, residential.
stadium. store terminal. theater. warehouse and
other beddings: conventional, inflatable, modu-
lar. multistory, portable, prefabricated. tempor-
ary and other types of building construction,
exposition structines, masts, monuments, pylons.
silos, stacks, tossers and other special structures.

403 --Urban and Regional Planning
and Development $65

Design and development of urban areas and
regions, including cities, suburbs and towns;
land use planning; municipal engineering and
public works including provision of facilities
and structures for education., government, health,
housing, recreation, shopping, and urban trans-
port including internal transport facilities, urban
rehabilitation and renewal

404 Civil Defense and Military -

Engineering $65
*Civilian protective works and shelters, military
bases, buildings, construction, equipment and
materiel, military research on ballistics, missiles
and other ordnance- Ymilitary science, missile
sites and systems; naval buildings and structures

405 Construction Equipment and
Methods; Surveying $100

Design and manuiacturc of blasting equipment,
caissons, cofferdams, concrete mixers, construc-
tion vehicles, cranes, derricks, dredges, earth-
moving, equipment,'- hoisting equipment, piles
and pile drivers, pneumatic tools, power shovels
and other equipment items, construction opera-
tions such as dredging, erection, excavation,
grading, grouting, masonry, prefabricated con-
struction, nyeting, rock drilling, and shaft sink-
ing techniques of concrete, steel, and timber
construction. techahnies of surveying and

photogrimmetric methods

406 HighWay Engineering $65
highways rows and streets engineering includ-
ing culscrtsy drainlge, embankrnents, inter-
changes intersections, lighting, markings, me-
dian dividers and guard rails. overpasses and
underPasses, railroad- crossings, road stabiliza-

Group Division
No. No.

S Annual
Subscription

non and structural design, roadside improve-
ment, route planning and siting, toll roads and
related structures; maintenance of highways and
cther routes.

407 Maritime and Port Structures; ,
Rivers and Other Waterways

Design, construction, equipment, maintenance
and repair of breakwaters, docks, groins, jetties,
marine terminals, piers, pontoons, quay walls,
revetments, seawalls, shore and harbor protec-
tion and coastal engineering structures generally,
harbor and port facilities, lake, river and other
waterway improvement and regulation by means

' of dredging, navigation canals, channels, gates
and locks; sedimentation and silt control, and
bank stabilization.

408 Structural Design '$100.
Design, construction and testing of arches,
beams, columns, cylinders, disks, domes, framed
structures, girders, plates, sheet materials, shells,
spheres, struts. trusses and other structural mem-
bers, sections and shapes; structural stress
analysis, photoelasticity and other methods of
stress determination in structural design, wind
stresses.

410 --.,CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS

411 Bituminous Materials $65
Manufacture, testing and use of asphalt, pitch,
tar anu derivative byproducts for applicationsi= such as coatings, flooring, pavements, roads
and streets, ioofing, sealants and waterproofing.

412 Concrete $100
Admixtures, ag,gregalgs, cement, crushed stone
gravel, lime, mortar, ready mix, reinforcing
materials, sand and combinations thereof to form
concrete products, lightweight concrete, rein-
forced structures and surfaces ircluding blocks,
precast and prestressed unit; and other structural
forms.

413 insulating Materials $100
Asbestos, cork, fiber and fiberbdard, foam ma-
terials, glass, magnesia, mica, mineral wool,
plaster and plasterboard, plastics, rubber, ver-
miculite, wax and other insulating materials as
used for aci5istical, electrical, flame, moisture,
radiation, refleCtive, sound, thermal, and vibra-
tion insulation.

414 Masonry Materials $65
Basalt, brick, clay, glass, granite, limestone,
marble, sandstone, _slate, terra cotta, tile and
other structural retinue and stone materials for
buildings, engineering works, arid structures,
mortars;'

415 Metals, Plastics, Wood and
Other Structural Materials $65

Aluminum, copper, iron, magnesium, plastics,
steel, wood, and othCr structural materials to
form clad, composite, honeycomb, laminated,
reinforced or sandwich materials for building
and structural use.

igure 5: COMPENDEX Dati Base Structure
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Group Division S Annual
No. Noat. Subscription

420 MATERIALS PROPERTIES
AND TESTING

'421 Strength of Materials;
MechaniCal Properties $100

Elasticity, plasticity, rheqlogy, stress-strain rela-
tions and associated phenomena and prOperties
such as abrasion resistance, crack formation,
creep, deformation, ductility, failure, fatigue,
fracture, hardness, malleability, radiation dam-
age, strain hardening, strength, surface rough-
ness, wear, yield strength and other mechanical
properties, testing of metals in bulk form or
as crystals, films. foils, sheets, whiskers, wire
and powder metal products; testing of nonmetal-
liCS in bulk or divided form or as combinatinns
of materials such as composite, honeycomb,
laminated, reinforced and sandwich materials.

422 Strength of Materials; Test
Equipment and Methods $100

Apparatus such as hydraulic impact (c.f. Charpy,_
!zed), indeniation (e.g. Brinell, Rockwell, Vick-
ersi, screw-gear and universal machines, ano
instruments such as extensometirs, strain gages
and other devices; bending, compression, creep,
fatigue, hardness, high and low pressure and
temperature,.impact, shear; tension, and torsion
test methods, nondestructive tet/Miques such as .
brittle coating, liquid penetrant, magnetic par-
ticle, radiographic, ultrasonic, X-ray and similar
means for detection of defects and flavg; special
techniques for accelerated testing.

423 Miscellaneous Properties and-
Tests of Materials $100

_Other physical and general properties of mate-
rials as determined by miscellaneous test equip-
ment including chemical, electrical, environ-
mental, nuclear, optical, physical and thermal
apparatus and instrumentation.

430 TRANSPORTATION

431 Air Transportation $65
Air cargo, freight, mail and passenger services,
civil and military; aircraft maintenance and
repair facilities andr methods; airlines, reserva
Lion systems, routes, scheduling, airports, build-
ings, hangars and terminals, ground facilities,
markings, runways. air safety, air traffic control,
navigation aids.

432 Highway Transportation $65
Commercial, freight, passenger, public service
and other forms of motor transportation employ-
ing automobiles, buses, taxis, trailers, and trucks
and including operation of fleets, lines, routes
and terminals; filling stations, garages, repair
shops and vehicle maintenance and repair,
highway safety, traffic control, signals and
surveys.

433 Railroad Transportation $65
Freight and passenger rail sergoces and industrial
railroads including use of rail-highway containers
and trailers, and operation of lines, reservation
systems, routes, switchyards and teimmals; re-
pair shops and maintenance and repair of rolling
stock; safety, signal systems and traffic control.
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Group Division
No. No.

S Annual
Subscription

434 Waterway Transportation $65%
Cargo shipment and passenger t...tsuortation on
coastal, iuland, transoceanic or other routes;
cargo transfer and terminal operations; marine.
safety and navigational "aids' including beacons,
buoys, lighthouses, lightships, operation of
barges, containerships, ferries, freighters, me-.
chant ships, passenger vessels, tankers, tugS and
other craft.

440 WATER AND WATT WORKS
ENGINEERING

441 Dams and Reservoirs; Hydro
Development $65

Design. construction and repai- or arch, buttress,
earth, embankment, gravity, movable, and rock
fill dams, multipurpose and special purpose
reservoirs, hydraulic structures associated with
dams, and hydropower development such as

channels and chutes, conduits, draft tubes, fish-
ways, flumes, forebays, penstm.ks, river basin
development, siphons: sluice gates, spillways,
stilling basins, surge yanks, and. weirs.

442 Flood Control; Land
Reclamation - $65

Drainage, runoff and subsurface water quantity
control; flood routing, flood centiol measures
and structures such as dikes, drainage basins,
levees, riser embankment works and storage
systems, flood forecasting, measurer, structures
and works for irrigation and reclamation of land

443 Meteorology $100
Aerology. aeronomy, atmosphere, climatology,
cloud formation and seeding, ice, rain, snow,
and stool phenomena, weather modification,
winds, weather forecasting and mr.-s,rement by
anemometric, barometric. hygrometric, pressure,
temperature and other instrumentation including
use or meteorological balloons, radiosondes, rain
and snow gages, satellites and telemetry systems

444 Water Resources $65
Surface and underground water occurrence, re.
sources and supplies including aquifers, artesian
water, groundwater, springs, water bearing for-
mations and strata, waterfalls, watersheds, water
wells, and hydrogeology, water conservation,
water law, water 'prospecting, water yield im
proverlient, regional water resources, hydro-
logical cycle generally including evaporation,
precipitation and transpiration of moisture and
its influence on atmospheric water vapor, soil
moisture, surface water and water table, regional
hydrology

445 Water Treatment, General
and Industrial $65

Improvement of water qual 4 for general, pota-
ble or process use; methods and equipment
designed for aeration, chlorination, coagulation,
demineralization, filtration, flocculation, fluori-
nation, sedimentation, softening and other treat.
ment techniques, water Snalysis, bacteriology,
and chemistry; saline water conversion

446 Waterworks $65
Design, construction, equipment, operation,
maintenance and repair of water supply systems
including aqueducts, distribution lines, mains
and water pipelines generally, municipal water
supply, and regional waterworks; pumping plants
and stations; water tanks, towers and related
hydraulic structures; water utility management.
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450 POLLUTION, SANITARY,
ENGINEERING, WASTES

451 Air Pollution $100
Engineering and economic aspects of alr pollu-
tion control; abatement and control of gaseous
and particulate pollutapts such as dust, engine
exhausts, flue gases, fly ash, fumes, odors, smoke
and soot; methods and equipment usv-'f for air
and dust analysis, density measurement and
sampling; dust collectors, filters, precipitators
and recovery systems; dust hazards and pro-
tective devices.

452 Sewage and Indusirial
Wastes Treatment $100

Environmental sanitation practices, particularly
the disposal, removal and treatment of agricul-
tural, community and industrial sewage, design
and development of incinerators for conversion
and disposal of solid wastes, recovery.of thermal
energy, recycling and production or useful by-
products; design, construction, operation, maim
tenance and repair of sewage treatment plants
including equipment such as filters, pumping
plants, pump and tanks; sewers and street
sanitation.

453 Water Pollution '$85
Abatement and control of, biological, chemical,
physical, and thermal pallUtion of shores,
streams and waters generally by industrial pro-

, cess effluents, mine drainage, natural egtrophi-
cation, oil spills, radioactive materials, refu,e,
salt water.intrusion, sewage, wastes and other
pollutants.

460 BIOENGINEERING

461 Biotechnology $100
Engineering aspects of human factor it-quire-
ments in the design, development and operation
of manmachine systems; biomechanics, bio-
medical. measurements, biometriG, rbionics,
cybernetics, ergonomics, and fife- support sriems
generally.

462 Medical Engineering and
Equipment ' $100

Devices and instruments for medical practice
and research including equipment for specialties
such as anesthesiology, cardiology, encephalog-
raphy, fluoroscopy, instrument patient monitor-
ing, radiology, and surgery; -design and manu
facture of hospital equipment and facilities;
design, manufacture and materials for use in
medical supplies such as artificial organs, car-
diac pacemakers and valves, dental materials,
eyeglasses, hearing aids, prosthetic devices,
}aspirators and therapeutic aids

470 OCEAN AND UNDERWATER
TECHNOLOGY

471 Marine Science and
Oceanography $100

Chemical and physical properties of seawater,
currents, ice formation, tides, waves and Weather
effects, and engineering implications; island
formation and erosion; ocean bathymetry and
hydrography; sea as source of chemicals and
minerals; sea as source of food, including fish-
eries; equipment and research.

472 Ocean Engineering
Submarine geology and geophysics: undersea
region as environment, habitat and sea bed re.
source; undersea chambers, construction meth-

sc.

$65

JV

Group Division
No. No.

S Annual
Subscripti o

ods, drilling and sampling, exploration, labo a.
'tories, ocean floor mining and research, under-
water' life-support systems and sperialized
equipment; use of diving and saliraging appar-
atus, submersibles and undersea vehicles nd
systems./

..,

48Q, ENG(NEERING GEOLOGY!

481 Geology and Geophysics/5100
Engineering aspects of earth sciencesincuding

1economic geology, geological dating, geromor.-
phology, physical geology, *tonal g9ology,
sedimentology, stratigraphy, structural eology
and tectonics; factors affecting construct' ri and
location of engineering works due to ge logical
conditions, geochemistry, geothermal phenomi
ena, and terrestrial electricity, magnetism and
physics including properties of ionosphere and
upper atmosphere generally of gedphysical
interest. I

482 Mineralogy and Fietrologf $100
Chenucil and physical properties, classofication, -t
composition, crystallography, formation, nature,
occurrence, origin and use of minera l (occurring
naturally including precious and sees i precious r
gems, rocks and stones, lithology, petrography
and -petrology generally; regional Mineralogy.

483 Soil Mechanics and
Foundations r $100

Design and construction of foundatilans and soil
structure's related to engineeringlwiarks such as
bnildin;Wam sites, earthwork, embankments,
and earNietaining structures; investigations and
soil surveys by means of boreholes, sampling
and oth.".rtechniques, properties o clay, gravel;,
muskeg, permafrost, sand and ilt; grouting,
soil compaction, consolidation an stabilization,
testing and evaluation of such echarucal and
phyiical propenie, as bearing Ea Kay, perme
ability, strength, and trafficabilit

484 SeismOlogy , $65
Analysis, recording and study laf earthquakes,
microseisms and other seismic action due to
earth disturbances and volcark eruptions, de-
sign of earthquake resistant tructures; land.
slides, tsunamis and other sec ndary effects of
earthquakes, seismic stations, losmographs and
seismmetry.
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CLUSTERI G ALGORITHMS

\ .

The 9thematical steps required to construct clusters

are simple.\ One way to do it is to define the distance between
.

.

, all pairs of, records by the equation:

N(Ri nRj)
Rj)

D(Ri,Rj) = 1
N(Ri o

'Wherei D(Ri,Rj) = Distance between records i j.

N(RinRj) = The number of terms in common

between records i and j.

= The number of terms in either

or j .

This distance isknawn as the Tanimoto or Jaccard distance."

A Ciearly,'this equation satisfies' the intuitive notion of distance.
/ .

'If records i and j have all their term's' in common, the distance
between them isizero. If-records i and j have no terms in common,
the distance between them is the maximum, 1. Thus the distance
between records is just\a measure of the term ,overlap between them.

One possible procedure for using the distance measure to
partition the retrieval Pet is to find the distances between
all pairs of recprds,,,and,then to join.into clusters those

records'that are separated by the smallest distances. That is,
join the closest pair, then the next closest pair, etc,, Tit.,
only a manageable number'of.groups, about 20, remain. Ma y

"variations on this theme,ha!Ve beeritried by various research
groups. 2 2

All ecperiments in this', study were performed using a
variationof this procedure 4:ailed the Lance and Williams "Group
Average" algorithm.23'2' This selection was based_on several
factors. First, since the clustering was only to bapplid4 to
small files', algorithms thatdepend on NF2 instead of the less
expensive NFln NF in their space and time requirements could be

f
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afforded. Second, the Lance and Williams algorithm can readily

be modified to accept distance thresholds, statistical,term

weighting and multi-stage processing., Following Van Rijsbergen",
it has been found that most measures yield nearly equivalent

restlts since they use the same information. The steps ,tc? the

algorithm are: 4
I

1. Calculate the distances between each pair of records.
2. Select the two closest entities (either single. records -

or clusters) and merge them to form a new cluster.
3. Calculate the distance from-the new cluster to each

remaining entity.

4. If more than one entity is left, go back to 2.

:* The calculation Step 3 is as follows:
.

.

If record i and record j have been merged, to form entity x,

and the distance between record i and record j is denoted

D(Ri,Rj), then' for all entities q;
c7,

/561,x1,c N.(ki).D!Ri,q) + N(Rj).D(1".12q1

N(Ri) + N(Rj)

where N(R.) is the number of records in entity,. Ri, which is
one. Similariy, N(Rj) = L., and N(x) = N(Ri) + N(Rj) = 2.

This is, thea, an agglomerative method. The clusters grow by
fusiOn until the entire corpus forms one cluster. The Corpus

. .

can the be divided into "-cluster' by taking all the clusters
farther apart than 0The distance betweeh any two records can
be defined as the distance at Which those two records are first.,
joined in one cluster.'

.0

The result., of this Sort of cluStering is generally represented
,by a tree structure, called d aendrogram,in which each record is

,represented by a leaf. Nodes' in .the dendrogram, representing
joined feLoz.ds, are forMed at characteristic distances. The
distance between'two records is the distance at which they are
first joined (See Figure 6).

193.2
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a

R3

Figure 6. Prototype Dendrogram

Rs

In most dendrograms nodes will occur at several different

distances between 1 and 0.

. Lacking a plotting device, Computer generatpd dendr6gram
representations had to be refOrmatted somewhat to be suitable
for display (See Fikure 7),

V's

Though the 'previous discussion has been ccncerned with
the clustering of records; it is often useful to cluster
terms, thus building groups, of "synonyms". This can be done

.
using exactly the same algorithm as before. Just as a biblio-
graphic record can be treated as a list ,of terms to be clustered,

the inverted file of postings that is associated with'a single

term can be treated as a list to be clustered. The equivalence
of those'procedures is indicated graphically in Figure'8.

t
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Note:' for example, that records 13 and 39 are joined at a distance
of .25. Similarly, records 3-and, 5are joined at a distance of .33, and

so have less term overlap than do records 13 and 39.

Figure 7. Sample Denclogram
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RECORD 1

Teri 1 t

RECORD 2

Term 6

.Term 7 :Term ,8

Term 8
.

Term 26 Term 35.

Term 147,

7

Term-104

Term 2'6'.

V
a. Record Clustering

TERM 1 TERM 2

Post 8 Post 6

Post 1" Post.7

Post 108 '.Post. -8

Post llb ; Post 14:

b. , Term Clustering

The same algorithM that clusters records over their terms (a)

can cluster, terms over their, postings (b) (Links 'shown).

a

Figure 8. Relation Between Record and Term Clustering
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MEASUREMENT OF CLUSTERING PARAMETERS

Three key parameters .charaCterize'the usefulness of a
V

'cluster ruTp- ,:i -

1. The traction of the file that is alfocated to groups

:(coverage). ,

2. The 'average size of the groups formed (agglomerition),

and- -

.
,

- . ,.

3. Thefraction.of the file that is_allocated cortectly..
,

r

, (accuracy).

These parameters are evaluated according-eO the following rules.' 4

Coverage: Any record iscounted as clustered at a distance

,
D if it participates in atileaSt one join with,

another record at, any distance less than or equal
.,.

.,'to-D.
/

Agglomeration: Agglomeration (NA) 1. measured as the average

size of the clyste±s that are formed at a 'distance

D. It'is calculated as the number of records

clustered (NC) divided by the number of clusters(N)

N = C
A

N

N

.
- Accuracy: If reco.0s-of two kinds (A and B) are clustered

(at a distance' p), a cluster is counted as being

4 of the A ,type if the majority of recOrds, in the

cluster are ktype,,and as B if they are of t type.

The A records' in an A cluster are counted as

correct, and the B records in a B cluster are counted
as correct. Conversely, A records in a B cluster,

or B records in an A' cluster,. are counted, as,

incorrect assignments. If there are an equal number

of A and B records in a cluster, than half pf the
total are counted as'correct.

23 3
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- 3. -4 EXPERIMENTS

In order to tegt the feasibility of. the sequential

Ri.oCessing hypothesis, 4-experithent wesp conalcted. Each

experiment was designed 'to answer a specific question abOut

the limitations of statittical string .processing.



EXPERIMENT 1

A

A "
The.qeestion,addressed by the first eneriment is, "Cart

---direct vocabulary feedback to a searcher aCt as" a. useful

summary level doiice?" That is in seeking a. mechanism-to

'characterize a retrieved set, it is naturalto consider a .

--sorted 4st,of the terms present in the records. Current

on-line systems provide some vocabulary support, such'as

listing terms present in' the data base that are alphabetical:

ly close to.a given term or l'..elated to a given term by

subject content (btoadEr term, narrower term, synonym, etc. )26.

However, the information given by this vocabulary sport

capability applies to an entire data base,- rather. thari'Eo,la

retri ved set. That is, one can 'readily obtain 'a sorted lfst

of the terms' presenf in'thewhole data base,..,:but not the terms'
.

in a retrieved set.
't

Since the searcher evaluates records by looking oc-

_currences of terms, it seems natural tohave the comptiter

simplify the task by presenting to the user a` sorted list of

the terms present:in the initial retrieved set. this

experiment, it was found that the number of berms on which'tkie

relevancy decisions are based is usually just a few percent

of those terms present (though the set of crucial terms may be
different for different users even if they are concerned With

the same initial retrieved Sef). Thus, i is appealing to

consider how the terms might be sorted 'for feedback:. Some

sorting is necessary, as even'for a mere 160 records there

are about 1;000 unique terms in the title and .index field for'

CACon - too Man); for the'user to benefit from having thrpeOn.

all of them rather than the entire records. It was Co4jectured

that simple frequency criteria might be sufficient to ideritiky
the key terms, 'For this experiment, typical retrieved sets,

, containing relevant and non-relevant records.(aSout 50 of each

type) were chatacterized by the terms that they contained. The
crucial terms; on which the relevancy decisions were based, were
identified. It was ,found that they could not be identified bymm144,_

25
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'simple statistical criteria. Often, 'low frequency terms were

crucial when tbey indicated specific conciTts that were not

relevant. How4ver, in'other cases, high frequency terms were

necessary... The inability of gross frequency data to select

terms appropriate for searcher feedback led to the postponement

of consideration of vocabulary feedback until after vocabulary

mapping expe,iiients had been:completed (Experiment 4). TJie

vocabulary-mapping involved semantic input and promised to in-
%

ciease-the efficiency of retrieval abovg.the level of purely

frequency-based criteria. The possibilities of vocabulary

feedback.liased on this semantic input instead of gross frequency
. data are discussed further in-Section 3. A.

4
0
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The following questions were addressed,by the second

experiment. Can clustering resolve record classes with

.Substantial vocabulary overlapsuch as will occur-as the

result of a Boolean retrieval? How does the. resolution

depend on the bathematiCal details of the clustering Tiro-

cedurdn What are the relative contributions of the various

record fields (title, index, abstract; CODEN) to repption?
That is, clustering-can be expected to easily resolve re-

.

,cords from disparate disciplines into separate groups, in

cases whe 're overlap betv,een the two disciplines is-small,.

such as high .temperature physics and botany. It, is less

clear that clustering can successfully resolve records

from disciplines with much vocabulary overlap. (See Figure
9).

The design of, Experiment 2 is indicated in Figure 10.

Fifty records were taken from each of two sections of CACon

or COMPENDEX and were put into one file of 100 records.

CkCon has a subject organization, so that all the records--

contained in a given section pertain to a given subject, such

as "Hormone Pharmacology" or "Mammalian Biochemistry". Card-
glert-Codes play a similar role'in COMPENDEX. When the file
with 100 records is clustered, ideally it would divide into

two_clusters, eachcntairlini 50 recordsrfrom onesection.

Somme typical results are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

When the two sections used are disparate in subject"prea, such

as_the sections on "General Biochemistry" and on "Terpenes",

the separation achieved closely approximates the ideal when
the title and index fields are incldded.

When the two sections selectd4have"greater vocabulary
overlap, such as the sections "Terpenes" and "Carbohydrates",

the separation is much less successful. ,A number of generaliz-

ations can be drawn froM the data. In an effort to measure the
effect of the mathematical details on the separation, several



different clustering procedures were tried. In general, it was

found thdi the problem lies mostly in the structure of language,

not in thf mathematics of classification. That is, the

experiments suggest agreement with Van Rijsbergen25, that most

measures yield similar results because, ultimately, they are

based on the same information., Also, it seems that further

improvement requires additional preprocessing, such as genera-

tion of a degree of semantic structure for the vocabulary.

Clustering without any additional vocabulary preprocessing will
be called simple clustering.

A B

.

C

Figure 9. Effect of Term Overlap on the Resolution of Record
Groups

To be useful as a second step retrieval device, clustering

must function well in Case C.

Clearly, most algorithms can separate groups such as A

wherein term overlap is negligible. Separation is more diffi-

cult for B, wherein term overlap is slight but non-negligible.

Separation for Case C Is required if clustering is to be sue-

cessful as a second step search mechanism, for the. set selected

by the first search step will have much overlap, as all members

were selected by a search strategy.

The results of Experiment 2 suggest that records from

28



different supersections of CACon are'like case A and are easily

separated. Most records from twq different sections are like

case B and are separated with acceptible efficiency. ,However,

records from related.,sectibns are like case C and are not

separated acceptably brsimple cluster:ing. Since.cas C cor-

responds to the kinda.overlap.found for record setsre ieved

by a Boolean search, it seems unlikely that simple clustering
.

can partition retrieved search sets into relevant and non-

relevant clusters with acceptible efficiency.

The surprising result that the inclusion of the abstracts
field made only a small contribution to record resolution by

simple clustering is related to the effect of high frequency

terms on the pattern, and is discussed in Section 4.
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a

-
Experiment 2

50 Records from
Section A

50 Recc.eds fro
Section B

Results:

100 RecoreN--'
Combined Fi e

iN

Cluster

1

edords
from
'Section A

iRecords
0. from

Section B

e Effect of variation in cluster algorithm

Using, only non-singular terms' improves
cluster separation

Details of the distance measure seem to
have only a small effect on the, artition

1
6-%Effect of different data fields on the partition

0 CODEN field is useful

11 Index field is the best

I Title fields is second best

II Abstract field makes only a smll

of

contribtition

Effect of section choice on accurac artition

I Records from sections characterized by
very differ'ent vocabularies ar easily
distinguished

e\

Records from sections characterized by
similar vocabularies are not easily
distinguished

Figure 10. Design and Conclustions for Experiment 2



Typical Results: CACon :Sections on General Biochemistry

and on Terpenes
Records Number

Recor4ds Clustered of
Field (Clustered Correctly Clusters

LUAU: 100 100 2

T 85 61 5

89 84 9

C 60 58 16

'T + C 93 86 4

+ I 100 . 98 2

+ C + I 100 98 2

Results for CACon Sections on "Terpenes and "Carbohydrates"

T = Title

I = Index

C =,CODEN

T, 84 53 12

T + C + I 96 73 8

Figure 11. Typical Results for Experiment 2
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FILES FIELDS

0

INCLUDING NUMBER
SINGULAR ,/ OF
TERMS f COVERAGE ACCURACY CLUSTERS DI STANCE

CA6 & CA30 5

CA6 &CA30 1,2

CA6 & CA30 '1,2'

CA6 & CA30 1,2,5,Sect II
4

CA6 & CA30 1,2

/1CA6 & CA30 2

CA6 & CAZO 2

CA6 & CA30 2,5

CA6 '& CA30 1,2,5

CA6 & CA30 2,5,Sect. #

CA30 '& CA33 5

CA30 & CA33 1;26

CA6 & CA33 1,2

CA6 & CA8 2,5

CA6 & CA8 2
t040

CA6 & CA8 1,2

CA6 & CA8 1,2,5

E1452 & 817 2

E1452 & 817 2,5

E1452 & 453 2,5

CA8 e& CA74 2,5

CA36 & E1815

E1535 & 537 1,2,5

E1535 6.537 9

E1461sri 535 1,2,5

E1461 & 535 9

El452 & 453 9

E1453 461 1,2,5

E1453 & 461 2,5

E1452 & CA8

A

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No'

Yes

No

No

Yes..

,No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

RP

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

89 84 9 .98

,93 86 4 99

92 ! 85 16 .99

100 98 2 .99

100. 89 4 99+

86 77 6 99
83 74 17, i97

100 98 2 .98

100 97 4 .99

100 -100 51 .99

76 57 11 99
96 73 8 .99'

52 85 16 .99

100 71 i .90
.

79 67 16 .99

,95 72 5 99
100 96 3 .90

100 81 7 99
100 100 3 98

.

80 57 2
.

.90

100 95 5 98
100, 82 3 .98

86 71 4 .95

100 54 2" .99

100 98 4 .98

100 58 2 .86

60' 49 11 .95

100 93_ 3 95'

100 90 3 97
100 100 3 .96

.
.

-;

.1

Figure 12. Experiment 2 General SumMary of Data
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EXPERIMENT 3

The question addressed by the third experiment is; "Can

simple clustering separate the user-jildged relevant records

from the non-relevant ones?" The experimental procedure is

illustrated in Figure 13. Searches perforded by IITRI's'

Computer Search Center and evaluated by users in the normal -

course of center operations were used as the basis Ofthe

test. For each of the experimental tests, fifty relevant and

fifty non-relevant records, for one user, were put together in

one file of 100 records. Then, the file was clustered. Again,

as ip Experiment 2, the ideal condition would be to have-two

clusters formed, one with 50 relevant records and the other

with 50 non-relevant records. Results indicate that although

the separation produced by simple clustering is not good

enough for it to serve as a reliable high-precision second

step mechanism, it does approaCh an acceptible level in many ,

runs. Hence, motivation was high to explore the.structure of

vocabulary and its implications in. the fourth experiment, in

the hope that the addition of some semantic information would

increase the second step efficiency to the point that-it would

be immediately practical.

33
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.Experi4ent 3

Data Base

2,000,000 Records

5

Results:

Uset-Evaluated
Retrieval '

50 Good Records
+

Clustering assignments argil made with good
accuracy it small cluster 'distances }tut
not at large.Oes.

The fraction of the file that is,clustered
is sufficient only at large.cluster .distances.

The average cluster size is acceptible only,
at very large clester distances.,

Simple clustering, is not practical as a second-
step mechanism for any file configuration tried,
although results approach practical levels for
many individual runl. %

urther progre would be greatly aided by
_orporation of a,degree of semantic informa-

ti clustering process.

Figure 13.4 Experimental Design for Experiment 3.
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Three key parameters specify the usefulness of a cluster

Lr , namely coverage, accuracy and agglomeration. If coverage

is low, part of the file is not included in the pattern; 'if

accuracy is low, the pattern is worthless; if agglomeration is

low, the number of decisions that the user saves is low. That

is, if there are NA records per cluster, and only one of 'them

need be evaluated to evaluate all by implication, then (NA-1)

decisions are"saved per cluster. If a file of NE records is

divided into group of size NA, then there are NF/N,
A

groups

and the total number of decisions. is reduced from NE to_NE/NA.

Unless N
A is large, .the savings is small. Figures 14, 15 arid

16 show the summary of these three parameters obtained, as a

function of cluster distange for 50 -user evaluated retrievals

(each containing'50 relevant plus 50 non - relevant records)

clustered under the protocol of Experiment 3. Each data point

tepresents the average value of a parameter for the 50 runs,

and each vertical bar delimits the one standard deviation. .

interval from the average at, that point. According to Figure

14, -.only at dis4nces grea er than 0.95,1 overlapping
term among two records with 10 terms each) is Substantially

all of the file clustered. About 80% of the file is clustered
''at a distance of 0.8.

According Jo Figure 15, the number of records clustered

correctly is approximately equal to the number clustered at

shall distances, but it falls off at high distances. At a

distanceof about .95, only about 70% of the records are

clusterea correctly. AcLording t- Figure 16, the agglomeration

does not become.appreciable until cluster distances are'.

greater, than about 0.9. In summary, simple clustering can

separate relevant records from non-relevant ones with: sta-

ficient accuracy Only at very small distanc9S, whereas agglom-

eration and cove:age are sufficient only at large distances.

To improve upon this situation it was decided, upon surveying

individual runs for the reasons of clustering failure, that a

mechanism was needed to allow the relation of non-identical

strings on the basis of their semantic relationships. To that
end, the vocabulary mapping experiments were initiated.
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. EXPERIMENT 4 ,VOCABULARY MAPNr

Even before the first 3-experiments were done, was

recogniZed tila there is one major reason why simple clus-
,

ufoula not In expected to,work well enough to correct- j

41y .clagsif.1.-eot-ion- of records with.signiicant

-vocabularypoverlap. Any collection of records can be

classified (ordered or partitioned) in many dilfdreht.'

intellectual. ways. Simple clustering, as described.eailier,

is merely one arbitrary way of classification. As such, it

_ is not clear that It should be expected' to separate the

relevant records from the non-relevant ores or to sepgrate

records into group d that gre.meaningful to a given user

-beause what islorelevantdepends on theeintellectue clas-
,

4.' sificatioan principles of the User. For example, suppose'-

4rthat the user entered g Boolean search' on the subject of'

pTats and air pollution. The resulting retriev.l could-be

intellectually categorized according to the species .of plants..

involved,\putting, for instance, har(X.Tood treed' in one group,

-softwood4rees in another, shrubs in-andther, etc. Alter-
0

natively; the recordscOuld-be intellectually categorized

according to the chemical air pollutants involved, SO2 in

One gioup,, NO2 in another, ozone in another, etc- Similarl;

the intellectual categorization could be based on weather

conditions, geography, economic, impact, country of origin,
etc. Thus, since the computer at present does not have the

tro definitions of the terms, the problem of.constructing use-

meaningful partitions has two-levels. First, the system has

to have a way of homing in on the intellectual principle of

classification (i:e. in he sense that dategorizifig the

.example retrieval on the names of the plants involved is an

intellectual principle of classification). Second, a way
has to be found to direct the.classification mechanism

(clustering) to use the classifying principles .specified

by the user.

The solution of these problems requires that-the system

has additional.semantic information available. That is, while
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the full dictior4ry-type'definition of each string may not be

required for processing at this stage, there must be at least

information to distinguish the terms among the various

common- intelrectual organizing principles /to which 'they may

apply. To this end, it has been found desirable to map each

term'into a conceptual category. Thus,.for instance, suppose

were mapped into the' category 'iplant", NO2 and SO2 Ware

tapped into the category,"air pollutant", etc. Then the

selection of an intellectLl principle of clabsificaiion

would correspond merely to, the selection of a term category.

That is, if the terms that denote the names of plants were -

labeled as belonging to the class of plant names, they would

be singled out by the-computer as the string symbols on

which to base a record, classification even though the com-

puter could not distinguish among those names any secondau
characteristics (i.e., "tomato" is defined only7as a.member
or the class of plant names). So the key is that to clas-
siiy the records according to the principle "plant names";

one should cluster on only the subset of all the.terms

present that pertain to .plants. More- generall, to classify

records according to an intellectual principle, cludter on
only the terms that are.-members of the term class'that

corresponds to that principle. Since the terms so chosen

are only a small subset of all tNse that are present'in a
record, IITRI has named this process Subset Based Clustering,
or SBC.

A, secondary advantage or' :Constructing term classes is
that it offershe possibiliti of overcoming some of the.

Limitation Of the binary value of string match. For example,
theterm "dog" and the term "greyhound" are not dentical
character strings, and so they do not match. Similarly, the
terms "bean" and "dog" do nor match.- Yet, clearly ";dog" is
much more similar to '.!greyhound" than it is to "bean". One
way to enable the system to coupute on the basis of ecees'
-of-similarity is to record the tert association 'robabi ities

40
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for a body of ,text,It-zanti to make the assumption'thaf terms that

tend to occur together are semantically related.' This technique

has been used to great advantage by Salton",. Unfortunately,

it is expensive to compute, store and access term correl,cion
,o

coefficients for large data bases! This project haeattempted

a different approach based on the definition of intellectual

.word classes.

One might argue that terms are defined,by the context in

which they occur. That,is, medical terms occur in :medical

records, engineering terms in engineering records, etc. Using

this idea, one might represent each term by the _list of records

in which it occurs. An initial attempt to overcome the limit

tation of binary match (matching is either identical br zero

(1 or 0))was based on this concept. The idea was to take the

small record set that would result from a Boolean search, and

to cluster the terms over the records, in effect 'defining a
similarity between terms based on their co-occurrence.within,

the records of the small Boolean search. Then, the term

similarities would he used to cluster the records (sequence
Jthown in Figure 17). A typical term map resulting from such

a sequence of operations is,snown in Figure 18. This sequence
of operations is appealing because it is inexpensive and selt-,

contained. The clustering of terms ianvoIves only the small
set and requires no dictionary loop-ups. Unfortunately, it
was found that this. processing sequence makes only'a marginal
improvement to the 'resolution of record clusters.. The essential.

,BOOLEAN

SEARCH

°CLUSTER LUSTER
100' TERMS TERM ECORDS RECORD
RECORDS OVER MAP VER CLUSTERS

= [FERM

Figure 17. Retrieval Procedure Using Record and Term Clustering
(Preece Algorithm")
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problem is that defining similarities between terms is essen-

tially a g1-Thal property, and it is unrealistic to hope that

the strings can be classified merely on the basis of their

associations in a small record set. That is, similarities

are not well enough defined using this method for small

record sets, and for'large record sets the process is expensive.

The process of context definition seemed to be sound, so

additional effort was made to apply .it on a global scale (i.e.

to a whole data base). The conceptual organization ofkthe

CACon data base into supersections, sections and subsections
(see Section 3) suggested that terms could be characterized

by thei.- occurrence in this hierarchy. That is, 'records

are filed by CAS indexersmithinsthe CACon section structure
according to their, intellectual content. BeCause the

intellectual content is represented by terms, they are im-
'plicitly filing the terms according to their intellectual

-relationships. Accordingly, it should be possible to recover
the mapping of the terms into .the categories (sections) merely
by counting the number of times"that a term occurs in each of
the sections, faking into account the fact that the sections

have different overall numbers of records (and hence proba-
bilities that any term will occur in a section), and looking
for peaks in the ditribution. When this is done for a typical
term, using the 80 CA sections, the result is a plot such as

that shown.in Figure 19. Terms that occurred mostly in one,

section, like Term A, are characterized by the subject of
that section. For instance, the term "estradiol", which is
the name 'of a hoiaone, occurred almost exclusively in'the
section on "Hormone Pharmacology" (Figure 20). Hence,
independent of any use cf its dictionary definition, "estradiol"

was identified as a.hormone pharmacology type word. Other
words like Term B, have a broader distribution but are still
restricted to a limited range of sections, such as those
relegant to organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, etc. An
example of this type of behavior is the term "fiber", which,
as shown in Figure 21, occurred mainly in the sections on
"polymer Chemistry". Other terms, such as "acid", Figure 22;
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or, Z'pressure" Lave distributions like terms C or D on Figure

19. The meaning,of such flat distributiont,is that -the terms
.0 .

are equally applicable to the concepts of each of the CAS

Chemical Abstracts sections. This need not mean that C or D

terms are not-good discriminating words. Rather, it just

means that their discrimination value is very limited with

, respect to the term classes consisting ofhCACon section

labels. For instance, a term related to temperature or

. pressure may be of conceptpal value for retrieval and may

occur -'in only a small fraction of records. Still, if its ,

distribution is flat, i.e. if it occurs'equally in all CACon

sections, then it'dannot be assigned to a CACon section
term class. . The major advantages of this form of !.term

classification are that the term classes and their headings
are based on. intellectual judgements. That is,' records (and

.
the terms they contain) are assigned to sections by indexers
according to their record meaning. That is, indexers assign
records to sections according to the Meaning of the section
title and terms. Further examples of word distributions are

shOWn in Figures 22, 23 and 24.

Examinatiori of thedtstributions of all the terms in
two issues of CACon show's that most of the terms map easily
into either a single section or.a small group of sections.

Some terms, such as "abiorption", map into bdo sections or
groups of sections, because they can have two separate

meanings, as ix' the sense of physical abs rption versus spectral
41 Pabsorption.

To characterize the degree to which the free text terms
of CACon map into section or supersectio 8, the distribution
such as thOse thown in Figures 19 to 24, s generated for
each test term. Then the fraction of normat.ized occurrences
of a single term that occurred in the, peak section of the
distribution was calculated according to

the Amber of occurrences of d tellt in its peak section
the total number of-occurrences of the term
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. The term counts are normalized tb account for the fact

that different sections contain different numbers of records.

Similarly, the fraction of normalized occurrences of a term

that occurred in the section with the second greatest concen-

tration of that term was calculated according to:

the number of occurrences of -a term in its second peak section
f2 =

the total number of occurrences of the term

The fractions fl and f2 have the following properties.

If a term occurs only once in the record set, f1 =1 and f2=0.

That is, if a term appears only once, then it can appear in

only one section and so it must map into one section per-

fectly (f1=1) and into no other (f2=0). If a turn occurs

only twice, then fl+f2=1, since the term can occur in only

two sections if it appears only twice. -In general, the,

closer that fl is to 1, Ihe better that a given term maps

into a single category. Of course, aside from singular terms,

few terms approach f1 =1. Moreover, if fl did equal 1 for a

given term, that mapping would be of little value as a recall

device (since any record containing that term could be ob-

tained by searching on the section name). However, it still

retains great value as a precision, device, as it may still

be used to partition records within the'retrieved set. For

example, suppose "estradiol" occurred only in the section on
"Hormone Pharmacology". Then, all "estradiol" records could

be retrieved by searching on the section name rather than on

"estradiol". However, "estradiol". still separates records

into two classes with or without that term - and so tt is

still valuable for precision. In fact,. using the data for

Figure 20, the term "estradiol" peaks in Section 2, with 16

occurrences, and the second greatest peak occurs in Section
13, with 4 occurrences. The total number of occurrences of
this term is 3O, Hgnce, (except for the normalization),

16fl
30

.533

f2 =30= ,133

fl+f2= .666



So, for the term "estradiol", 66.6% of the unnormalizcd

occurrences occurrences occur in two sections. Similar data

for all terms is presented in Figure 25 through 34. For these

Icalculations, the-low frequency terms (less than 25 occurrences

n two CA issues) were treated separately from the high frequency

terms. The reason for this treatment is that low frequency

terms may tend to occur in a small number of sections simply

because they occur only a few times.

The high resolution of the term map suggests' a method for

overcoming the problem of selecting terms to feed back to the

user that.was identified in the first experiment. The

searcher has only to name a term class of interest (e.g.

"Hormone Pharmacology") and only the terms that belong to

that class (such as "estradiol") and are present in the

retrieved set will be identified and sorted for feedback.

This procedure would simultaneously focus attention on the

key term>, distinguish between content-specific and content-

nonspecific terms, and simulate the general mechanism by which
context is specified in discourse.

The average value of fl for high frequency terms, from
Figure 25 is about ,.55, which means that the average high

frequency term has 55% of its occurrences in one section.
Filre 25 shows a similar plot for the second peaks of the
higI frequency terms. Since a second peak must necessarily.

contain less than half the occurrence's of a given term, the
curve falls to zero somewhat short of f2--....50 (actually at
f2=.48). The average value of f2 for high /frequency terms is,
from the data of Figure 26, is about,l2 5, so that about 6875.
(f1 +f2) of high frequency term occurrences are accounted for
by the first and second peaks.

Figure '7 and.28 contain simi:ar data for the low fre-
quency ter: .s expected, the very large component of low
frequency te. ,s that maps uniquely into a single section (f1=1)
is composed almost entirely (over 95%) ofterms that occur only
once. Most of the high frequency terms that map uniquely into
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one section are indexing terms that are assigned by CAS to

the records.

;Figure 29 presents data for. the values of fl for the
4

'high frequency terms. The disti.ibution is remarkably smooth

and well behaved, and it shows that the concept of ATC is

likely to work becwase so many terms have such large fractions

of their occurrences in single sections. 'More than half of

the hIgh frequency 'terms each have more than half of their

normalized occurrences in a single section. Since there

are 80 total sections, the average fraction of term occurrences
i .

that)Wbuld be expected, in, a section of the basis of chance for

a randomized distribution of terms (no significant cqrrelation

of term occurrences) is only 0:013 (i.e. 1/80): In contrast

to the observation that most term occurrences are uncorrelated

with'each other, 28,29 the correlation between terms and

sections is very high.

Examination of e terms that have low values of fl

reveals that they ar the very general terms, such' as."theo

"review'!, "experiment", "effect", etc. These terms shouldaiot

map well, and the mabpinrtanique provides a convenient

method for isolating theln. It is.these high frequency' terms

which ,ae not context specific that degrade the contribution.

of the abstract field to the resolution of records in Experi-

ment 2. The mapping experiment (4) provides an easy method by

which these terms could be 'grouped into a separate category

from the context specific terms. If this were done, the reso-

lution contribution of the abstract field should assume its

expected dominant potitiou among fields. EN'ven discounting all

the terms with f1 =1, the remaining low frequency terms average

f1=61 So that the low frequency terms (even excluding terms

that occur only once) map very well into just one section each.

Also, low frequency terms average f2=25 so that, excluding

terms that,occur only once, about 86% of normalized low frequency

-term occurrences are in only two sections per term.
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Figures 29 and.30 present the cumulative frequencies for

the high and low frequency te...y. Tiat is, suppose that a

threshold were set (FI), and only terms with f1 >F1were mapped-.

How.many terms would be mapped for a given F1? Figures,29

and 30 give the answer. For,instance, 'if F1 =0.3, then 72%

of the high frequency terms and virtually all the low.fre-

quency terms would be mapped.

Note that this result is in harmony with the intuitive

notion that the lower frequency terms are more content

specific, for the occurren_ces_of th.e_a_v_.9.r.agel_low_ftequenc-y_

term are more concentrated into a single section than are

the occurrences of the average high
,
frequency term.

Figures 3?. through 34 contain similar data for the

distribution of terms over supersections. Since each super-.

section is composed of several sections, the fraction of

occurrences in a given division, fl, must be greater or equal

for supersections as opposed to sections. Remarkably, 94.7%

of high frequency terms map into One supersection with fl>.99.
`A similar. statement also holds true for the low frequenCy

terms, distributed over supersections. Clearly, the super-

section division of terms is much less demanding'than the

section division and denotes a second very valuable level to
the mapping hierarchy.

The vocabulary mapping experiments show that simple

statistical sorting operations applied to manually indexed
data base can yield a very useful hierarchical'mapping of the

)

terms into categories: -It-now remains to be shown that these

categories prove useful for the IR tasks that have motivated
their construction. In the spirit of: the previous discussion,

the statistical intellectual term classes offer the following

method for-overcoming the limitations of binary comparison:

FOr the example of "dog, "greyhound" and "bean", the first
two terms map into the "Mammalian Biochemi ry" sections of
CACon (CA011). "Bean" maps into the "Plant Biochemistry" '-

section of CACon (CA017). As before,, "maps" means that the
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term has its greatest concentration in the given section.

Now, if each term is augmented by adding the class name to

it, the following situation arises;

Bean Bean-CA017

Dog Dog-CA011

Greyhound Greyhotind-CA0.11 .

No matches One link between Dog and Greyhound

at distance = 1 - = 0.67

That is, "dog" is linked to 'greyhound" at a distance inter-
mediate between identical match and no match. Augmented'
identical terms still match at zero distance.

The principle of augmented terms can be applied at more
than one level. Thus, a term can be autmented with the names,
for instance, of the CACon subsection, section and-supersection
in which it occurs so:

Term 1 CACon Subsection 1 CACon Section 1 CACon Supersection 1

Term 2 CACon Subsection 2 CACon Section.2 CACon Supersection 2

If Term 1 is identical to Term'2, they are joined at
distance zero. If Term 1 is not equal to Term 2, but they map
into the same subsection (So CASub 1 = CASub 2. CASect 1 = CASect 2
and CASuper 1 = CASuper 2) then Term 1 and Term 9 are joit, i at
distance = 1 3

= .4. Similarly, if the CASuner's are equal,
,1the connection is at distance = 1 - 7 = 0.86. The progressive

distances of the connections joins at different levels of map
relatedness are in close correspondence with intuitive expec-
tations 9f desired term behavior. Moreover, the simplicity of
the procedures means that they can be performed irexpensively.
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.-r ANALYSIS

The three critical parameters that characterize a clus-

tering run are coverage, aggloMeration and accuracy. By

using a statistical model of the clustering process (assuming

that term occurrences are largely uncorrelated), and a simple

measurd of term distribution, it is possible to predict the

coverage and the agglomeration as a function of the cluster

distance. 'The model also predicts which terms will be domir

nant in forming the pattern and leads to-recommendaaOns for

modification of the shape of the term frequency' distribution

to improve retrieval efficiency. The model doefnot predict

the accuracy of record assignment to clusters.' Howevet,.one

can readily use the model to calculate the degree by which

an experimentally determined set of assignments exceeds the

chance level. By using experimentally determined clustering

accuracy as a function of measures of the term, distribution,

estimates of the usefulness of cl'____ering in new situations
can be made. The excellence of the dgreemdht between the

model and the data supports the assumption of uncorrelated

term occurrences, In support of the literature28'29
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'STATISTICAL MODEL OF CLUSTERING COVERAGE

1. All Term Frequencies Equal

Suppose that in a collection of-NF records, there are J

unique terms, each of which occurs with the same frequency,

L. (i.e. eadh of the J terms occurs In the same number of

records). The case of equifrequent terms is simple to test,

andcan readily be generalized to describe the case wherein

the terms each have their own frequencies (each term may

occur, in a different number of records). Moreover, assume

that each record ha's the same number,of terms, FT. This is

a good assumption for the CACon data' base. Note that N
T
=1

N
F

Represent each record by a J-tuple. Let a 1 in the jth

position correspond, to the presence of the jth term, and let a

0 correspond to its absence. For each record, the corresponding

J-tuple will have FT of its positions filled with l's. To

calculate the number of records that are clustered at a given 9

distance, one merely has to calculate the number of records

that share at.least k terms with at least 1 other record, where
k is determined by the distance formula

.

. 1 k
2RT -k

So k = 2N (1-D)/(2-D)

Given any two recorus from the collection, the probabilit:

that they will match, on at least one term,is easily calculated.

Since all the terms have equal frequencie.!, the probability

thatany one term is present in a given record,is the same
4 pmoblem as the probability of picking one specified ball in

FT chances from an urn 7ithJ numbered balls_

The probability that there -is amatcn on Lhe jth term is
the nroduct of the probabilities that the :th term is present

-i, each of the two recOrds. Let:



p(j,) = probability of a match on the jth term

p(j) = (probability that the jth term is in RI) . (Probability 14

the jth term is in R2 given that tt is in R1)

N. N.-1
P = 1

N N
F .F

P(k) = probability that there are at least k term matches

between R1 and R2

P(ex k),probahility that there are exactly k term matches

between.R1 and R2

13,(exO)= 1 - ((l-p(j))J

That is the prbbahility that there are no term matches

between two records is 1 minus the product of the

probabilities that ,there is no term match on any of

the J terms.

Ln [1-P (e),- iii(1-pfsj))1= Jln(1- p(j))'

for p (j ) «1, Ln(1,-;p(j))-:

So Ln [1.3 (g"x =

1 - P(ex 0): exp(-Jp(jY)

P(.ex'0)-- 1-exp(-Jp(j);

So, the probability of at least one Match is 1 minus

the proba,bility of no matches, and

P(l) = exp(-Jp(j))

P(1) = expEJ 1
NP N

F
-1 j
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Case of Non-E'ual Term Frequencies

T1

T2

Tz

R1 R2 R3 Ra

T2

T3

Tt,

As an example of partial record sets with terms of

unequal frequency, consider records pairs (R1 4- R2) and

(R? + R+): For (RI and R2) there arc: 4 possible terms

(J = 4), all of equal frequency. Suppose NT = 1, Then

there are 4 matches out of 16 possible combinations for a
'.match probability of -1-6. = 27 at asdistance of 1 ,fn

T

1-ITT .0. Suppose that R3 and 114 are identical to R1

and R2, except that the first two terms are identical,-

(i e. the fir'st tetm has twice the frequency of any of the
others): 'Thus, there are, in effect, 3 terms 0 =,3, one
of which has twice the frequency of the other two. From
the diagram, there are 6 matches out of 16 possible com-

binations 3for a match probability of = So, it is

clear that for cases of unequal frequency, each term

contributs to the matches approximately. according to-the
square of the term frequency. #

When the derivation of P;(\is done for the case where

the terms are each allowed to hake distinct. frequencies,

(See Appendix 13) the result is found to obey a Poisson

distribution.
K-1 -E

P(k) = 1- 5" L e for k>1 and

N.

1-1<<1 for all j
. F

for.
1

comparable to NF, (which corresponds to 'the case where

ones term occur.; in most-recor.ds), additional factors of E
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occur in the result.. In this expression,

= the average number of. term matches (links) per

record pair.
.1

N
F
(N

F
-1)

Since the number of 'record pairs is
2 and. the'

JV, .
N (N.-1) ]>v41 N4(Nill)number of term matches is" *-, i 1J`1 - - J- '''

j

2 N
F
(N

f
-1)

It is useful to note that the equation for P(k) depends
only on the parameter E. Since the shape of the cluster.

pa,ttern depends on the number of links formed, one may Ask
which terms contribute most to the formation of a pattern.

Clearly the single frequency (one appearance only4 terms

cannotcontribute much to4a pattern since they cannot-produce
a-link: It has been argued by others ,that_sUeh terms

contribute to the pattern by identifying dimensiOni along
which records are different".- That is true, bUt the

experiments show that terms de so weakly semantically linked
thatsingular terms only degrade the pattern, i.e. degrade

the significance of the matches

Higher frequency terms contribute-progressively more
to a pattern. A term with a record frequency of Ni contributes

:a number of links N. N:.(N4.-1)
.

2
3 - 1

2
)

For = 1 (singluar terms) it is zero. For,N >=1, as expected,
it increases as W. Beca6Se there are very many more low
frequency-terms control the overall cluster Ratteim for 'a g-'.ven
case. Figures 37 and 38 indicate that sometimes even a sin;le
high frequelicy term can overbalance the linl g power of all
the low frequency terms. This work suggest _hat it is not

suffici:enttoreportqqT' N_JandR.when documenting clustering.
experiments. It is also desirable to report the average nutaber.
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of links per record pair,(E)

If there are any terms in the file for which IIRZNp, these

should be repotted.too (See Appendix )3). It is for this

reason that typical distributions, rather than average

,Idiltributions. are plotted in ::figures 35 and 36, i.e. since

a

4

W to calculate t the, basis
3

of average term frequencies would underestimate the signifi-

cance of the high frequericy terms.

4
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s.

A
Mather df RetOrds Clustered - Multiple Links and Agglomeration

..
. :J. -.t -

IlaW, th.e.numbe Of records clustered at a given distance
-,--, 1A.0-.

... ,

3
(Number

-

. , of-A.ArIA IC pairs) - Niimber of records=crustered per link)
.'. where k links' assure4Y5D 1

.
1

1

. .....,... *

P(Ri,R2) -N(RI,R2) f(L,NF)

r.f($,M) .6Apresses the- fact that when new links are 'formed they

mad either" in lft.previouglined/recJrds or not, as shown

oti FtgurA 39. Figure 40 'expresses f(i.M);. calculated expli-

'ciza.y for, j =100. tote that for.L.:0, ...12.L..2 because every
/

.
..,,

. .4' , AL 't .
new lin is ,a Type lAliak and binds two Areviousiy u. .,-.Ind

Corerds:...-
.

For
- , c

AN
For N , .6,; TT - 1 because most new links are tyke

F

2 links, which bind one previously 'inbound record to other previ-
:.oUsly bound records. .

.
y

N _,' AN
For 1, Te. ,0

(.,..-'

because likw links occur primarily as type 3, whic ony bind
4 reviously bound groups together.

, / L

. _ 0 0 6 8 0

Old New Old New Old N-eom- Old

Type 1 Type 2 type 3

Figvre'3N,T-pes of Ways that New Links Can Occur

/
.

t has 1.--e shown by- derivation and explicit calcokation

that/it Istoughly true that
S

Nc-Nf
F

for
2 1.,

,N
F

2L
))-2LN

F

N
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N
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do/ mbining expres 10.12S,

N
k-1

N (N -i)= 1 L e F F

k=0
kl 2

4

. "

-exp-
N

V The following graph shows the data of Figure 14. Thg,

lin\e is that calculated using the above values. The.curve

matches the average of the relevant/nonrelevant experimental,

coverage within one standard-deviation of the mean.

The coverage model was also tested on the data of

Experiment 2. A. shown in Figure 42, it fts.the dataw.well

for various conditions.
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4.7

STATISTICAL. MODEL. OF AGGLOMERATION

The average cluster size depends

'. '1, type 2-and type 3 joins (ni,n2,n0

- Fig re 35). The numberok separate c

n;4113, since an nijoin creates 0 :tlus
/

,On the number of type

respectively. 1/4(3ee

lusters is aPprmsimatetyl-

ter and for N <<N , an
./ c. .

nyeype.join usually destroys pne. An n2 join neither'

creates nor destmys a separate clust
.

joins 'a previously Inijoirled/record,to

Hence, the average 'number/of records'

by : I/

A
NN = o ''-r" ,

n3<ni
4 ,... nl-n3

t

Where: ni = NuOper af type 1 links

p2 =.116',Mber of type 2 links
.

n3 =jhumber of type 3 linkS

- c
N' * 2 ni +n2

L./.= ni + 112+ P3

So: 712 = 2L 2n3 - N

ni Nc-L

-Nc
Scy:

-L)) c

N .N -N
ifiut : L -

2
F In FFc

,

1So: Nil

1 + NF
F
-N

cl
7ff-

lnL
NF

. 1

For: N
F
>N

c

el, but rather it just.

an, exi'stant cluster.

per.cluster, g is
A' .

This equation is plotted

tion becomes appreciable

is joined at least once)

.10

tt)

on Figure.43 for NE = 100. Agglomera-

when c
N

> :6 (i.e. 60% of the file
F

1.01

I I.
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4
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Using,the,data of Figure 36 totelate Nc to D and the above
J.

.*
1:equa on to relate NA to N, results in Figure 44, on4which 4

.
. ,

is sup,rimposed the data of Figure 16. The above equation
._.

fits the data very well up to N /N 75. Above that level,,
the number of n3 type joins that do.no)t unite cldsiei.s becomes

,

appreciable, and a more exact treatment is required (based on
resolving the two possible kinds of type 3 joins), The simple

ma,equation, however, is'sufficiently ac ate to serve, as a
.., -- __---

.
, guide to system design.
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STATISTICAL MODEL OT THE ACCURACY OF CLUSTERING RECORD ASSIGNMENT

The procedure used in evalUating a.clusterr.for. experiments

- 2 and 3, wherein each record belongs to bne cif two class'es

(relevant vs. ,non- relevant or CACon Section X vs. CACon Section

Y) is to total the number of records of each type ,within a

cluster, and assign4the-clus .r to whichever class'has a

majority., For instance, if a cluster contained 10 records,

. of which,7 were relevant and 3 were_non-relevpnt, the.cluster

would be designated relevant, 7 assignments would be counted
.

. , --7.---

e
4-4

'astcorrect, and 3 would
% 4.-

ube c n as errors. .111W!ver,'it
.

fis not correct to deduce.frd this .rata- that theaccuracy

.of clustering reCorcPassignmint is 70 %. Rather, the, assign- .

. .

ment performance must be compared with the frequency with
_

..

,whih correctaisignments would be made by chhnce alone. '
)

,For` the case of a 10-record cluster, no'more than 1.incor- .1/
.. 1

, rect assignments can be made. 'In other words, even if recqrds

Were signed to clusters on the basis of chance, because :

clusters are labeled as being. type Ivor type B based on their

majority constituenes, no snore t dh.5 incorrect assignments.-1%
could be made to,'a 10-record -clust r. A more detailed exami-

,^ nation of..t.ile statistics shows .that the' average chance level

is somewhat greater than tilminimum. Recall that for the

experiments designed, there were always equal numbers of,.the

___ two kinds of records in the set to be clustered,. so that the
_

,

probability that a given record is either one type or another
,

, is .5.

Fbr a 2-record cluster, there are 4 posible combinations

of records

Combinations Score

2'

+- 1

, .-+ 1

2

O

I

t
4 - Total

Combinations

8'5

6 = Total'Score

105 :



Since each combinatibn is equiprobable (approximately), the

average. score attained by chance for a two-record cluster is

1.5: 64).. Similarly, for 'a 3-record cludter, there are

8 combinations:. ,

Combinations Score

3-Lt1

++- 2.

+ -+

2\

2

2

2

3 -

-

8 Total Combi ations 18 = Total Score,
,

For this case, the average scoi.e.atained by chance alone is

188
= 2.25.

Calculating the chance levels fOr progressivelyIrger

clusters leads to the curve shown in Figure 45: As is shown
- on that figure, the relationship between the average score

'attained by chance and the cluster siie_is approximately

linear, and may be -estimated reasonably well by the 'equation:

N
R =-.625N

c
4.. .30 for N 2

This equation may be, used to ,calculate the`extent to which
a given set of_clustets exceed the411ance.level in the,a6Curacy

of their record assignments. .)

The score attained by a cluster run is calculted as
the fractiop of total assignments that are correct,. above the

chance level <S). At any given cluster distance, the number

of recordi clustered (N
c) and the'number of clusters (N) are

tabulated,so that the average number of records per cluster
,

(N
A

) is:

.

. 86 106
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.41

I

N
-NA .N

c

.

s
1,. The chaACt level of correct assignments for -a clustar of size.

-NA ,isgiven'vEsythe.NR equation evaluated at-7.--u--g
T ....

"NR.:7"-= /.65
4 . b

'

n

4 -

So; .the total.number-of correct assignments, by chance drone , .,.t
is the.,numer of 94rect.assignments'per cluster times :"(NRC)/ - -

the number of,clusterS

N

4:

x
, a

-=4.eiNvp -.62511 ± .30

..S'o for .N

giVen by

.11'4

4.

r

,

total corrpt cluster assigtthents, t1ie score is

.
-N

R - N e , . .

g.... ,., .-. RC
\,

- .;.. 9 - .
---- -.

..0 N:i 7- Nic -
re

,
., . . .

f"fi.
VI

.

S has the -properties

.

chat S =0 i f the assignment s are"
e

correc,

I _s

only/at the-Chance%leve71
;

. - =3. if the assignments are all.c.Oi-r.ect,
..e

.'

1>S)O`if N
A
>N

R
>N

RC; and:;S is 1 ne;r with Dia.
A

t I.

, .

Applying this. formula to the data on FigUre 13 ieads io
, \

Figure 46., It isiclear from thii figure thdE the accura4r4ithr

which simple clustering makes mow' assiurmentk eo ciustrs is

very-SuVetantial.abdue 80%;Yfor'cluster distar6aesg than '.5,.

L//
but that at larger distances it rapidly falls of to ,unaccep6-.

...ahly .lokvaluesThisisnot.surprising.lf two xecoyds l3avee .---- ;

not1.507, or more of their terms-in'common, it is. not surprising that ..
..

..-.

they should be grouped together. Also, if two records have
,

only. about 20% oi.their terms in common, it is nOtbdur6rising,
-.* ... that grouping is little better-than chance. t

. .

i
,,,..

1

-0

-

.88 1 8 4
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At a distandt of .5, only about 13% of records are

clustered and the average,ciuster size is Only about 2.7

.records per cluter, so that the number of user decisions

have only been reduced from 100 to about 94-
Nc

N, - (NA-1)g = the number of,user decisions required).
"A

-This performance is not significantly 'beneficial to the user.

This analysis reemphasizes the need to incorporate semantic
z

inforthation into the system in orcier to increase S at larger
7/

values of distance, 'where the eduction in the number of_

required user decisions is ore significant.

Examination of indi idual runs show's that the primary's

reason for incorrect g oupings is the failure of semantically

related but non-identical strings, such as greyhound and dog,
. -

to match. This is_a problem that cannot be solved by a change

in the choice of clustering distance measure, because changing

the measure cannot recapture the, semantically buried. information.

Rather, a means is needed to record the Conceptual relatedness -

of terms. ATC s.an approach to thiS end using statistically

constructed intelledtuai term classes-. Because the term

classes always map terms into groups with larger values of
NJ., the mapPing'is subject to.the criticism that it sacrifices

percision for recall. That is, Salton has conjectured that it

is the intermediate frequency terms that are the mcgt important

for information retrieval". The very low frequency terms,

it is argued, cannot.be very important because they cannot

participate in many matches. Also, the, ery high frequency

terms cannot be very significant because they lack specificity,
i.e. they match so often that the-information value of a match
is small. Accordingly,'he recommended that very low frequency

terms be grouped into intermediate frequency classes, and very

high frequency terms be divided up into intermediate frequency
term phrases . These suggestions seem unassailable in°the

context on one-step searching. Yet, in the context of multi-

step searching, it seems preferable to use,the structured

vocabularyimethods,described in Experiment 4. Representing



a

terms within such an hierarchy allows for the matching to

be performed within the limitation of a given range of concepts

.(the idea of SBC), and to match strings that are not identical

with a match value less than unity, and to perform the matches

at selected levels of generality. The process of adding to a

term the names of the categories in which it is found is to

carry with the term the context of its use. Williams found

this kind of information useful in directing a user query to

an appropriate data base". It is just this kind of informa-

tion that is used implicitly in dialOg to break the ambiguity

of term definition. Thus whereas "absorption" has two dis-

tinct definitions (at least) they may be disambiguated by

noting that one is in the spectral sense and one is in the

physical sense. The use of a formalism in which the spe-

cific term mappings are associated with a term occurrence

suggests a natural interface with artificial intelligence

processing tasks. Using AI techntques, perhaps terms can

be disambiguated'by consideration of, the contexts inwhich

they occur. Similarly, the occurrences of the labeled_ term

' suggests that the identifit-a-tion of the contexts would be

made easier as well, perhaps through local consensus.

The effects of vocabulary mapping can be evaluated in

terms of the statistic-alel-us-tering model. Every word in

the language is a. precise instrument, and any time virtually

any term is replaced with arifther, meaning is ,changed. Any
time that meaning is degraded, the accuracy with which records
can be grouped is depressed. Of.course, if terms are replaced

pty more general terms, ENS is increased and the probabtlity of

match is increased, so. that coverage and agglomeration are in-
creased. The experiments performed suggest that for accuracy

to be sufficient, coverage must approach 100% at a distance of
less than about .5. Convenience would suggest that average

cluster size should be about mat that distance as well. The

statistical model predicts that these conditions would
c
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require - 13,500 for a.file of 100 records. The'aptual.
j

value of 2d? in the expei'iments is about 5100.

3
-Rough calculations show that ATC can achieve the factor

of about13 that is required to raise:EN?
j

to the projected

feasible range. By increasing the number of links between

records, ATC can be projected to achieve ,resolution of
. -

relevant and non-relevant records to a degree that.is"

useful to a user. However, this projection should be

regarded only as a motivation for further work, and not as

a suarantee.of suecess. /
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--PROCESSING COST
----- 1

The -cots involved iii applying simple clusteringtb about,

100 bibliografhic records from either CACon or Ei COMPENDEX

include identifying the terms, applying a Stop list, utilizing

controls and, finally, clustering. In experimental runs, on an
% 4

IBM 370/158, these steps consume abou.t20 cry} seconds for the -

term preparation and 20 cpu £6r' the clUstering. In production
..

,_

runs, the computatior time would be considerably less. Much
of the term identification process could be,saved by pre-

; processing the records (i.e. stbring stems and stop-listed

terms, perhaps in a canonical form). The clustering time
could also be greatly reduced: The experimental runs gave

much mere detail tan would be required by a user. Perhaps
15 cpu seconds would be a reasonable estimate for 100 records

and about 60 cpu for 1,000-records. "

The ATC term mapping requires about 300 cpu seconds for ,

two issues of CACon. This is the cost for associating a term
. I

with a subsection, section and supersection. Several hundred
more seconds are required to restructure the data baseto put

I

,

it-into a forT to take advantage of mapping.

The SBC clustering should cost less than the simple

clustering because fewer terms per record are accepted. by the
content focusing mechanism. Howeler, firm cost estimates are
not available yet for SBC.

The ATC term mapping, structuring 4nd labeling operations

are done only once on a data base and are then available for
all searches. essence, global information is processed.-

once, saving each separate user from repeating the same in-
tellectual operations.

411=l,



How is an IR system to be made efficient? For string

processing programs, the) historical first step was to save

on the number of 'string "compares sequired during single re-

trieval. Inverted,file4 handle =that phase very well by

sorting the file into alstructure 'such that the anticipated

question, "Whee "does 'string
-

ng 1xxxx' occur?" is answered for

all strings before any iearches. are done. This saves each
;user the cos .of doing that sort,separately. On a somewhat

i ,,
,f

more sophistic'ted level, ATC
r
simlarly &

'aves each user d

.
i ' i

14. Is
i

/
analyzing the; ntext or each term by using global stag/s-

hi'- ,

tical information to relate all the implicit -context.defini- /
. i

4 q

#

dtions before a y searches are done. That is, just as /string g

processing prog ms Save qn,,cothParisons'by comparing /only.

I/

.,,

those strings for :which a match is possible (based o a

crude_first approximation such as LCB32),Semantic,pg0cessing
,

programs Should save on compares by using a crude first
approximation to meaning (such as ATC).,

When one projects the 'structure and capabilqies of the.
IR systems of the future, one is inevitably drawn'to consider

the automation of semantic and cognitive processes. (i.e.

the functions performed "by ah ideal librarian.) ! In this

regard,.one is led toask, "What is the future Tole of current

statistical string processing procedures in fulure systems
that will be doing semantic processing ?" ,Tt is'tempting to
think that.the future IR system would be a "world brain" in
'which statistical processes had no place, i.e. where new'

information was.folded into an existing,knowledge"bank by a .

process analagous to "understanding". In such a circumstance,

one might assume that retrieval would be very fast, analagous,
to the human power of abstraction of coficepts.1 However,there
re two problems with this point of view. ,First, even for

humans', recall is statistically bated. 'Frequently used infor-
matOpis easily retrieved in the human mind while infrequently



I,

used ,information is often remembered only with treat difficulty.

Mbreover, such performance is reasonable.. First, when memory

space,is finite, and response time is important, it makes

sense to put the highest priority records in the most acces-

sible places. The secon'd'.problem is that the process of

understanding generally rzeans developing the capacity to

answer a given class of p oblems by preprocessing the data.

.For example,' if I'm told t at "John is in Texas", I can

easily answer the question "Where is John?" However, there

are many other questions stitch as "Why:is John in Texas?",

that are not easily anticipated nor are they easily handled

by standard (canonical) forms. Such questions may require

inference and ,,the use of implicit .information. the pointAis

ttat the f.irge number of questions"that may be asked about

text is large, perhaps infinite, and no system can be expected°

to have answered all of them on a preprocPssor basis. Some

large classes of questions may .be answerable on ,a preprocessor

basis (like "WhereGis John?") , but many of the unanticipatible

questions will require run time analysis of records. To,be
efficient, it seems that the two kinds of questions'(high-

frequency anticipatible or/low frequencTunanticipatible)
1

should use memory in different ways. The ATC and sequ'ehtial

search formalism has an obvious extension- that seems 'to

accomodate these two needs. It consists of the representation,,

of each term by an n-tuple in which each field corresponds

'to an attribute and each entry corresponds to a value. For
a multi-step systeM based on such a represent& ion, the Boolean
search component would access a limited range f, fields, inter-

mediate processing would have access to more fi lds, and seman-

o tic processing would have access to all fields. $uch represen-
tation has not been the focus.Of,recentAI research activity
because of the apparent storage economies and the other

successes achieved by semantic nets and linked lists. In the
use.of these methods, every attribute isa node. What is
suggested here is that'the nodes in a semantic net need not be
bare character Strings. Rather, they may be n-tuples, Then

0
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the semantic net becomes a network between n-tuples. That is,

onc'-of themost serious problems in latural language AI is

the prioritization of computer processing tasks. Proceising
demons are one attempt". Perhaps the high-frequency memory

access' needs would be b4'st met by explicit n-tuple represen-,
tation while the low frequency needs would be met by pointers

and semantic net relations.

Reaction time experiments33 suggest that human memory
works on a bucket principle such that weak relations identify L
the bucket in which thewords thatare candidates for a given
usage Are stored. Intellect is then required to examine the,

contents of a given bucket add to'select the appropriate word

It is interesting to note that if the nEuple representation
of terms were used as,the..bucket forming' mechanism, and if
each entry in the_ri-tuple were bc=cn=20, there would

be enough possibilitieS to disambfgua en0' words. The 20'0 .

bit strings would allow classes "of.wofds with similar meanings

be_retrieved directly through th-eir similar bit strings.

That is, the 20 bit strings could provide a fast bucket

retrieval mechaniosm for the content? addressibility of terms.

It may .:be co- incidental, but in the gaMe of 20 questions, c,

20 binaty responses to a more-or-less btandard collection. of

'questions is sufficient to .disambiguate .(guess) the selected

thing (word) from a collection of poss/bilities of the order
of 106. \

lbe\overall point is that multi-step processing of. records.

consisting\of terms, each of which is represented by augmented
fields (n- uples), some of Which are statistical in origin and

some of whh are semantic, seems to suggest a system design
that can acotomodate.levels ofpxocessing from simple record

retrieval to\detailed AI.- This work has demonstrated the ye/1\1e\

of multi-step\ processing at the.statistical end,of the spectrum.

. wherein practical application to traditional Ik problems may
be ithMinent involving user of the ATC pt-related methods. More-



..

over, it is..suggested that applicatipn and interfacing of these
. .

methods withthose in the realm of semantic information,

processingseems warranted, to tackle the IR problems of the

future.
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LAST OF ALL SYMBOLS.USED

.

D(a,b) = The distance between a and b as specified

by a given measure. The. distance may also

be called "D". when a and b (or:their .

\
equivalents) are specified in another manner.

' f(L,NF) = The link redundauce factor -= the number of

'records clustered by ,L links for a.file of

_
.

:
N
F

redords.
' .

J = The 'number of unique terms in a file.
. -

.L = The number of links.. .

N -7 The number ofclusters in a file: .

.

N(Ri,Ri) =x, The number of pairs oftecords in a file.

NA (x)' = The number of records in a cluster:
,

. % .

N
c

,.. TI-ie:number of records clustered.
r N

t 9 . ' .

N = The number of records-in a file.
F .

! 0

N.
t

. The numbe5 of records in a,file in which the
3 .

,

N
R-.,

/
N
T

,

=

=

1(k). =

Ri =

,S =

T. =

accuracy =

jth term (1<j<J) occurs.':-' ,-.
_ ts-

The number of records clustered,correctly.
. . .

.,

The number of terms in, a record.

The probAility that two'records have attleast

k-terms in common (i.e. k term matches).

the isth. record in a File (lii<NF).
.

Accuracy of .clustering record,assigriments,

alio-Wag for._ s tatis tics _ of _chance" :

the jth term.in ,a file (1<j<J).

the fraction of clu.stered records that are.

assigned to clusters correctly.

agglomeration= the average number of per cluster At a
q .

given distance.

ATC Automatic Term Classification

A2
119.
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coverage = the number of records in a7file that are

'clustered at a given cluster distance.

document = a publicatica.or piece of one.

field a subdivision of a reoord.i7e. author field,

title fied, etc.

precision 7 the fraction of records retrieved that: are

relevant.

...recall , = the fraction of re event records in a data
. , ,

base that are retrieved.
. -

record = the represetitation. of. a document in a data base,
:.,:,

usually consisting of author, title', CODEN, and /.,:).
--

..t.
0 . . :t--

source fields. .-
,

;

. .
ni = the number of type 1 record sinks (i.e. Oil.

number of new.links between previous uvlinked
. .

.
.1

.

n2.

n3 .

f 1

f2

records.
.

the number of typl 2 record 'links. (i.e. the

number of new links between previously unlinked

records and linked record's.

the numberof type 3 record links Ci.e. the.

number of new links between previou§ linked

records.

the largest fraction of normalized term occur-

rences for .a single term, in any CACon-divisicin

(subsection, section or Superse4ion).

the second largest fraction of normalized term

occurrences, fora single term, in any CACon

"divisiOn (subsection, /section or supersection).

A3 120
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Simple Clustering =

SBC

p(j)
.11"

P (ex k)

I
1,

11.

r.
1

clustering of records without any .

,

preprocesging of the terms that they.

contain.

set Based Clu tering. A cluserl..ng

technique using term claSses derived

from. statistical preprocessing to

accAOlis hree-functions:-.degrees,
. . .

ol.term mashes, term disambiguation,

'anarestrictionof SCope\pf attention,

=- the -average number of- links per record

N
probability 'of at least k -term. matches

between,two-given rec ords.

'probability of a matchon the

for two given records.

prpbabilityo, f exabtly.k term

between 'two given records.

I

I
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'TERM MATCHING EQUATIONS

The number of records in. the file.

N. The number. of records with term j, N.<N
3 3- F

P(k) = Probability of at least k term matches between

two records.

Probability of no term matches between two records.

Probability of a match on the f.th term.

Probability of exactly k term matches between

two records.

p(not j) Probability of no term match on the j'th term
L = Total number of 'links ih the file =

P(0) =

p(j) =

E(ex k) =

L

P(j)

PO)

P(ex'0)

=2
N.

2

3

= the number of pairs

. of-identical records.
ir4

The average number of, links per record pair =

:EN. (N,.-1)
total number of record pairs NF

NF -1)

(probability jth term is in R1) (probability

that jth term is in R2 given thai it is in R1)

N. N1*
N
P

NF -1

J
N. N.-1

[p(not j?
TT(1"t11%. ff1=1)

F F
j=1 j=1

`'rrit J

1nP (ex 0) = in .1) (hat j )

j=1 j=1

J

ln(1 -1 )
. NF NF -1

B2123
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0

for .N.<<N
3 F:

0)=In (ex

In P(ex p).

N.
1
(N.-1)

,NF(NF-1)

i=1

P(ex 0)= exp

N.

N. (N.-1)
3- 3

NF(NF-1)

2

NF (N-F -1)1
:

2

*IA

Usually ,71 is so small that it is a good approkimationto take
mF

P (ex ,0) =

If N.ZN
F for only one j, ,(denoted °In, then

P'(ex 0) = exp-a; +

N.
When-all --1«1

NF

a) for foE

P(1) = 1-P(ex 0)= 1 -

P(2) = P(1) --P(ex 1)

N No.-1
NF NF

P(exl) = p(1) p(not 2) p(not. 3) . p(not J-1) p(not J).

+ p(not 1) p(2), p(not 3) p(not J-1) p(not J)

..,

. . .
. . .. .

- p (not 1)-- p(not 2) p(not3) p(j-1) p(not J)

+ p(not 1) p(not 2) p(tiot- J-1) p(J)

B3 _
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J

P(ex 1) p not
p(not 1) p(not 2) .. p(not

j=1
J

= P(0) P(i)
p(not j)

.1.

So P(

P(0)

j=1

J
N.(N.-1)

J
NF(NF-1)

j=1

P(0)

N.(N.-1)
T 1

NF (NF -1)

2) = 1-e-E - e-E E

. and in general, for all Nj«Nf'

_E.

P(k) 1
-

k

e

El Ni(Nj-11
N
F
(N
F
-1)

k>1

B4
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The software developed for this project is based' largely

on programs previously developed at IITRI, including the_file

inversion software and several clUstering programs, In order

to conduct the:experiments, software modifications were made
and a few special purpose programs were written. These pro-

,

.grams are briefly described below. .

Standard Computer Search Center (CSC) file inversion

software extracts terms from specified fields of each record.

.(usually title and keyword fields)(in .mile and associates

with each one the number of the record (posting) in which it
occurs, Small modifications of this procedure allowed

different identification to be associated with each term
occurrence. The most useful choice.was the CACon Section-
Subsection Number. The result of the INVERT program is a
file where each record consists of a term of up to 20 charac-

ters followed,by a 6-character CACon.Section and Subsection
number.

This file is' sorted on the term string within each block
of entries for a single term. The entries are ,sorted on the
Section/Subsection number field. This procedure places all
'occurrences of aAiven term together, and orders the occur-

rences according toSection/Subsection numbers.
(

After the sort is completed; multiple occurrences of
any'term in any Subsection will be,stoied consecutively. Next,
the multiple record occurrences of each term are counted and
deleted. Then a new record is created which consists of the.,

term string'follOwed by a list of all of the postings for that
/term. The CSC SQUEEZ. progi'am was modified to accomplish these

./ ends. SQUEEZ creates, for each term, one. pr more varying length
/. blocks each containing up-to 106 separate po'Sting locations.

Each of these costing locations can-accomodate all of the term
pOstings within a given category (CACon divisions). That is,,
.if a term occurred in up to lop separate Subsections, theri

only one record would be needed; if between 10'L and 200, then
2, records, etc, Each bloCk of up to 100 separate posting

C2
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locations contains the number of postings in that block, the

first 20 characters of the term, the number of blocks created

for the term so far, and the string of pairs consisting of the

Section and Subsection numbers and the frequency of occurrence

within that section., This file format was ,chosen to facilitate

statistical 'calculations,, of arm correlations With CACon

divisions. (Supersections Sections and Subsections).
N.

The-first step in analyzing the inverted file is to nor-,

malize the term frequencies for each section, to allow for the

variance in the size of the sections. This normalization was
based on the number of terms occurring in each section.. Inputs

to NORM (the program that performs the normalization) total

term ffequeneies per section dnd the file created as a result,

of the SQUEEZ program. A normalizing factor is calculated by
dividing the section. with the most terms by the number of
terms in each section. A table'of these normalizing factors
is created. The file ii read thtppgh term by term multiply-
ing the frequency of the Se-Won by tys appropriate'normaliz-

ing factor iii the table. The results are written into a new
file using the same structure tray were read from.

The file created by SINORM is used in. the second step,

(S2SEC) to find the sections where the first and second peaks
exist for a given term. For each term, the string CACon Section
number and corresponding normalized frequencies are read (the
subsection data are combined into section groups)and the
sections with the highest frequencies are identified 'and
printed out. Four 100 position arrays are declared to keep
track of where these peaks have occurred. Each term increments
a position in one array for.the first peak and another array
for the second peak. There are 2 separate arrays declared for
high frequency (more than 25. normalized occurrences), and low
frequency (leas than 25 normalized occurrences3 :terms. These',

arrays are printed out at the end of the run.



Slight modifications were made to the second step,in order

to obtain information on the first and second peaks within CACon
,

Supersections. In.S2SUPER, the normalized section and sub.-

sections are combined into suPersection grOupings and the peaks

are printed out as before. The four arrays are similarly in-

cremented'and printed out.

In order to examine these peaks for subsections, the file

must be re-normalized based on term frequencies of the sub-
_

Sections. The File created by SQtJEEZ is Used as input to-
..

SII4ORM2 which,'along with S2SUB, produces output similar, to

the other versions of steps 1 and 2. Figure'C-1 summarized
this entire'procedure.

the'user relevance experiments and the programs used for
it, required the setting up of files with certain types of
evaluated records. The record numbers of the, citation satis-
fying a users profile as well/or whether it was denoted as

relevapt or nonreleyant by.the user was 'keypunched. With this
inf9rmation the standard utility. prOgram, 'SELECT, could 're-

trieve these records from tapes maintained at IITRI containing
the entire citations. These tapes of citations are. organized
by kolume and record number andcontaiP recordS in a standard
internal format. The citation numbers.of interest and the file
of complete records for a given volume, serve as input to
SELECT. These two inputs are sorted into record number order
so that these files may readily be compared for-matches. When
two record number match, the corresponding citation is written.
out to a new file. Appropriate selectice-of the input citation
numbers results in the creation of a file of 50 relevant and
5Q non-relevant complete citations for..a given user. The file
created by SELECT is nest processed by .EXTRACT. EXTRACT
organizes the term lists into a form convenient for clustering.
Next, the subroutine TERMER is called. TERMER has 3 relevant
parameters: a painter to the citation, the fields to be analyzed
(CODEN, title, etc;), and a-character string of run time para-

_ meters-that speci6 options such as inclusion of single occur-
rence terms in the distance measure and output format..,

Cl.'2 9



,Tarms are extracted by the subroutine TERMER. Under the

direction of EXTRACT, TERMER creates 4 set of .list's of all

terms fouhd, their numbers of occurrences and the locations

of those occurrences.

_The file created by EXTRACT is'Ilsed by the program CLUSTER.

First the Document-Term array is read and stored in a reduced

form. Calculations are performed for term distances. The

resulting cluster analysis is printed out as a funCtion of

the distance value in dendograms and other data summary formats.

Flow' charts for the interaction of these procedures are shoWn

on the following 'pages. Computer listings for the major

procedures follow subsequently.

C5130



TERM MAPPING

4

, INVERT
ON CA SECTION #

SORT
ON TERM AND WITHIN
TERM ON SECTION #

SQUEEZ
CREATE BLOCKS OF UP
TO 100 SECTIONS FOR

;.EActi TERM

SINORM'
NORMALIZE ON TERM
FREQUENCY PER
SECTION

S2SUPER
FIND FIRST AND.
SECOND BIGGEST
PEAKS FOR SUPER-
SECTIONS

S2SEC
-FIND' FIRST AND
SECOND BIGGEST
PEAKS FOR
SECTIONS

Figure Cl. Processing Flow for Experiment 4
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to

STNORM2
NORMALIZE ON TERM
FREQUENCY PER :

SECTION

S2SUB
FIND FIRST AND
SECOND BIGGEST
PEAKS, FOR SUB-`'
'SECTIONS
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ISER RELEVACE

CITATION NUMBER'S OF
RELEVAND AND NON-
RELEVANTHRECORDS

VOL. 82 & 83
'CA CONDENSATES

SELECT
PICK INDICATED
CITATIONS OF'CA
CONDENSATES

EXTRACT
ISOLATES TERMS
FROM A CITATION
FILE

CLUSTER
FORMS DISTANCES
AND CLUSTERS

ti

Figure C2. Processing Flow for Experiment 3
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. ' /* LAST UPDAT-.1 750103 */ 00001 4
EXTRACT : PROC (RTP).OPTIONS(MA,N);., 00002

'/* THIS PL/1 PROGRAM EXTRACTS TERms qilm CITATIONS AND DROPS 00003'
SiNGOLACtERM5. INPUT IS P.L.S. FO MAT RECORDS OR OPTIONALLY A 00004- -
.HIT-FILE. OUTPUT IS TERM LISTS FOR DOCUMENTS 6...A DICITIONARY. 06005
THIS EXTRACT DROPS ALL SINGULAR TER'S 6 ASSIGNS A ZEROJNtHE TERM 00006
LIST -p/ , 00007

DECLARE . . 00008-
NMAX FIAD BIN STATIC, / NUMB:-R OF RECORDS TO BE READ */ ' 00009

t. ALL BIT(1) AI.JuNLD STATP-, 00010'
o 1 HIT_REC, 00011

2 PROFNUM CHAR (10, 00012
2.11IT_WT FIXED DEC (.), . 60013'
-2,ABSNO CHAR (3,1), .00014.
--2,..SORTJLO CHAR (45) , 00015,,
2"H ::1ST CHAR (79)r 00016.

1 CIT.:sg..: BASED (P), 1 00017
-2 ONO HAR.(14, 00018
2 REFNO CHAR 111), 00619
2 PAD CHAR (1), 00020
2 DAT FIXED BIN, .

'00021
2' LOD FIXED BIN, . 00022
2 LOP FIXED BIN, 00023
2 TAR '(1), 00024

3 TYPE CHAR (4),
, 00045.

3 STRT FIXED BIN, 00026
3 LEN FIXED BINi 00027

PROF CHAR (10)t 00028
(PA,PB) POINTER 00029

\
FIELDS" (il CHAP (4) INIT ((4)(4). *), .

: 00030
NUM FIXED BIN, 000l
RTP CHAR (100) VARYING, 00032

RDP,CHAR (100) VARYING, 00033
HIT.FILE FILE RECORD,Siz.QUENTI L INPUT, 00034.
CITFILE FILE RECORD SEQUENUI. INPUT, 60035,
I ABSNO1 DEF ABSNO 00036
2 AB1 CHAR (4)9 00037
2 'PAD CHAR (1), 00038'
2 AB2 CHAR (6)9 '00039

1 REFNO1 BASEL (p), 00040
.2 GARB CHAR`(10), .

06'641
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01/26/77 PAGE

2 REF1 CHAR (4),
4 PAD, CHAR (1),
2 REF2 CHAR (6)1,'

RuP:=RTPJ

ON ENDFILE(CITFILE) GOTO DONE:
Ott .ENDFILE (HITFILE ) GO 70.00:iE1
'GET LIST (NMAX); /* CUTOFF*/
GET LIST(PROFINUM); /* PROFILE MUMBER* NUMBER OF FIELDS

EXTRACTED. IF HITFILE IS NOT USED'.
THEN PR,IF WILL EQUAL 'ALL' */

PUT PAGE EDIT(IPROFILt:': 19PROL-OCUTOFF: f*NMAX)(SKIP,A,A);
PUT SKIP EDIT('FIELDS: ')(A);
GET LISTI(FIELDS(/).00 i=1 TO UM)):; /*FIELDS TO BE EXTRACTED*/
PUT SKIP;
PUT LISTOFIELDS(I) DO Iri1 TO NOM));

IF PROF=!ALLI THEN ALL=1118:4
ELSE ALL=66°B;

LOOP1:
IF -,ALL THEN DOI./*HiTFILE US:D*AD UNTIL CORRECT PROFILE

FOUND *I
READ FILE(HITFILL) IT_REC);

IF PROFNUM=PROF THEN GU TO LOnPl; . .

END;
N=N+1;

IF N>NMAX THEN GUTO DONE:
LOOP2: READ 'FILE (CITFILE ) SST 'AP);

00042'
'00043
00044

: 00045
00046

- 00047.;
: 00048.
0004?'
0005Q

CP. 000Si
00052
00053
00954
00055
00056°
00057
00058
.00059-,
000be.
0006k,
000(12

00063.
00064
00065
00066
00087
00008
000b9

IF -,ALL THEN.DO; /*REAU UNTIL rITATION AND HIT FILES COINCIDE*/ /00070
= 00071.

000/2
60'073
00074
00075
00076--

00077
00078
00079
00080
°nal

: 00082
00081

: 00084
: 00085
: 0086 .
: 00087
: 00088
00089
00090

: 00091.

IF A81>REF1 THEN GO TO LOOP2;
AB1=REF1 THEN DO;

IF AB2>REF2 THEN GO Td LOOP2:
IF AB2<REF2 THEN GO TO LOOP1:
END-

IF AB1<PEF1 THEN GO TO LOOP1:
END;
PA=; /_POINTEP TO CITATION RFCORD*/
PBFADDR(HIT_LIST)1 /*POINTER Ti POSSIBLY BLANK HIT LIST*/
CALL TERMER(PA,FIELDS,Pb,RbP);
GO TO LOOP1;

DONE:
IF IPH=1 THEN DO; /*BEvIN SECOuND PASS*/

PUT PAGE;
IPh=2;

N=0;
CLOSETILE(HITFILE);
CLOSE FILE(CITFILL)L

PB =NULL; /* SIGNAL END OF FIRST PASS */
CALL TERMER(PA*FiELD5*P8*RDP);

GOTO LOOP1 ;.
ENO;

PA=NULL4 /* SIGNAL END uF PROCFDURE */
CALL TERMER(PA,FIELDS,Pb,RDP);
END EXTRACT!

*PROCESS AIATR,XREFI);
TERMER:. PROC (PP9FILDSPT*RTP):

0002
00093
000.94
00095
00096
00097
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.

1

DECLARE 1
.

, 00096=-
RTP CHAR (100) VAR,-

, '00099-
.

NO SW BIT (1) INIT (1016) STATC, cwiw
.NOSSW BIT (1) INIT(10'0'STAT:C± 00101
SECSW BIT (1) INIT (WO STATIC, 00'142:-,

' SECUN BIT (1) INIT (1. th1) STATTC, 0010:x' 7

(PP,PT) POINTER,' .. .. 00144:
FILDS (4) CHAR (4),

.

.

0610$
4 CIT_REC BASED (PO) , 00106!

e UNO CHAR (10.
.

.. fil _ 00107
,

2. REFNO CHAR (11).
_ 0008'.,:

2 PAD CHAR' (1). . .001092.,
2 DAT FIXED BIN, . , - 4 , 00.110

N 2 LOD FIXED BIN',
-

-- ../ ..POP:i- .,

2 LOP FIXED BIN, '06112_
.

e DIR (1), .

. s . 001)3
3 TYPE ,CHAR (4)', ..

.
(0114-:

3 STRT FIXED BIN, oolk$:
3 LEN FIXED BIN. - , . -

, 00116
PH1 BIT(li ALIGNED STATIeINIT(.'108), :

..
. .

,- 60117-
RECNUM'FIXED BIN(31) STATIC'IAT(0), .. : Hire

stRNG CHAR (4000), BASE) 1PRI, /*STRING FOR CITATION-RECDRD5* 00119
0010-:
00,1).4

00-12V,

-
-- 4014:

. ,, 00124
.

. '0012$:
'00126
00127.

sioi20
00129- .

NOX BIN FIXED (15), /* COUNTEo,FOR STORWORli CHECKING, . */ ooLip,
NUMWRDS FIXED BIN INIT (0) , /*vUMBER OF UNIOUE.TERMS FOUND */ .0313t
BADWRD4 CHAR (64) INIT .

, . '00132
('WERE WITH'REFS MADE THAN THIS THAT inME SUCH FROM .INTO BEEN BOOK'), .00133::

BADWRD5 CHAR (33) INIT ('WHIC': 'STUDY. AFTER THESE THEIR'), 06134,;.
6ADWRD7 CHAR (16) INITOPERCEN- BETWEEN'), 0605:-
BADWRD9 CHAR (313 INIT ('DISCU SED DISCUSSES CONGITION') 00136'
-E(ADWRD3 CHAR(39) INIT .

.

t

, 9.037
,(IAND THE FOR HAS 'ARE WAS NOT ONE USE' MAY')) .

,

.4 001
STATIC. . . 001
1 REC'STATICo . .

.
00141)'

2 NUM FIXED BIN INIT (0),. /'$EQUENTIAL RECORD NUMBER */ 0014'1',
2 ONE FIXED BIN INIT (1), / ALWAYS'ST TO ONE */ 00144%
2 KNT, FIXED BIN, /*NUMAER 0 TERMS IN RECORD */ 0.0143
2 LIST (.140), FIXED BIN,

01/26/77 .PAGE
'a.

STR CHAR (79 BASED (PT), /*STANG FOR HIT RECORDS */..
ALPH CHAR (26) INIT (IABCDEFG,JJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZI),
WORD CHAR (0) VARYIW,

WRKSTR CHAR (2000), -

WRKST (1500) CHAR (1) OEF WRKSI-R.
(Q.'.LAST) POINTER,
PUNCH FILE-STREAM-OUTPUT,
(INDX(2:52) PTR, /*PDINTERSTO TERM LISTS*/
FIRST FIXED BIN INIT (0),

-NW FIXED BIN INIT (0), '/*NUMBE- OF NON - SINGULAR TERMS*/

e:0144.
1,LTERM BASED (PI), /*StRUCTU E FOR EACH TERM FOUND*/

' 00145
2 TERM CHAR (20), 06146

- 2 NO FIXED BIN, A*INOICATES rF TERM IS NON-SINGULAR */ 0.0147

0014,8
: 00149:
00150

; 00151
: 60152?'
r 00153'.

2 CNT FIXED BIN(15),
' 2 RECN FIXED B/N(31),

2 NEXT POINTER; -

RECNUM=RECNUM.1;
IF PT =NU,LL THEN DO;

PH1 =000111;

dio
%
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REC.NUM=01
4.001B4:RETURN; .

. .

: 00.155
END; . ; . ... .

.
: 00156

IF PP=NUCt THEN GO TO PHINTRi'r*LAST TIME CALLED*/ 0017!
PO=PPI /POINTER TO tITATION R::CORD */ . 00158.

/* POINTER TO CITATION STRING */
IF FIRST c0 THEN DO; /*INITIALTZE INDX ARRAY TO NULL */ oofi'd
IF INDEX(RTPONOSo)).0 THEN.NOScW=110B; -

00161.
IF INDEX(RTPONOSA)>0 THENINI.OSr.W118; .

00162
IP INDEX(RTPONEWSEC')>0 THEN --'7,ECSW=11°B; 00163

INDX =NULL; A .

\... 1,- 00164.-,
_,/- FIRST=11

-. 00165.2ENor-
outp6

RECAUM=RECNUM+11./*TOTAL NUMNER OF RECORDS*/
4

. 00167
PUT SKIP(2) LTST(REFNO,REC:NUm);

0.0165
KNT=0; /* NUMBER OF-WORDS IN ECORD*P. 00169LOW: D0'1=11.0 4; 00170

IF FICOS(I)=10 THEN *0 TO LI: 00171
IF4FILDS(4=IEE° THEN 00; /*READ TERMS FROM HIT_LIST*/ 00.172.

WRKSTR:-,P7>STR; ' 00175. .
.

PUT SKIP EDIT(' FE' :1)(X): 00174
,

JJ=79;
.170.05

1..JK=1. o

00176
GO TO LOOP2;

. 00177'
END; .:

00,178
JK=LOD-14.

. 001,79..LOOP2:, DO-J=1 TO JK; N. 00480
. . IF FILDS(4)=cal "frt.N GO 1,11.00P3; .

0000-11:12-"t'

IF TYPE(J)-.=FILDS(I) THEN (.0 TO LPNU2; 184
IF TYPE(J1=s1 1.,THEN LEN(J) =-; /*LOOK 'AT 5 CHAR Or CUL */ 00184

PUT SKIP EDIT(' - tFILDS(I),!:1)(AIA,A); 00185
JJ=LEN

,

(J) ;

0
IF JJ> 999 THEN JJ = 999 :-. :0M
WRKSTR=SUBSTR(STRNG,STRT(J).$0); /*TRUNCATE AFTER 999 CHARS*/ clors6LOOP3: DO K=1 TO JJ WHILE(JJ>K); /*XAMINE WRKSTIR CHAR BY CHAR */ 00189
IF SUBSTR(WRKSTR,K93)=1 ' T EN Doe pt SKIP 'OVER BLANKS ti ___09190K=K + ;

GO TO 1;PND3; -
.

' END4
IF wRKST(K):41$1 THEN GO TO HER:; ,.

IF WRKST(K) <'A' THEN GO TO CrPN3;=/*SKIP OVER NONALPHAKTICS*/ 00195'
IF W 5 KhotZt THEN GO TO LPN03; 00196

HEREt :P 00 KK=K + TO.JJYLHILE (WRKST(KK)-,=. I); 00197
,END; /*LOOK FOR 611.:.OF TER*/ ' 00198
IHK=KK; ,

00199
DO KK=IHK TO K BY 1 WH1LE(WRK T(KK)010);

. END;( 00200.

00192'
00193
400194

KK=KK7K+1; /*KK IS,LENuTH OF,Y.RM*/ ,
- z 00201

IF NOSSW THEN TF WRKST(K+KK-1)1.0S1 THEN DO; /*REMOVE FINAL S */ 00202
WRKST(K+KK-))=0 tr.

, . 00203
KK-=KK-1 ;- -

. . , 00204
END;

. 00205
IF KK<3 THEN DO'; /41'..)KIP OXE.,-TERMS OF LENTH LESS THAN 3 */ 00296

' K-1K + KK; 00207
GQ TO LPND3; .

00208,
END; .

. 1 00209

6
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.
,

WORD=SUBSTR(WRKSTR,K,KK) 00210
/* CH CK FOR STOPWURDS */ 00214

icilx=o; 00212
IF KK=3 THEN NDX=INDEXWADWRD3 WORD)1- 00213
IF KK=4 THEN NDX=INDEX(BADWRD4 WORD) ;. .

IF KK=5 THEN NOX=INDEXt(BADWRD5.WORD)1'
00214
00215

IF 'KK=7 THEN,NDX=1NDEX(6ADWRD7.wORD); 00216
IF KK* THEN NDX=INDEXWADWRD9.WORD11 00217
IF NDX>0 THEN 004 /teRu ON ST"iP LIST, SKIP OVER IT */ 00218

K=K + KK1 00219
.GO.TO LPNC)34 00220
END; t

00221
IF INDEX(WORDOP)>0 THEN DO; 00222
IP NO$SW THEN DO1 00223
K=K+KK; 00224
GO Ta LPND31 00225
ENDS 00226

ELSE IF SECSW THEN DO; 00227-,
IF SECON THEN DO1 00228
SECON=e0s81 00229

K=K-7; 00230
KK =6; 007.:1
WORD=SUBSTR(WORD.106)1. : 00232
END; . 00233

ELSE SECON=t1t81
END;

00234
. 00235

END; 00236
PUT ED6(WORD)(X(1).A(KK))1 00237-

KNT=KNT+11 /1 NUMBER OF WORDS TN RECORD*/ 00238
II=INDEX(ALpH,S08STR(WOR-91.1)) 27 - INDEX(ALPH, 00239
SUBSTR(WORD,20)); /*AS,ING FUNCTION */ 00240'

IF INDX(II)=NULL THEN 001/* FrRST TERM WITH ThIS HASH CODE */ 00241
ALLOCATE LTERM1 / ALLOCATE R-.-CORD,FOR THIS TERM */ 00242
CNT=1; /* NUMBER OF OCCURANCE., FOR THIS TERM */ 00243

4NDX(II)=P11 , , - 00244
TERM=WORDr- 00245,
NUMwRDS=NuMw 00246

RECN=RECNuM: :'00247
-NO=0; /* INDICATES TERM IS SINGULAR */ 00248

NEXT=NULLI \ 00249
K=K + KK1 00250
LIST(KNT)=N01 00251

PUT EDIT(#(..N0041)(4.F(3).A)1
: 00252

'GO TO LRND31 00253-

Q=INDX(II); /HASH CODE PREVIOJSLY POUND */
'00254END;

00255.
IF 0+>TERM>WORD THEN DO1 /TER,/ NOT PREVIOUSLY FOUND, SINCE 00256...,..

LIST IS IN ASCENDING ORDER */
ALLOCATECATE LTERM /*ALLOCTE RECOA) FOR THIS TERM */ 1

00257
00258

CNT=1# 00259
TERM=WORD1 00260

INDX(II) =P111 /* PLACE TERM IN cRONT PF LIST */ 00261
NUMWRDS=NuMWRDS + 1; 00262

NO=0;
: 00263

RECN=RECNUM; : 00264
LIST(KNT) =NOi 00265

9 3+(
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NEXT =Q; /*LINK TO NEXT RECORD TN LIST */ 00266:
'-/- K=K + KK;..

Ta;:PUTEDIT(104N0,1).)(A,F(3),A);
.

, .
:

:30 TC LPND3; ,0026*
END; 60276,

Q=INDA(II);
JI.9: IF Q - >TERM =WORD THEN DO;

IF ?Hl. THEN IF RECN.IM-,=Q->RECN THEN DO;
: 0g000R

Q.>CNT=Q->CNT+-; . \: (00274.
IF Q->N0==0 THEN DO; /*i46136 P EVIOUSLY FOUND, SHOULD BE MARKED, 00275, -

AS NOW-INGULAR
, , 1

*/ OC276-
NW=NW+1; 00277.
Q->NO=NW;

i 00270,

END;
END;

:1 00279:
: 00280

LIST(KNT)=Q7>Nu; 00281
. K=K KK; 00282:

PUT EDIT($1,,,Q->N0011)(A,F(3),A);
: 00283

GO TO LPND3; 00284:.
END; 00285,1

IF Q->TERM<W.ORD THEN DO; /wOR MIGHT EXIST FURTHER ALONG THE 60280;
t LIST*/

IF Q->NEXT=NULL THEN jd;/*AT CND OF LISTS SO WORD DID NOT
00287:-
00288-

OCCIR PREVIOUSLY */ 00289!
aLLOCATE LTERM; /*ALLOCATE RECORD FOR THIS TERM */

C
00290

CNT =1; 00291
Q->NEXT=P1; /*PUT TERM AT END oF LIST */ 00292

TERM=WORDI 0029j-
. NUMWRDS=NUmwROS . 1;
NO=0;

: Vogt
. RECN= RECNUM; : ,00296

NEXT=NULL;
,LIST(KNT)=NO:

00297

K=K + KK;
00298.
00299.

PUT EDITMI,NO,e)fi(A,F(3),A;
: 00300

GO TO LPND3; 00301
END;

LAST=Q; /* CONTINUE LOOKING 'DOWN LIST FOR TERM */
00302-
00303-

Q=Q->NEXTI 00304
GO TO L9;
END; g2::*

ALLOCATE LTERM; /*TERM NOT FOU-JD, PLACE IN PROPER LOCATION / - 00307
CNT=1;

. TERM=WORD;
0030B
00309

LAST->NExT=P1; /*LINK TO NEXT TERM * / 00310
NExT=Q; /*LINKTO PREVIOUS TER.. *I 00311

NUMWRDS= NUMWRDS 4 1; . 00312
NO=Ot :,00313

RECN=RECNUM:
: 00314
00315
00316

LPND3:
LPNu2:
'LPND1:

L IST(KNT)=NO;
PUT EDIT(e(f,N0,1)1)(A,F(3),A);

K=K KK;
END LOOPS;

END LOOP2r
END LOOP1;

1

013136

00317
00318
0031.9

00320
00321
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IF PH1 THEN RETURN; /"ONLY PRIT ON SECOND PASS. */ 00322
PUT FILE(PUNCH) EDITCREC.NUM,(INE,KNI)

: 00323
(F(3);F(3)F(3)); ,

: 00324.
DO K=1 TO KNT; /*ONO EXECUTED ON SECOND PAS SO NON-SINGULAR 00325

1, . TERMS CAN BE -11STIGUISHED. SINGULAR'TETAS WILL 00326 1

SHOW UP AS ZE OS IN THE LIST */ 00327
PUT FILE(PUNCH) EDIT(REC.LI T(k))(F(3)); 00328

END; 00329
PUT FILE (PUNCH) SKIP; ,c,

- 4 00330
RETURN; .

0 00331'
PRINTR: /* ONLY EXECUTED LAST TIM TERMER IS CALLED */ / 00332

PUT PAGE; 00333
PUT FILE(PUNCH) ,EDrI(0,090)(F 3),F(3),F(3)); : 00334
DO 1=2 TO 52; 00335 ,-

IF INDX(I)=NULL THEN GO TO L ; 00336
Q= INDX(1); .

. 00337 .

DO WHILE (Q.,=NULL);
/

00338
PUT SKIP EDITO->N0,0-,TERM9Q->CNT)(F(3),X(2)19A9 00339,,

X(2),F(3)): / 00340 ,
PUT FILE(PUNCH) SKIP EDIT(Q->N0,0->TE,M)(F(3)A(20)); / 4. 00341'!

/* 4->N0 WILL. BE 0 FOR SINGULA.: TERMS AND A POSITIVE INTEGER 00342
FOR NON-SINGULAR TERMS */ 00343
Q= Q- >NEXT ;, 0Q344
END; 00345

. LP: 0034
ENO; 00344
.PUT SKIP(3) EDT('TOTAL TERMS: 'fNUMWRDS)(A,F(5)); : 00348
PUT SKIP(2) EDIT('NON-SINGULAR TERMS: IINW)(A,F(5)); - : 00349

RETURN;
003b0

END TERMER; 00351

lr

C14 139
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SINORM: PROCEDURE OPTIONS ('MAIN);.
/* FOR CLUSTFRING C6345, WE HAVE ON TAPE (IS1909SRP CASEC.-1029 -I

THE CA VOLUME .b SECTI.'N I $ 2 INVETED ON CA SEC ION:NUM-3ER.
RECORDS LOOK L.IKE:

TERMA--SE..TION1(F EU) 9S CTION2(FREU) CTIONI(Fkr.D)
IN THIS RROGkA4 wt NOR ALIZE THE FREQUENCY OF H TERM by SECTIO;-
ACCORDING TO T.E MAX T RMS I AMY GIVEN SECT IN (80B8 IN THI C,'
THE RECORDSwRITTEN TO TAPE OOK LIKE:

ITERMA--sE...IIONJ(N RM FR Q)9SECIION2(20 M FREU),...,

*SRP*1/

SECTIUNI(NORm F,EQ)

DECLARE 1 OLDWRo -'LASED (P1 R)
2 NPOST FIXED BIN 5),
2 WORD CHAR (201
2 FREu FiXED 81. (Ibis
2 MAX(100) DEC IXED (69e)97
2 POST(t. REFER ,OLDwRD.NPOS1)) CHAR (6),

TRMFRQ(B0) DEC I ED (692)9,
J,K BIN FIXED C151 'NIT (0),p
CASEC PICTURE 099.19'
UNQWRD FILt RECOR SEQUENTIAL-INPUT:
OUT FILE -tCORD S-OUENTAAL OUTPUT;
ON ENDFIL7WN(NRDI GO /TO DONE;

/* READ IN TOTAL FNEUUENCY OFj TER;
/*4-OR EACH SECTION. WANT To,
.* NORMALIZE BY MAX s TERMS THAT
/* APPEAR IN ANY SECTION

DO 1=1 TO o0;
GET LIS1(TRMFROrI));-
TRMFRU(i)=8088/,-RMFRO(I);
END;

/* PRINT OUT TABLE OF NORMAL1LED
/* FACTORS */

PUT SKIP -UIT(ICA.EC##ONORM FACTORIOCASECOt9INORM FACTOR
(A(10)9a9COL(50)9A(10)9A);

DO I=1 TO 40;
PUT ;KIN -..UIT(IIT-mFRO(I)9I+409TRMFkG(1+40))

(F(6)9C;L(11)9Fr6:?),COL(50),F(6),COL(66)9F(692));
END;

/* READ A BLOCK CONTAINING A TERM
/* AND UP TO 100 POSTINGS

J=0;
HEAD: READ FILE (UNCMRD1 StT (pTR);

J=J+I ; /* COUNT # BLOCKS

INCRM: DO K=I TO VLDWHD. POST; /* LOOK AT ALL POSTINGS FOR TE.,;4M
CASEC=SUB-TR(OLDW D.POST(K)9193);
MAX(K)=mAA(K)*T4M ROCCASEC);

END;
WRITE FILr(OUT) F OM (OLDWR0);
GO TO REA.;

DONE: PUT SKIP ,-.oIT(J91 BLOCKS OF RECORDS PROCESSE00)(F(6)9A);
END SINUR,A;

C1-5 1 ,46,



S2SuPER:PROCEDURE'OPTIONS(mA1N); ,' 00001/* FOR STEP2 OF THE CLUSTERING TERM mA,JRING ExPERImtNfS, wE WANT TO FOR 00042EACH TERM,' ADD JP ALL oCCURI,NCES OF THAT TERM IN ALL 'CA SECT IONS 0003NOmALIZED. THEN FEND 'THE ,IIGGEST SECTION (CONTAINING MOST
0

OCCuRANCES) AND COMPUTE:
00000nIGI,EST/TOTAL=F1 A

00006FOUR ARRAYS-OF 100 POSITIoNs 4HE DECLARED:
. . . 000071ST VECTOR IS" FOR 1s1 iIGGEST BEAK >MIN ,FREQUENCY OF OeCoRACES 000042ND VECTOR IS, FOR 2140 -1IGGEST BEAK %mIN FREE UENCY,OF OCCURANCES 000093RD VECTOR IS FOR 1ST "1G6FST PEAK <mIkFREQUENCY OF OCCURANCES 00010.4TH -VECTOR IS FOR 2ND .!GUEST pEAK <MIN FREQUENCY OF OCCURANcES 00011'THE' APPROPIEATE SPOT IN Akk'Y IS INcREmENTEU By ONE FOR EACH ENTRY. 00012-

*SHP*/ ,

0,00140013.DECLARE 1 w
0

kD BASE) (PTR),
.

2 NPOST FIXED SIN (1'1)*
00015.

' 2 WORD CHAR (20),
00016-2 FRED FIXED BIN (15):
00017 's-2 MAX(100) DEC FIXED (692),
000162 POST (L REFER (NPOST)) CHAR(6)', 000190AST140.RD CHAR (20) INII (I 1), 00020(LCASEC,CASEC) PICTURE '999,9,
000di(FIRSTSEC,SECSEC) PICT:JRE 1990,
00022'(MINFRO,NUMdLK),DEC FIXED (64.
00023SUPER (5) DEC'FIXEo (ott:),

(F1*F2) DEC FIXED (6)* (=I';(FIRSTPAK*SECPAK*WROCNT) DEC FIXED (6,2)*
040

00026SW BIT (1) INIT (10tB).
00027M DEC FIXED (3)* /* COJNTER.F0e SUPER SECTIONS */ 00026IN FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL INPUT; . 00029DECLARE

(ARkAY1(100),ARPAY2(10.1).ARRAYi(100),ARkAY4(100)) ()LC FIAEU (6) 000.30

000.11

00032
000,33,

00034
00035
00036
00037.
00038
00039
00040
00041

DECLARE UNDERLINE CHAR (6b)

ON ENDFILE(IN) GO TO U)NE;
%__DPEN FILE(SysPRINT) sTREAm OLIT,-)uT PRINT PAGESIZE!b6)

LINESILE(132);
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ONENDPAGE (SY0RINT) -;EGIN;
, IF -"SW THEY 00;

00043.1PUT PAGE;
00044,

PuTEDIT(IIST dIGGEST'2Nb iI6GESTIO1ST BIGGEST,' .00045,!
'2ND BIGGESTf)(COL(309A,COL(49),A,COL(95),A,COL(114),A); 00046.,

°UT SKIP; 00047'
°UT EDIT(IwORDIOTOTALIOSUPERsECIO.VOSUPERSEC/0%,) 00048

(x(3),A,(21)94(8)94(11)'9X(1);A(1),X(6)94(11),X(2).4(1)); 00049-7
°UT' EDIT WORD' 9 TOTAL

/SUPERECI /S0 tSuPtRSECe 9 lit ) 0005-0;
(x(3),A(21)94(8),-A(11),X(1).,A(1),X(6)9A(11),X(2),A(1)); 00051'

PUT SKIP: 00052
PUT EDITJUNDERL4IE,UNDEkLINE1(x(3),A(66)+X(.1),A(60)),; 00053
PUT SKIP;

00054
ENO;

.0005S
END; 00056

00057,
0-00581'

00059.:
00060

GET LIST(NUMOLK,MiNFRE4);
00061'

PUT SKIP EDIT(NUMBLK, BLOCKS TO' tiE PROCESSEDI)(F(6),AP; 000b2,
PUT SKIP EDIT(MINFREu0 IS MINIMUM FREOUENCYI)(F(6),A);,- 100063-:'

00064.:WROCNT=0; SUPER.t0;
ARRAY1=0; ARRAY2=0; '111RAY3=0: ARRAy4=0
FIRSTPAK=0; SECP0=0;
FIRSTSEC=0; SECSEC=0:
T=0:
JNOERLINE=t

SIGNAL ENDPNGE(SYsPRINI);
REAu: REAU FILE(IN) SET (PTR::

00065
(4666-
000b7
00068
00069,
00070
00071
00072

1=1+1; 000/4
IF I>NUM8LK THEN GO 10 UONE; /* PROCESSEDE.NOUGR */ 00075

00076
INCRM: 00 K=1 TO NPOST; /* READ ALL POSTINGS IN BLOCK #/ 00077

CASEC=SUBSTAIPOST(1,3); /* EXTRACT ONLY SEC NUMBER */ 0-0078
00074

IF CASEC<=20 THEN m=1; 000da
E,SE IF CASEC<=34 THIN
ELSE IF CAsEC<=46 TH,N
ELSE IF CASEC,.=64 TH,14
ELSE IF CASEC<=80 TH-...N

M =2;
0008,1i

.

m=3; 00082`
M=4; "00083
m=6; 00084

SUPER(M)=SUPER(M)+mAx(e); 000d5
wROCUT=WROCNT+MAX(K)i /* COuNT NUmBEH OF WORDS FOR TERM */ 00086

0000
.=

,IF M- FIRSTSEC THEN 00:
IF SUPER(M)>FIRSTRAK T'EN DO; 00088

00089
SECPAK=FIRSTPAK; \

00=SECSEC=FIPSTSECt
. END; 00092

FIR5TPAK=SUPER(m);
. 00093

FI <STSEC =M;
00094

END;ND;
00095

, .00096
00097.

crit 42
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.E1NCPm: END INCPM;

LASTWORD=w01.;10:
PEAu FILE(IN) SET (PTR); /*
I=J+1; /*
IF I>NUMBLK YHEN GO TO uONE;

/*
/*

IF LASTwORD=wORD,THEN TO

READ NEXT BLOCK */
COUNT:NUMBER OF BLOCKS

/* PROCESSED ENOUGH?

IF'THIS BLOCK Ib OF SAME wORD AS
LAST CONTINUE INCREMENTING
INCRM;

*/

*/
*/

/* THt FULLOWIN6 DOES ACTUAL */
/* ADDITION INTO ARRAYS */

FI=FIRSTPAK/wRDCNT*100: /* C0.4PUTE 1ST PEAK FOR THIS TERM */
F2=SECPAK/wROCNT*100; /* CO4PUTE 2ND PEAK FOR THIS TERM */

/* THr: ARRAYS TO WhICH RESULT IS */
/* ASSIGNED DEP,ENDS.wHETHER WPRU IS */
/* LESS`THAN OR GREATER ImAN */
/* mIvIMUM FRELMENLY */

IF v4DCNT>,=mINFPEO THE I DO;

0009d
00099
00t00,,
00101
00102
00103
00104
00105
00106
00107
0010d.
00109
00 -110

ealll
00112
Y0113
00114
00115
00116
00117
00118

Ar<RAy1 (F1)=ARRAY1(:1)+1;
ANRAY2(Fe)=ARRAy20.21+1;

00119

E; 00120,ND
0.0121

ELSE DO;
AHRAY3(F1)=ARiRAy3(F1)+1; 00123
AkRAY4(F2)=ARRAy4(F21+1;
END; 00125.

00 EDIT(LAsTwoRo)(x(4),4(21)) ; 00126} PUT EDIT(WRDCNT.FIRSTSELIF1,SECSEC,F20 ') 00127
(6,2),x(4),F(3),x(-1),F(3),x(7),F(3),A(6),F(3),A(1));0.

00128

.F
00129

iksT0AK=0; SECPAK=u;
EIRISEC=0; SECSEC=0I,

00130
wRDtNT=0; SUPER=0;
30 TO INCRm;

0u131
00132'DONE: 09T PAGE EDIT(I1ST PEAK> 19mINI-REU,s2ND PEAK> 4,MINFREQ, 00133

'1ST PEAK< ItmINFRE0eND PE,,K < flmINFREC)JA,F(6),X(7)); 00134
SW =' 11B;

00135
10 J=1 TO-100;

00136
PUT SKIP EDITCAPRAY1(J),ARRAY2(J),AROAY3(J),ARRAY4(q)) 00137
(A(b),F(6).X(10));
ND;

00138
E

`, 0013.9
00 SKIP EDIT(I,' BLOCKS READI)(F(6)9A);

0
END. S2SUPER:

00 000141:
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S2SE-.: ?ROCEDURE OPT IONS (MpIJ; 00001
/* en, STEP4 OF THE CLUSTERINU lERM mAoRING,ExPERINENTS, wt WANT TU FOR. 00002

EACH TERM. AUL) UP ALL OCCUHLNCES OF THAT TERM IN ALL CA SECTIONS 00003
NO,mAi IiED. THEN FIND THE 1(,UEST clECTIuN (CuNTAININu MUST 00004
OCCuRANCEs) AND'COmPUTE: 00005

. ,nI6uEST/10TAL=F1 00006
FnUR ARRAYS OF 100 POSITION, ARE DECLARED: 00007

1ST VECTOR IS FOR 1SI -.:IuGEST JEAK >MIN FRE0UENCY OF OCCURANCES 000.06
2NO VECTOR IS FOR 2NJ .iGGEST .JEAK >MIN FREwUENCY,OF UCCUkANCES 00009
3RD VECTuk Is FOR 1ST -IG(EST -EAK <MIN FRE.WENCY OF OCCURANCES 00010
4TH VECTOR Is FOR 2ND IGGEST -BEAK <MIN FREQUENCY OF 4CCURANCES 00011

THi-. A.:)PkoPIEATE SOOT IN ASR Y IS INCREMENTED by ONE FOA EACH ENTRY.
. *sRP*/

00012
00013

DECLAwE I wRD 6ASE0 (PTR).
2 NP(Isf FIXED dIN (1-),

00014

4 WORD CHAR (20) 9 (01(0)=
2 FREJ FIxED LAIN (Is), 00017
2 mAX(400) DEC FIxED (6,2), Opol8
.2 POST(CREFER (NPOS1)) CHAR(6). 00019

lAs
2.

TwORD CHAR (20) INII (I t), 00020
(LCASEC,CASEC) PICTukE ,,y991i 00021r (FI- ,sTsEc,stcsEc) pIcT,It 19-'91, 000e2
(MINFREW.NUm6LK) DEC F(xt.0' (hr. 00023
SEC(60) UEC FIXED (6.2), 00024
(FIRSTPAK,SECPAK,WROCNT) UEL FIxEu,16.2), \ 00025
(F1,F2) UEC FIXED (6)-9 (Met)
SW bur (1) INIT ('01(1). 00027

o. IN TILE RECORD SEOUENT1AL INPUt: 00026
OECLAwE (ARRAY1(100).ARRAy2(AL4J),ARRAYi(140),AHRAY4(100)) DEC FIXt0 (6) 00029

DECLARE UNDERLINE CHAR (66):
00030
00041
00032

ON ENDFILE(IN) GO TO D)NE; 00033
OPf:N FILE(SYSPRINT). sT4EAm OUT.-UT pRIN7 PAUESILE(56) 00034
LINESILE(132): 000JS

00036
00037
00036
00039
00040

ON ENUPAvt (sYSPRINT) 'CUIN:

C19 144
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IF nSw THEN 00; coo,.+2

PUT PAVE; 00043
PUT EDIT(11ST oIGGES1,02ND -4IGuESTI,11ST BIGGEST', . 00044
,2ND BIG6EST1)(COL(2,)tAcCOL(46),A,COL(v3),A,COL(112),Af; 00.045

PUT SKIP; 00046
PUT EDIT(iwORDIOTOTALi!ICASEC19110,0CASEC,0*,) 00047

(x(3),A(21),A(8),X(1)94(11),x(1),A(f)9X(6):..A(11),x(e),A(01; 00048
PUT EDIT(INORDIOTOTALIOCASECCASECI P*1) 00049

,
tx(3),A(21),A(8),x(1),A(11)94(1),A(1),X(6)9A(11),X(2),A(1)); 00080

PUT SKIP; 00081
PUT EDIT(UNDERLINE,UkkRLINE)(K(3),A(66)9X(i),A(66)); 00052
PuT-SKIPI. 00053
END; 00054

END4 00055
00086
00087

\\2ET:LIST(N,P4,3LK,MINFREfl;
,UT SKIP EDIT(NUmBLK$ DLOCKS TO BE PRuCESSEDI) (F(6),A);

(4=
00,061 :

II/J 56IP EDITIMINFRE(,p9, IS MINIMUM FREQUENCY,)(F(6).9A)4 00062`'
0006i.=

.-

LCAsEC=000;
dRDCNT=0; SEC=0;
ARRAy1=0; ARAY2=0; ,.r<RAY..1=0:

FIRSTPAK=0; SECPAK=0; "i.
FIRSTSE=0; SECSEC=0;
I=0;
'JNOERLINE=I

,

ARRAY4=0;

./1

.0-0064-
00065
00066

00067
00088
00069
000 10

1; \ 00071
000/.2SIGNAL ENDPAG6,SYsPRINT):,

READ: REAOFILE(IN) SET (PTR); 00073-
1=1+1; 00074
IF,I>NUMBL c THEN OO lu DUNE; /* PROCESSED ENOUGH?

,

*1 00.075,
00076

INCHm: 00 K=1 TO NPOST; /* READ ALL PuSTINuS IN BLOCK 00077 d
CASEC=8U3STk(POST(K).19i); /* EXTRACT ONLV SEC NUMBER */ 00078

00079
/* IS THIS SECTION S ,HE SAME(AS */ 000B0
/41 TH,E LASE 8acITI ADD TOGETHER */ 00081

CASEC=LCASEC TI4EN SEC(CASC)=SEC(CASEC)!:14X(K); 00082,
00083

/* OTEwISE ASSIGN FREUUENCY */ 00084
ELSE EC(CASEC)r.mAx(); 00085
wRDCNT=iRDCNT+mAX(K): /* CO.,N1 NUMBER OF wOkD3 FOR TERM */ 00086

00087:'
IF sEC(CASEC)>FIRsTPmK IHEN 00:, 00088
IF CASEC-=FIRSTPAK THE', u0; 000dy

4 StCPAK=FIRSTPAK; 00096
SECSEC=FPSTSEC; 00091
END; 00092

o FIRSTSEC=CASEC; 00093
F1RSTPAK=SEC(CAsEC); 00094
END; 00095

00096*
7 00097

C20145
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DONE.:

a

LCASEC= CASEC;
END INCRM;

IASTWORO=WORO;
i4EAu FILE(IN) SET (PTR); /* kE1U NEXT dLOOK
1=1+1;

. /* COuNT NUMBER Or HL
IF I>NUMdLIK THEN GO TO DONE; /* PROCESSED LNOU

*/

CKS

/* IF THIS BLOCK IS OF S
/* LAST CONTINUE INCREMEN

IF LASTwORO=w000 THEN TO INCRM; '

*1

00099
moo

00102
oolo3
00104
0010,5

E WORD AS */ 00106
ING */ color\

/* TH, FOLLOWING DOES ACTUAL */

/* ADDITION INTO ARRAYS */ \
F1=FIRSTPAKAwRDCNT*100; /* COPuTE 1ST PEAK FOR THIS */
r2=SECPAK/wROCNT*10.0; /* COMPUTE 2ND PEAK FOR THIS TERM */

/* THI-. ARRAYS TO W-IICH RESULT IS */
1* ASAGNED DEPENDS WHETHER WORD IS */
/*LESS THAN UK GREATERHAN
/* MINIMUM FREUUENCY

IF wROCNI>=mINFREo THE.%, DO;
ARRAYNF1)=ARRAy1 (F1).01;
AR4,(2(F2)=ARRAY2(F2)+1;
END;

ELSE DO;
ARRAY3(F1)=APRAY3(F1)+11;
ARRAY4iF2)=AQRAy4(F2)+1;
g.ND;

PUT EDIT(LASTWORD)(A(319A(21)4;
PUT EDIT(WROCNT,FIRSTSECIF19ctCSECvF,* *)

(t. (6,2) ,X(4),F(3) ,A(o),F(3)A(71 ,F(3) 0V 6),F (3) 9A(1));
FIRSTSEC =0; SECSEC=0;
*PIRSTPA4 4=0; SECPAK=0;
wRDCNT=0; SEC=0;
GO TO INCRM;
PUT PAGE EDIT(IIST-PE/0> *,MJNPREU.,%!NO PEAK> 1,M1NFRE09

'1ST PEAK< *tmINFREO2ND :)EAK < *01INFREU)(A,F(6),X(7));
sw;q1b;
ao J=1 TO 100;

PUT SKIPtEUIT(ApRAYI(J),ARRAy2(J),ARRAY3(J),4RRAY4(J))
(A(5),F(6),A(10));
END;

PUT SKIP EDIT(I,* BLuCS READ1)(F(6)A);*
END S2SEC;

C2146

40108
0010,9::

00110-'

00111

0011i3i.

00114
'. 00115

00116
*/ got7.-
*1 00118-

00119
°p120

.

.0012
ouip-
o(11?4
00125
(Ole&
00127
00128"
00129'
00130',

-- .00131
00132

. 00133
00134
00135,
00136

; 00137
oopo
1)0139'
'00140
00141
00142



./* ST UPDATE: 760824; SRP*/ 00001iNVERT: PROC REORDER OPTIONS(M1IN); (
00002

/* P_OGRAml INVERT MODULE NO: 43 */.: 00003
/* T IS PROGRAM IS THE FIRST PHASE e/ : 00004
/* 0 THE INVERSION. PROCESS.; IT */,:, 00005
/* k.LLS OUT EVERY-WORD I1-THE / : 00006
/* TITLE AND KEYWORDS ELEMENTS OF *I :, 00007
/* I,TRI-FORMAT RECORDS AND PUTS */ : 00008

/* EA..A.WpRD, WITH THE SPECIFIED / 00009
/* POI.TING'.ATTACHEU, TO A FILE FoR / 00010
/* SO,JING. THIS Ig A MODIFICATION */ 00011
/* OF DM069043 FOR CLUSTERING EXPER.*/ ', 00012

00013
I.

00014/e',CHANGED FOR7NEW FORMAT; SjE6P. JULY 1974 .4)/ : 00015bECLARE ,

. 00016ONSQURCE BUILTIN,
.., 00017CHK CHAR(3) STATIC INIT(e '),

00018'.5TOP'CHAR(24) STATIC INITOOF AND THE N ON FOR BY'), 00019
. Q (AVERAGE,DNUMREc,DKOuNTR)-DE FIXED(10,2), 00020.1 URTRY 5ASED(PLsRP), .

- : 000212 UNO CHAR(10), .

: .00022 .2 ABST cHAR(11), 1 00023 --
2 PAU,C1(AR(1),' .

: 000242 DAT F'I'XED 131N(1s),
: Q0025 \2 LOU FIXED 8IN(i),
: 000262LOP FIXED 8IN(1),
: 00027'2 DIR(15), .

: 00028. A'3 TYPE CHAR(4), 6.
: 00029

. 3 ST FIXE0-3INe15), . k.
: 00030 .

3 LW FIXED ,IIN(15),
: 00031

4TYP,FTI,FT2) CHAR(4) STATIC, : 0003---
(NUMBER,NUMREC,KOUNT,H1NUM, RID BIN FIXED(31), . 00033

!'"NnTE CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING */ : 00034
/* 'OvERLAYS, THEY ARE VITAL IN, / :,00035.
/* U:sDERSTANDING THE. DATA MOVEMENT / :.,00.036
1* A-D CHARACTER EXAMINATION
/* R-.UTINES

Lisr1 :LHAR(1000) STATIC 1),
ARR1(1000) CHARM DEF LIT1,
LIST2 CHAR(255) BASED(LPTR),' .\

I

C22147

0

/ : 00037
*/ : 00038 n

00039
00040
00041



'Mo-70043
-1

. C-

ARR2(1) CHAR(1) BASED(SPTR),
tNOX01tNDX02,NDX(13,NDX04) IRE:) BIN(16, STATIC INIT(0),
:STPT:FiXED 8IN(16) STATIC INIT(0),
-(LPTR,SOTR,QPIR) . ,

(LCIT,LCIT2) FIXED BIN(31) STATIC INIT'O),
:WORDSP CHAR (4C) STATIC 1Ni-T(' )),

01/26/77 PAGE

0001!
00043.

(1)(0)(0):

-'00046
00047'

WOROX CHAR(20) DEF wQRD$P,.
) OD;
2 WORD CHAR420),
2 POSTING CHAR (6) ,

PFIELD CHAR (4),
FHTFILE FILE RECORD SEQUENTI L INPUT,
WORDS FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL /OUTPUT';

:DECLARE HOLD CHAR' (a0), I. INUT VARIA
PISM BIT(1) INIT ('Pb),

00Q50-,
00051
opps?
00053

LE FOR,PRINTItk LIST *1

I BIN FIXED (31), '

TRMFRO(80) BIN FIXED (31), /A .RRAY FOR CA SEC# TERM FRE9
.CASECPICTURE st999',

'-PLSSTR CHAR(1000) BASEQtSPTR):
DECLARE DASH CHAR (19) INIT

KOUNTR,NUMREC,TRIV=0;

.ON ERROR BEGIN;
PUT SKIP(6).EDITAIERROR AT ..ORTRY.ABcTNUM)(A,A),;
GOTO ENDPGM;

HEN(); .

.ON CONVERSION ONSOURCE=0;
TRMFR3=0;

1')

I. INITIALIZE ARRAY-'0F TERM FREQ.
/*.R-AD LIMIT ON CITATIONS TO BE
/* P-OCESSED
/* A :D FIELDS TO INVERT */

GgT EDIT(NUMBER,FT1,FT2)(F(6).A(4).,A(4-));
PUT SKIP EDIT('LIMIT:),NUMBER,) CITATIONS. FIELDS: 8,
FT1,FT21(K,F(7+,A,A,X42),A);

START:

00054,,
00055'
000E6
00,057

*/ 00058' ;

ms4.--,

0.0064'

00064.
00065

' 00066;,
00067'-

.
'00068

*/ 00069
.*/ : 00070
,*/ 0007,1 ,

00072,'
: 00073
:.00074,
: poofis

/* READ'hELAD TO BE USED FOR POSTING*/ 00076
GET SKIP EDIT(PFI'ELD)(A(4)); 00077
PUT SKIP EDIT ('FIELD USED FOR OSTING: .,PFIELD)(A); 00078-
PUT SKIP;
GgT 5turEDIT(HoLocA(7)43
PITT' SKIP EDIT(HOLD)(A);
IF HOLD= 'NO °IUNT' THEN PTSW=00q8;
ONLNDFILE(FMTFILE) GO TO END( :M;
ON RECORD(FMTFILE) BEGIJN; END;

. READ FILE(FMTFILE) 5ET(PLSRP):
SPTR=ADDR(TYPE(LOD.1));

KOUNTR=K6UNTR*1;
A,EN=0;
:NDX02=0;

/* FTRST LOOP LOOKS FOR TITLE

A

0,0079
00080
00981
000,82

00063
00084

*/ 00085
00086

: 00087.
00088
00089
00090
00091
00092
00093
00094

'00'095
00096

/ : 00097



MO70043)

/* FTCLDt IF IT FINDS THE'KEYW0ROS **I.; a009d
/* FIRST, IT REMEMBERS THAT FOR 9/ : 000-49
/* 'L TERM

: 001v1.
.*/ : 00100

LOOPOI: .

/
, DO-NOX01= ,1 TO L0D-1; , : 00102.

/. .

.,.
t00103

TYPFTYPE;NDX01/i -,

IF TYP=FT1 THEN GOTO FOU O1;
: 00104'

q : 001o5,
IF TYP=FT2 THEN OX02=NO.(01;. . : 001,36-

00k;07
. : 00.1W

uorq.)
-, t 0011,--

/* T E NEXT SECTION MOVES. THE TITLE*I ': 00111
-/* T' A WORK AREA TO EXAMINE IT, */ : 0011e
/* I'

...

A. REASONABLY EFFICIENT MANNER*/ : oailj
..LPTR=ApoR(ARRIci)); 1

.... 00114'.
OPTR=ADDRCARR2(ST(NDX01))).,1 ,,a, , : 00115

IF LEN<=85 THEN SASTR(LPTR->LIST2,1,8r.)=SUBStR(OPTR-,,LIST2,1,8); .00116
-ELSE IF LEN<=140'THEN

. i

- ., go.nr*.
SU8STR (LPTR->LIST29474140) =SUBSTRICIPTR_>LIST2,19140) ; '.

,

0011&
ELSE DO; .

,. .00119
LPTR.:->LIST2=OPTR->.LIST2; ''00120

"-AF LEN>25S THEN DO; - , ()die'
ILPTR=ADDR(ARR1(256));

: -001e2t-
DPTR=ADDR(ARR2(ST(NDX01)4.25)); .: 001e3

LPTR->LIST2=OPTR->LIST2; .\
. ,

'- -00124
/* I- LONGER THAN 510 CHARACTERS: *t :**00125
/* T,E FIELD. IS TRUNCATED . '' 9/ : 001i:6

LCIT=LCIT:*1; _. oolei ,

IF LEN,510 THEN. DO;
: 001;'6

LCIT2=LCIT2 + 1;
: 00119

*LEN=510;
: 041J0

-ENat ,

.:,001.11
END; 0

00.132
END; 00133

/* .

.

*/ .: 001.340
- /* IF THE KEYWORD FIELD WASN'T

, 4/": 001.3S..-

/* F,A1ND,BEFORE, IT IS NOW SOUGHT, 9/ : 00136
LCOP02: 00137
IF NOXn2.0sTHEN-GOTO FOUND2; 00'13b

DO NDX02=NDX01 TO LOD-I; ':. (10139
TYP=TYPE;NDx021; : 00140
IF TYP=PT2 THEN GOTO FOU D2; :-00141

END; U014?
GO TO ONO 1;' e 0014a

s.-. /* T E KEYWORUS'AKE-NOW MOVED */ : 00144
/* SIMILARLY TO WORK AREAFOLLOWING9/ :.00145

"fr

,

/* T -E TITLE
.

*/ : 00146-
IFidch.r.i: :

N. 00147
141(LEN+1)=#'41 ,

0014
LEN2=LNiNDX02); % 00149

LPTR=ADDR(ARR1(LEN+2)); .

00150.
. % - , OPTR=ADDR4ARR2(ST(NDX0d)1); : 00151
IF LEN2<=65 THEN SUBSTR(LPTR->LIST21.1,,5)=SUSSTR(QPTR->LIST2,1,65); 0002.
ELSE IF LEN2<=110 THEN

//I .

i0"1115\:

ENO LooPoa;
GO TO LOuP02;

FOuND1:
LEN=LN(NDXOD1

II
C211,45,
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01/26/77 PAGE 4

7

SUgSTR(LPTR->LI5T2,1,110)=SUBSTR(OPTR->LIST2,1,110) 00154
ELSE 001 00155
LPTR->LipT2=OPTR->'..IST21 00156
IF LFN2>255 THEN 00;.

, 00157,
LPTR=ADDR(ARR1(LEN.257));-

OPTR=ADDRCARR2(ST(NDX02.)+255));
.LOTR->LIST2,=.00T0->LIS
LCIT=LCIT.1;

. IF 04,510 THEN DO;
1.CIT2LCIT2 li
LEN=510:
END;

END;
END;
.4EN=LEN+LEN21;

CEN=0 tigeN GOTO START;
. STPT=1;'

LPTR=AdDRIARIR161))1
LEN=LEN4.1;

-ARR1(LEN) =4 of

.A..00p03: 06 NDX03=1 TO-LEN BY 1:
IF ARRICNOX031>=141 THEN GOTO P

0015'8
: 00159.

00160
00161

: 00162
: 00163
00164

: 00165,,
00166
00167
,00168

.

'*/ : 00169C/* NIWITHWORDS MUST BE BROKEN GUT*/ 0017e
/4F OF "BOTH TITLE Alp KEYS */*: 00171

.00172
00173
00174
00175*.
00176
00177

/ LnOP AHEAD TO A NON-ALPHABETIC */ : 00178 ;
/* CHARACTER */ : '0009

'00180-',

L0003; 00181
/ THE ELSE BLOCK CHEEKS FOR AN */ : 00182
/* AcCEPTAffizE WORu, REJECTING IF / : 00183_,i
/* 0iE CHARACTER, BEGINS WITH.A */ 00164-
/* NMBBR, OR APPEARS IN THE QUICK 44/.: 00.185
/ STOP LIST / e 00,186

00187
00188

'00189
0019,p
0019i
00192
00193
0014
00195'
00196
00197

ELSE DO;
',LEN2=NDX03-5TPT;
"''IF LEM2<4.THENDO;
IF LEN2<2 THEN GOTO NOI-

. CHK=SUBSTR(LIST2,STPT,3);
;

IF .SUBSTR(CHK,ILI)>4Z4 THEN GOTO NO;
WORD=CHK;

. IF INDEX(STOP,CHK)>0 THEN GOTO Nov
END;

c

-ELSE DOC
ARRI1STPT)>IP THEN GOTO NO;

IF LEN2>=20 THEN WORD=SUBSTR(L15T2,STPT,20);
LSE DO;
ORDX=SUBSTR(LIST2,,STPT20t;
SUBSTR(WORDSP',LEN24.1,20)=4

/
1;

/* EXTRACT POSTING
DO NDX01=1.TO.,,L0D-1;

IF TYPE(NDX01)=PFIELD PFIELD=41 ' THEN
POSTING=SUBSTR(PLS5TR,STtNDX.1),6)

IF TYPE(NDX01)=PFrELD PFIELD -'S ' THEN
POSTING=SUBSTR(OLS5T(,STtNDX 1)43,6);
END;

WORD= WORDX3.
te.

C21 50
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00200
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,5-

c

01/26/77 PAGE 5

00210
00211

IF PTSw THEN PUT EDIT(WORD,POSTING)(A(20),A(10)); 00212
IF PFIELD=15 # THEN oU; 0 00213
CASEC=SUBSTR(POSTING:1,3)f 00214
TRMFRQ(CASEC)=TRMFRO(LASEC). ; .,

00215
END;

00216
00217 ,

/* HEE WORD AND POSTING ARE */ 00218
/* IC ITTEN */ : 00219

WRITE FILE(WORDS') EROM1wRD); 00220
NUMREC=NUMREC+1; 00221

/* SKIP HERE TO Gu ON AFTER */ : 00222
/* RI-JECTED TERM */ r 00223

NO: STPT=NDX03+1; 00224END; ,

00"2?5ELOOP3: END LOOPO3;
00226ENDCHK: IF KOUNTR<NVMBER THEN ' ;U TO ST.,.RT; 00227

/*
- *1 : 00228

/* E;D OF PROGRAM, PRINT STATISTICS*/
: 00229

ENDPGM: CLOSE FILE(FMTFILE), FILE(WORD-0;
00230PUT EDIT('NUMBER OF CITATIONS_5ROCESSED:s,KOUNTR)(PAGE,A(30), 00231F(8));
00232PUT EDIT('NUMBER OF POSTINGS 1NUMREC)(SKIP(2),A, 00233

F(8));
00234PUT SKIP (2) EDIT ('FULL LENGTH 6;0VE USE 1,LCITO TIMES.I)(A,F(4),A); 00235PUT SK1P(1) EDIT(' TRUNCATION OCCURRE 1,LCIT2,1 TIMES.')(A,F(4),A); 00236

DNUMREC= NUMREC; ,
00237DKOUNTR=KOUNTR;
00238

AVERAGE=ONUMREC/DKOUNTcd; 00239
PUT EDIT ('MEAN NUMBER OF POSTINGS PER.-ITATION I, 0024o

AvERAGE)(SKIP(2),A(3/),F(10,-)); 00241
/* PRINT FREQUENCY 6F.TERMS FOR EACH*/ =00242
/* CA SECTION ff

*/ 00243IF PF.IELD=05 THEN o: 00244'PUT PAGE EDIT(oCASECOOTOTA FREQ OF TERMS','CA SEC #', 00245t 'TOTAL FREQ OF TERS1)(A(1,),A,COL(50),A(10),A);
00246PUT SKIP EDIT(DASH,DAS,DASH,DASH)(A(1,),A(19),COL(50),A(10),A(19)); 00247DO 1=1 TO 40;
00248

PUT SKIP EDIT(I,TRmFRQ(I),( +40,TRMFRO(I+40)) 00249
4F(6),COL(11),f(0),COL(5,),F(6),CuL(66),F(6)); 00250END;

00251.END; - 00252END INVERTLs
00253

'C26.
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UPDATE: 760630
:° 00002

.00001

.SQUEEZ: PROC REORDER OPTIONS(MA.IN); 00003
. I. POGRAM: SQUEEZE MODULE NO.: 44*/ : 00004

/* T.OS PROGRAM READS THE (SORTED)*/ : 00005
/* POSTINGS FROM THE INVERT PROGRAM*/ 00006
/* AVG CREATES BLOCKS OF UP TO 100.*/ 00007
/* 1. IS IS A MODIFICATION OF */ 00008
1* D 069044 FOR EXPERIMENTS FOR */ 00009
/* Ct USTERING. A POSTING CAN SE */ 00010
/4f E,THER A CODEN(6 CHAR ) OR 6 */ 00011
/* DrGITS OF THE CA SECTION U */ 00012

00013
DECLARE 00014

. 1 WRD BASED(WPTR, /* WO D AND COVEN NOW SORTED */ 00015
2 WORD CHAR (20), 00016
2 POST CHAR (6). 00-017

1 OLDWRD BASED (OWPTR), 00018
2 NPOST FIXED BIN (15), /* NO. OF POSTINGS IN THIS BLOCK */ 00019

2 OLDWORD CHAR (20), 000eo
2jREQ FIXED BIN(15) /* NO. IN ALL BLOCKS THUS FAR */ 00021
2 MAX(100) DEC FIXED (6,2), 00022
2 POST(K REFER(NPOST)) CHAR 6), 00023
K FIXED BIN(15) STATIC INIT(0, 00024
(TDUP,DU ?,COL,LIN) FIXED BIN(11) INIT(0), 0002:5

LPOST CHAR (6), 00026,
(LO,L2,L3) FIXED BIN (31) STArIC INIT(0), 00027,

(STOP(0:122),HOLD) CHAR (20), /* STOP LIST */ 00028
00029

4'00030
0003).

: 00032
: 00033
00034
00035
0036

: 00037
00038
.00039
00040

: 00041

ON LNDFILE(WORDS) GO TO ENDPGM. 00042
ON ENDFILE(SYSIN) GO TO CONTIN 00,043

/" BUILD MAXIMUMSIZE BLOCK TO */
: 00,044

/* FILL ',TER */ : 00045

K=100; 00046
/* CH CK WHETHER TO SPRINT FREQUENCY */ 00047
V* LIrT BY READING -CARD FROM SYSIN */ 00048'

ALLOCATE OLDWRD SET(OWPTR)t 00049

GET EDIT(HOLD)(A(20))1 coobo
IF HOLD504NOPRINTt THEN PTSW =' '8; : 00051
ELSE,PTTW.101'Bt : 00052

MAX=1; 06053

LOW,I,ITRIVoNTRI=Ot 00054

TDUP,DUP,LPOST,LIN=01 COL=11 '; '00085
/* READ T E STOPLIST */

: 00056

ti

-THL CHAR(44) STATIC
INIT('TERM NPOST CITS .FRE(P),

ITIM CHAR(44) STATIC INIT(' I),
PIM(50) CHAR(132),
(UPP,LOW,DIVISAVER) HIN FIXED,
(TOTALiNUM,J9LM) BIN FIXED(31).
(DJ,DL,AVERAGE) DEC FIXED(10,2),
(PTSW, ASW) BIT(1) ALIGNED STATIC,
WORDS FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL INPUT,
UNQWRD FILE RECORD SEQUENTIA. OUTPUT; 4

OPEN FILE(WORDS), FILE(UNOWRD)
OPEN.FILE(SYSPRINT) PRINT LIN SIZE(132) PAGESIZE(55) ;'

C27 152



READ: GET EDIT(HOLD)(SKIP(61A(2013,
STOP(j) =HOLD;
1=1+1;
GO' TO READ;

MCONTIN: SAVER=I;

UPP=2;

/* NU.0BER OF STOP WORDS

/* SET UP0ER BOUND FOR BINARY
/* SEARCH (POWER OF 2)

LOOPOO: DO WHILE (UPP<SAVER);
UPP=UPP*2;
END LOOPOO;

'ILImIT=UPPI
TOTAL,I,J,L,m=0;

READ FILE(WORDS) SET(WPTR);
OLDWRD.OLDWORD=WRD.wOR,J;

LOW=0;
uPP= ILIMIT;
DIV=UPP/2;

COMPR: IF DIV>SAVER THEN DO;
UPP=DIVI
GO TO COmPT1
END;

HOLD=STOP(DIV);
IF OLDWORD<HOLD THEN DO;
UPP=DIVI
GO TO COmPT;
END;

IF OLDWORD>HOLD THEN Du;
LOW=DIV;
GO TO COMPTI
END;

30 TO ON00;
COMPT: DIV=(LOW#UPP)/21

IF DIV ..+= LOW THEN GO TO COMPR:
ELSE GO TO ON;

/* IF WOR IS IN STOP LIST, SET

/* ITRIV=

.

0051
40,,

0005;:0
00059
00060 J
00081%;
00_062'

00083
*/

: 00064
*/ C00065.i

00066
00067
00068
00069
00070 ,

00071
00072
00073
00074
aoarts,;
000/6

/* T4E NEXT BLOCK IS 'A NORMAL
/* BINARY SEARCH OF THE STOP, LIST
/* To DETERMINE IF IHE TERM LIES
/* T '-EREIN

.

*/ :

*/ :

*/
*/ :

ONOO: ITRIV =1;
GO TO READER;

/* OTHERWISE SET ITkIV=0 AND SET PP*/
/* OUTPUT BLOCK */

ON: ITRIV=0;
OLDwRD.POST(1)=WRD,POST;

UNDA.P: K,NUM=1;
TDUP=TDUP.DUP; DUP=OI

Le=0;
READER:
READ FILE(WORDS) SET(WPTR); /* RE D AN EXTRACTED WORD S POSTING */

/* TH'S PROCESSING INVOLVES WORDS
/* WH-CH HAVE BEEN ENTERED BEFORE

G28 .1. 53

*
*/

, 0007'7'

00078-;
00079
00080
00081,
00082
00083,.

06084,
00085
00086
00087
00088
00089,
00090'
00091.
00094
OGO9a,
00094,
00095
00096

: 00097

: 00098
00099
00100

: '00101
: 00102
00103
00104
00105
bolat,
00107
00108
00109
00110
00111
00112



IF,WRD.WORD=OLDWRD.OLDwORD THEN DO;
ASW=1018;

IF ITRIV=1 THEN 60 TO READER; /* t:KIP IF A STOP WORD

ELSE DO;
/* CH=CK IF WORD APPEARED IN SAME
/* POSTING ,*/

IF WRD.POST=LPOST THEN )0;
DUP=DUP.11
MAx(K)=MAX(K)'41; ENS);

/* IF BLOCK IS FULL, WRITE IT
ELSE, DO;

IF K=100 THEN DO;
IF L0=0 THEN DO; L2=L2+1; 10=1; END;
I=1;

GO TO WRITER;
, END;

K=K+1;
NUM=NUM+1;

/* THEN, IR OTHERWISE, SET POSTING /
/* IN BLOCK 4/

/* COoNTS NO. POSTINGS PER WORD
IF NUM>M THEN M=NUM; /* HI-JIEST NO. POSTINGS PER WORD

OLDwRD.POST(K)=wRD.P0aT;
LPOST=WRD.POST;
J=J+1;

END;
GOTO' READER;

END;

END;
ELSE ASW=11eB;

WRITER: IF ITRIV=1 THEN DO;
NTRI=NTRI+1;

GO TO ON01;
END;

IF L0=1 THEN DO;
L=L+1;

L3=L3+K;
END;
NPOST=K;
OLDwRO.FREU=NUM!

WRITE FILE(UNQWRQ) FROm(OLDWRD1;
IF 'SW THEN

IF PTSW THEN CALL PRNT;
AAX=1;

K=1;
J=J+1;

IF I=1 THEN DO;

00113
: 00114

00115
*/ 00116

00117
00118

*/ 00119
00120
00121
00122
00123
00124,

*/ 00125
: 00126.
00127
00128
00129

'00130
00131

: Of)132
: 00133
00134

*/ 00135
*1. 00136

00137,
00138
00139
00140

: 00141
: 00142
: 00143
00144
00145.

: 00146
: 00147
00148

: 00149
00150_
00151
00152
00153

*P0154
00155
00156
00157
'00158,
00159.
00160

: 00161
: 00162
00163
00164
00165
00166
00167
00168
00169
00170

/* THrS GROUP IS EXECUTED AFTER FULL*/
/* BLCK IS WRITTEN. SET FLAG BACK */
/* TO 0 b POSTING BECOMES FLRST 4/
/* POSTING OF NEW BLOCK 4/

0291



I=0; 00174
OLDWRD.POST(1)=4RD.POST; 00172
LPOST=WRD.POST; 00173
NUM=NUM+11 00174
GO TO READER; 00175
END;

00176
*/. : 00177

/* BIOCK ENTERED IF ITRIV=1 AT */.: 110178
/* W-ITER REQUEST OR NEW TERM THIS */ : 00179
/* BrNARY SEARCH IS WORD AFTER THE */ : 00180
/* F RST TERM READ */ : 00181ON01: OLDWRD.OLDWORD=WRD.wORD; 00182

L0W=0;
001.133

UPP=ILIMIT; 00184
DIV =UPP /2; 00185COmPAR: IF DIV>SAVER THEN DO;

' 00186
UPP=DIV1

END;

00187GO TO COMPuT11
00188
00189

HOLD=STOP(DIV); 00190
IF OLDWORD<HOLC'THEN DO; 00191

UPP=DIV; 00192
GO TO COMPUT ;; 00193
END;

00194
IF OLDWORD)HOLD THEN DO; 00195

OW=DIV1 00196
GO TO COMPUT11 00197
END;

00198
GO TO TR;

00199
COMPUT: DIV=tLOW+UPP)/21

0
IF DIV n= LOW THEN GO TO COMPA 0020101

ELSE GO TUONO2; 00202TR: ITRIV=1; 00203GO TO READER;
002040NO2: ITRIV=0;
00205

TOTAL = TOTAL +1; 00206
OLDWRD.POSTO)=WRosPOST; 00207
LPOST=WRD.POST; 00208
GO TO UNIQUE;

00209
ENDPGm: 00210
-IF L0=1 THEN DO; 00211
L=L+1; 00212
^115=113+K; 00213
PIO; 00214NpOST=K; 00215
OLDWRO.FREQ =NUM; 002164RITE FILE(UNQWRD) FROM(OLDWRD); 00217

IF PTSW THEN CALL.PRNT; ; 00218
TDUP=TOUP+DUP1 DUP = -1; : 00219
IF PTSW THEN CALL PRNT;

: 00 20
J=J+1;

00 1
TOTAL= TOTAL+1; 002
PUT EDIT('NUMBER OF UNIQUE wOR)S:,,TOTALl(PAGE,A(23),F(6)); 0022
PUT EDIT('NI)MBER OF TRIVIA{. W0pDS:I,NTRI)(SKIP(2),A(24),F(8)); 00224
'PUT EDIT(''TOTAL POSTINGS:1,J)(cKIP(2),A(15),F(10)); - 00225
PUT EDIT('DUPLICATE POSTINGS .EMOVED:',TDUP) : 00226

(SKIP,A,F(10));
: 00227

C3 0
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OJ =J;
4

DL=TOTALI
AVERAGE=DJ/DLI
PUT EDIT(IAVERAGE.NUMBER OF POSTINGS PER WORD:1.AVERAGE)

(SKIP(2),A(36),F(10,2));
DD=TDUP;

00228
00229
00230
00231
00232

:.00233
AVERAGE=DD/DLI

: 00234
PUT EDIT('AVERAGE. NUMER OF DUPLICATE POSTINGS:,'. 00235

AVERAGE)(SKIP.A,F(10.2)):
: 00236J=JL3;

00237
PUT SKIP(5)' EDIT('TOTAL LOW- FREQUENCY POSTINGS I.J) (A.F(8)); 00238DJ=J;

00239
DL=TOTAL(NTRI+L2); 00240AVERAGE=DJ/DLI

00241
PUT SKIP(2) EDIT(IMEAN NUMBER OF POSTINGS PER LOWFREQUENCY, NONTRIVIA 00242
L WORD 1.AVERAGE)(A:F(- 10.5)I; 00243PUT SKIP(3);

00244
PUT EDIT(1.2., UNIQUE HIGHFREQUENCY W0.40.51. 0 45

L. ' TOTAL RECORDS FROM HF WrIRDS1/ 00246
L3,' TOTAC POSTINGS F'OM HF ORDSI)((3)(SKIP12),F(8).A)); 00247
PUT EDIT('HIGHEST NUMBER OF PO-TINGS PER WORD:I.M) 00248'

. (SKIP(2),A(36),F(8)); 00249/* ******************************* ************************** */ : 00250
/* THE ,NT SUBROUTINE IS USED TU */ : 00251
/*PRINT THE TERM FREQUENCIES IN A */ : 00252
/*THREE COLUMN PER PAGE FORMAT. */ : 00253 ,PPNT: PROC REORDER;

: 00254
DCL 11,12 FIXED BIN(it.:); ,

: 00255
FLUSH: PROC;

: 00256.
PUT PAGE ED/T(THL,THL.THt) (A(44),A(44),A(44)); : 00257
DO 11=1 TO 50;

1 00258
PUT SKIP EDIT(PIM(I))(A(132));

: 00259
.ENDI

: 00260
END FLUSH;

: 00251
IF DUP<0 THEN DO; /* FGRCE6.=-LuSH AT END OF RUN */ : 00262

DO I1=COL 10 3;
: 00263.

DO I2=LIN+1 TO 50;
: 00264

SUBSTR(PIM(I2) (44*I1)-43.44)=I ';
: 00265

END;
LIN=ox

:

:

00a66
.00267,

END; :00268
CALL FLUSH;

: 00269.
RETURN:

: 00270
ENO;

: 00271
LIN=LIN+11 L 00272
IF LIN>50 THEN DO;

: 00273
COL=COL+11.

: 00274
IF COL>3 THEN DO;

: 00275
CALL FLUSH; 00276.
COL=1; 00277

END;
: 00278

LIN=1;
: 00279

ENO;
: 00280

PUT STRING(ITIK EDIT(OLDWORD.NPOST.FREQ.FREQ.DUP)
: 00281

(A(20).(3)(E(711.);
: 00282

SUBSTR(PICLIN),(44*CuL)-43.4:J=ITIMI
: 00283

ENO PRNT;
00264/* ***********************************p** ******************* */ : 00285

END SQUEEZ; 00286
(3

C31
t.



1

/* LAST UPt.1E: 750103 */
CLUSTER:

_ PROC (RIP) REORDER OPTIONS(t4AN);
DCL

RIP CHAR(100) VAR,
1 DISTNODE,

2 TERM1 FIXED BIN(15)
2 TERM2 FIXED BIN(15),
2. TTDIST FLOAT DEC(),

WRITESW BIT(1) ALIGNED,
SING BIT(1) ALIGNED STATIC IN7T(01,B),

FILE RECORD,_
LNECI FIXED BIN(15) STATIC,

LN(200) FIXED BIN(15) ST,TIC,.
-ELTS1IIMAX,2) FIXED BIN(15)
NXT(0:TOP) FIXED OIN(15) CIL,
FORM(200,100) CHARM,

,

FGRM/11)_CHAR(100).DEF FnRM,
(IIMAX,FTRST,LAST,CUR,EC1,EC2) FIXED BIN(15) STATIC,
ASSOC(200) OLC FLOAT(9), /*;ASSOC WITH ABSORBER
'GRWP(299) FIXED. BIN(16),./* NO0 OF ABSORBER
SIZE(200) FIXED BIM(15),/* SIZE OF GRbUP
DOCTRM(100,0:409) FIXED RIN(15),/* DOC-TRH COIN */

OUT

60001%
.00002,
00093
00004,
odoos/'
0000.§:'

00007
00008
.90009
-00010
.000114

. 4 9000
: booa4:
-00015
00016..;

2 00017 .1

"..00018
00019'*/

*/*/
00020
offal
00022

: 00021
DDLUQC10150.00] DEC FLOAT(6), JILDOC-Din ApStiC...ARRAY:_ft_.1.0.024.-
CURR(100) FIXED 81,(15),/*NO.OF CURR' USER OF ROW */ 00025'
(I,DOCMAX,DOCNO,TCNT,TRMMAXTRMNO,MULT1,,MULT44,LOC,' 00026
QCNt, 990_
T,INT,UN,HI,H.),TOP,12,84sx,BA5f,64SSli,LOC2,LOC3,: 00028
HHJ,HHI). FIXED BIN1(31) STATIC INIT(0), oo0g9:
(ullumnim1N,DisTowo.k9DIKIDIX4ALPNIALPHKII____
BETA,GAMMA) DEC FLOAT(6) STATIC 1RiT(0)& 00031,,
ROWMIN(100) i FIXED 81\i(31),/t LOC:LOWEST4DST IN ROW 0/ 00032
ROWBASEI100) FIXED BIN(31))1* ITEMS'BEFpRE ROV INDDL. .00933:

I.

IF INDEX(RTPOWRITEI)>0. THEN wRITESW.B;
ELSE WRITESVE_IPB;

_

IF INOEX(RTPONOSING;)>0 THEN SING='O'B;
ELSE SING=118$

GAMMA=0;
/* NEAREST NEIGHBOR

/* OTHER SETUP
C.

C12 157

e

*/ 00034-=
: 00035

0003.7'

0003B
*/_ .109_39

00040
0/ 00041



`DM0700D2

OSTMIN=0;
DO I=1 TO la;

CURR(I)=Ii
tND;v-
DOCTRM=0;
Docom=at
ROWMIN=0;
DOCDOC(0)=2;

GROUP,ASSOC=0;
INERR=0;

_ON UNDERFLOW
PUT-PAGE DATA(ECI,E62,CUR,LAST,DIST,ID,LNEC1);
PUT SKIP(2) DATA(TOP,DOCMAX);
_PUT__SK12,131_EDITALN1.01.0NXT(0))LE151,F15)Y;
GOTO DUMPPH;

END;
ON ERROR BEGIN;
INERR=INERR+1; IF

CALL DUMP;
GOTO DUMPPH:

END;
ON ENDFILE(SYSIN)

RD:.
GET EINT(DOCWO,DpCCNT,TCNT)(F(3),F(3),F(3));

PUT SLIP EDIT(DOCNO4DOCCNT,TCNT)(F(3),X(2));
IF DOCNO=0 THEN_SIGNAL ENDFILF(STSIN);

SI2E(DOCNO)=DOCCNT;
DO I=1 TO TCNT;

_GET EDITATRMN0)(F(3));
PUT EDIT(TRMN0)(X12),F(3).);

IF TRMNO=0 THEN 00CTRM(DnCNO,0)=DOCTRM(DOCNO,0)1;
ELSE.DOCIRM(DOCNO,TRMNO)=14
IF TRMNO>TRMMAX THEN-TRMmAX=TRMNG;

END;
IF DOCNO>DOCMAX THEN UOCMAX=DnCNO;
GET SKIP;
GOTO RD;

01/26/77 PAGE .2
w.

al 0004?
000431,
ooryik
cooti$
00045 -

-D049'

: (102)i

_00(153,

00054
00055

*a0 05+f,`,

000tr:
oo,05C

INERR>1 THEN GOTO EOP; : 000601
%.00061,
;_aao6.22
1 00063:

GOTO STAGE2: 000§4i
5006s

; /*
1* READ DOC-TERM ARRAY

/*
/4g DOCTRM COMPLETE HERE; NOW DO DOCDOC

/*
STAGE2:

/*
/*

TOP=DOCMAX;
MULT1=2*O0C4AX;
DSTMIN=2E
DO I=1 TO DeCMAX:

MULT2=1-.1;
.BAS.17,:MuLt2ttMULI1-I}/2;
RoWBASE(I)=BASI;

/*
REMOVE REDUNDANT ROWS BY MERGING,
AND COMPRESS DOCTERMHTO TILL HOLES

/* LEGAL MAX

1* TwE DOC-DOC MATRIX

C33158

*1*/
*/

00066-
00067

: 00069:
: 00070

000722,
00073
_00014.

:

g°0°0776

00074
'0007
_MOW

0004,
__man
00084.
00085

*/ 00087
*/ 00088
*/ onas.

D0.090
00091

__*_/ .0.0492.

00093'1
00094,
00095.
00096
00097.IS STORED IN */



DM070002

ti

,

.1/

/* (I-1)(2N-I) /
Loc- * J I */

'/*. 2 0/

e0 o */
DO J=I*1 TO-DOCMAx; /* bo A ROW OF DD

UN,INT=-0;

/* REDUCED FORM. ONLY THOSE ITEMS */
/* Dp(I,J) WHERE J,I ARg KEPT' */
/*ATEM OD(IlAis IN DOCDOC(LOC)
/* WHERE */

01/26/77 PAGE '3

00094
0(099 !
ono()
00101
oolog
0010.3

(0104:
00105
ona6-
oom,
0IF SING THEN UN=DOCTRm(190)+DoCTRM(Ji0);

DO T =1_ TO TRMMAX.;

IF DOCIRM(I,T)>0 THEN'
IF DOCTRm/J9T)>0 THEN

INT=4NT+DOCTRM(ItT)*DOCTRM(J,T);
/* INT IS IN'TERSEC'TION SETSUM*/

UN=uts4.00CTRM(I,T)*DOCTRm(J,T);,i

END;

END;
/* UN IS UNION. SET SUM

OC=J-I.BASI;
INT=INT/2;:'
XI=INT;
UN=UN-INT;
XU=UNI

IF I/N=0 THEN XU=1;
DIST=1-(XI/AU);
DOCDOC(LOC)=OIST;
IF'DIST<DOCDOCCROWMTN(1); THEN kOwmIN(I)=LOC;-
IF DIST<DSTvIN THEN DO;

DsTmIN=UIST; 4
HI=I; /* SAVE CLOSEST PAIR

END; .

END;

'/* DON'T COUNTTwICE */

/*

PUT PAGE;
IF WRITESW THENDO;
DO I=1 TO TRMMAX;

DO J=I*1 TO TRMMAX;
,orsTsum=o; NUmDIST=0;
DO I1=1 TO DOCmAx;
-.IF DOCTRM(I1tI)=1, THEN 00;

DO J1=1 TO DOCMAx;
' IF DOCTRM(J1,J) =1 T'-EN DO; .

NUMDIST=NUMD/ST+1;
IF J1>I1 THEN DISTSUM=DISTSUM+DOCDOC(40WBASE(I1)+JI-I1);'

ELSE IF il>J1 THEN DISTSUM=DISTSUM.DOCDOC4ROWBASE(J13+11-J1);
END;

END;
END;

END;
TERM1=I; TERM2 =J; TTDIST=DISTSUM/NUmbIST;
WRITE FILE(OUT) FROM(DISTNODE);

END;
ENus

c34.159

*/

0106;
.00109
00110
00111-

001W,
00114::

poli6-
00117

00119
00129
00121
00122

.00123.,
aalvc
00125
00126,:
00127,
00128;
00129 ,

.00130
0013.1

*/ 00132

0/

.00133:

00134
00135

00137
(00130_
o_0119,
00140

-00141

00143:
00144
9.0145.

00146
00.14T-7

_PW&
00149
00150'
9..915 i

00152'
00153



:,pti0700D2

.-&--b _

END:

IIMAX=2*TOP;
ALLOCATEELTS;
.ELTS=CM _

STAGES:
TOP=TOP1;

01/26/77 PAGE

/* DOCDOC COMPLETE; NOW MAKE CLUSTERS -*/
00154:!
.00155/ . _ ...._*/ 0.01564

-,: aiti,
, 00158h

..0.01.59".

00160-,
/0 SET NEW GROUP NUMBER / .00161;

GROUPICURIUKI34_,GROUPICURR4M4.1=TOPI _ ,00162
ASSOC( CURRCHII),'ASSOC(CURR(HJ))=DSTmINI '00163-.00163
PUT SKIP EDIT(PFORMED ',TOP,' FROM faCURRIHIhl , ',CURR(HJ), 00164

! AT_DISTANCLIOSTMIN) - 00165;
(A9F(3),A,FOYA,F(3),A,F(7,5)); . 00166

IF SIZE(CURRIHII)>=SIZE(CURR(HJ)) THEN DO. , , 00167.
2 ... _ 45.0SATOP411=CURRIMI)A - - __.6 ____aoi.6a..,

ELTS(TOP,2)= CURR(HJ); 00169::
END; 0017,0;
ELSE Op . --- . _ _ao

ELTs(ToP91).-gcuRR(HJ); 00172'
ELTs(ToRA2)=cumw-ii;; .00173:

END.;_-___ _ .._.. _,________ __:. _ __ ____00174:
SIZE( TOP)=SIZE(CuRR(HI))+SIZE(CURR(HJ));

A
oovis:

ALPHJ=sizEccuRF;;HI»/sizE(Top); 00176
_ALPHK.74.SIZEACURRima))/SIZE(TOP)1 ., _00.11.7.
CURR(HJ)=0; , , / THIS DELETES ROW HJ / 00178:
CURRIHIhr-JOPI / RE-USE ROW FOR NEW GROUP / 00179
BASX.=ROWBASEJHI); __.. 0018.0'
BASK= ROWBASE(HJ); 00181;
DOCDOC(BASX4HJ-HI)t2; ,

00182:/
. / 00.1.83,',

/* NOW FILL NEW DISTS IN ROW X / 00184
DJK=DSTmINI

.

00185%
'4 DSTMIN=2; _ _00186,
T R WMIN(HI)=0; . 00187

DO 1=1 TO DOCMAX;. SET NEW DISTANCES TO ROW X / 00188'
_IF CURRIII:0 THEN GOTO SK PI ? A DELETED__alki. _

IF HI=I THEN GOTO SKIP; 1 SKIP ROW X ITSELF
/___ .00.110,

*/ 00140;
BASI=ROWBASE(I); 00191
DIST=21. 00192.
IF I<HI THEN DO; 00193.

LOC2=BASI+HI-I; 00194
DIJ=DOCDOC(LOC2); ._,_0.0195.
IF LOC2 =ROWMIN(I) 'NEN IST=-1; 00196._

END ; 1 00197
ELSE DIJ=O0Cp0C(ASX1,I-HT); 0S1118,,
IF IiHJ"TREN'00;* 00199

LOC2=BASI+HJ-I;
' 00200

DIKg.D0c110C(LOC2) i
DOCDOC(LOC2)=2; .

.0112.01

00202.
IF LOC2=ROOIN(I)<JAN bIST=-1; 00203.

END; 00204. _

ELSE DIK=D0cDOC(t3ASK.I-H1); 00205
DIX=ALPHJ DIJ+ALPHKDIK.,IETADJK0GAMMA*AB 4DIJ-DIK); 00206
IF I_1HI_JHEN DO; __Amu

Loc=sAsio-a-I; 0.0208'
DOCDOC(LOC)=DIXI.

/
00209

ei
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DM0700D2'
-

IF DIX<DOCDOC(ROWmI,,(I)) THEN Haem N(I)=LOC;
END;
ELSE DOI .

LOC=8AsX+I-.41;
0CDOCCLOCi=DIX;
If DIX<DOCDOC(ROWMIm(HI)) THEN RO MIN(HI)=LOC;

END;
IF CIST<0 THEN Do; .

LOC3=BASI+DOCMAX-I1
DIST=2;
DQ COC2=BASI+1 TO L -'C3;

IF DOCOOC(LOC2)<DIST TFiEND03
DIST=D0CDit(LOC2);
RnWMIN(I)L.LOC2;

END;
END;

END;.
IF DOCDOC(ROWMIN(I))<DST,AIN THEN DO; .

HHI=II
HHJ=ROOIN(p-BASI.T;
DSTMIN=DOCDQC(ROWRI.J(1));

END;

00210`
00211:.
00212;
00213::
00214.
00215,
00216::
00211
00218"
00219,
0022.(4,

00221,
00222'
00223:7
0.0224.:

00225
002'6::
002W
00228:,1

00229',:

noa.30.
0.0231

SKIP: o 00232.'
END;

. 00233:
IF DOCDOC(ROWMIN(HI)) <DSTMIN 'HEN DO;,.

: 00234
,:"xl-IHI=HI; .

t

00235 -
HH.J=ROWMIN(HI)BASX+H-1; 00236
DSTMIN=DOCDOCCROAMIN(HIh; 00237'

EM); . 00238
_ HI=HHI; 0023:

HJ=HHJT ,
00240

IF DSTMIN<2 THEN GOO STAGE3; !to 00241
/* .*/

.0.02,4?-:"

ALLOCATE NXT; 00243:,
'FORM =' If

.. 0024i.
LN=0; a02.4,..
NXT(TOP)=0; 00246_`
CUR,FIRST=TOP; 00247
LAST=0; . i--.

..

0024.8
DO WHILE(CUR-=0); 00244-

IF CUR>DOOMAX THEN DO; 00250-'
ECIeNXT(LAST)=ELTSC-UR,1,1 90?5.V,
EC29NXT(EC1)=ELTS(C,:Rt2); 00252-
,NXT(EC2)=NXT(CUR);' 00253'
DIST=(ASSOC(EC1)*10.)+,5; 011254;-
ID=DIST; 00255

. FORMO(EC1),FORMO(EC:)=FORm0(CuR); 00256
IF LN(CUR4-,=0 THEN .0;

, .0.0?57'
LNECI,LN(EC1)=IN(CUP); . 00258
'IF FORm(NXT(EC7),LNEQ1).,='*, 00259

THEN FORMIEC2fik1C1=1 0;. ..o.026.o.
END; .

.

ELSE LN(EC1)=ID; 00262
IF ID>0 MEN __ova
FoRmlEclow,FoRm(E-2,Ioy=0*of / 00264
LN(CC2)=ID; 00265.



CUR=EC1;
END;
ELSE-DOI-

LAST=CUR;
CUR=NXT(CUR);

- -ENDAL
END;

/* 0/

$

-

0626-6
00267,

-280268
00269
00278-

- -002.7.11
00272
00211

DO J=1 TO LN(I);
FORM(I.J) =i4"1

00275_
00276

_END;
ENDP 00278'
PUT PAGE; 00279:

).1_ _11(-A411)
DO Q=.1 TO 1 BY .1;

..

0024,PUT EDIT(0)(X(7),F(31ML 00282:.1D4D;
I=NXT(0)l
DO WHILE(I-t=0);

_PUT_SKIP EDLTIItFORMO (1) (F: oX (6)-IA (100/4.
I=NXT(I);

END;
1* 4*/

P1

_ i - /*
DUMPPH: .

.1 .t 0029
..PUT PAGE;

.
a

$ 00241_ PUT SKIP_DAIA-(DOCMAX,TRKMAX) ; --00295:,
PUT SKIP (3) DATA (DSTMINIH/ tHJ*HHI IHHJ) 1 00296-
J= ( (DOCMAX*DOCMAX) -DOCMAX) /2; .

00297!
. PUT SKIP (3./__DAT_A. .1.1.1.3- - _ 0029!8,

IF DOCMAX=0 THEN DO; 00299'
PUTT SKIP; 00300,__DO L : =.1 , _TO. J ; _. _.: . ,,

, 0.0311.1,
PUT EDIT(199:09C0CDOC(I))(X(3)vF(4)9 (1)4F(71,5)-11 0030.END;

0030.43
_ DUMP )..FROG. READER i _.0030*PUT PAGE; . r '400365-

DO 1=1 TO DOCMAX ; . . ,,.
:

0036
PUT SKIP "_ED_IILPROWBASE (I) / (F13) eF (5) ) ; # -00307

PUT EDIT (CURR (I) ) (X(3) 9F (4) , ; . 00306
PUT EDIT (SIZE(CURR (I) ) / (X (2)9F (3)/3' '---"----- 00309.'
PUT EDIT.(ROWMIN-I1) /- (X(2) .F (3) ) ; --- -003111PUT SKIP; 00311.
DO J=I+1 TO DOCMAX 1 00312PUT EDIT ( . . . 1 * ; ° oDpCDOCOROWB4SE ( I ) +J-1.1 /.(X (31 t.FIA)_,AttF (745) )1 -0/1313.

0831
00315

...,_04.3.1.6.
00317
.00318

_ 00319.
00320
.00321
00322
00323.

___LO n 32A.

00325

/*
. -WE SHO ILO NOW BE#ALL DONE

00284-
. 00285;

..00286-
(4028t
00288,

* 00290
*/ 00291
46.4i

END;
END; . -..,
END DUMP;

END; ,

4.PUT SKIP13); 4:.

DO 1=1 TO TOP; _

PUT SKIP, EDIT(19GROUP(IiAssoc(r)) (r(,),'F(5),x(3),F(795)) ;
PUT EDIT (ELTS(It1),ELTS(19!),LN(1)1 ( (3) (X(3)*F(3)));

PUT EDIT (NXT (I)) (X(3) tF(5) )1
END; 1

OP..i.__ __ _ --

ENO CLUSTER;
, C37162
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